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PREFACE

For twenty years we have witnessed remarkable progress in understanding
the nature of information and how it can be processed. The computer has
been at the very center of this development. Those who became intimate
with the computer -- in universities, in government, in industry --
achieved a new level of competence. The sheer bulk of information that
could be h.tndled and the complexity of the problems which could be
solved influenced enormously the productivity and contributions of those
having effective access to computer based information systems.

Nevertheless, today the computer still remains remote, physically and
intellectually, from the daily lives of most people.

During the next twenty years computer based information systems will
reach deeply into all aspects of society, It will be an era of sharply re-
duced costs, greatly improved ease of physical access, and much simpler
communication modes between users and the computer. Since the com-
puter is a machine for amplifying the power of man's intellect, its wide-
spread availability will have particularly deep implications for higher
education. Without question, computer based information systems funda-
mentally will change the content and processes of learning and research.

To date relatively few students in higher education have had exposure to
the computer. Bringing similar advantages to a large percentage of all
students -- undergraduates, graduates, and post-doctoral scholars --
is an immediate and difficult task. Much more difficult, however, will
be the initiation of those steps necessary to achieve full potential of the
computer in all aspects of the learning process. This undertaking will
be one of great complexity since it involves an elaborate information
system, including internal supervisory and user software as well as
powerful computer hardware. The task is further complicated by the
varied nature and ability of the user -- from the advanced worker in com-
puter science to the freshman in economics, each working in an environ-
ment devoted to stimulate learning but in which little is known of how
learning takes place.
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Closely related to campus instruction and research is the administration
of institutions of higher education. Here the problem centers on more
effective use of campus resources -- on the best possible deployment
of faculty, facilities and dollars to achieve economical, high quality
education. The reed for well designed and operated information systems
to support decision making at all organizational levels on the campus is
urgent.

A number of colleges and universities ere doing work important to the
needed developments suggested above. Such effort by individual insti-
tutions must be continued at increasing levels and with careful avoidance
of needless duplication.

There exist, however, important problems requiring solutions which must
be implemented, not on just one campus, but nationwide by many of the
2,300 institutions of higher learning. Dealing with many of these prob-
lems will require long-range and large-scale efforts. Project ISE has
concerned itself with these more sizable issues.

This project, of one year's duration, has profited from consultation with
many people in higher education and in the computer sciences community.
The Advisory Committee, in particular, devoted many hours of spirited
effort. Associated Universities, Inc. rendered valuable services as
sponsor and host for the staff. The National Science Foundation, in
cooperation with the U.S. Office of Education, provided the funding.
Recognition must also be given to Charles Blair, the Associate Director
of Project ISE, for his skilled and thoughtful contributions to all of the
major issues addressed; to Lloyd Slater, Assistant to the President of AUI,
whose great interest in the project and writing talents gave expression to
much of the final report; to Mrs. Shirley Hamilton, who not only typed
the final report manuscript, but contributed heavily to the coordination
of project activities from the very beginning; and to Mrs. Lois Chew,
who edited the final report.
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Finally, I acknowledge gratefully the contributions made by the Chairman
of the Advisory Committee, Dr. T. Keith Glennan, who was primarily re-
sponsible for the launching of this project and has served as a "prime
mover" throughout. Both Dr. Glennan's and my own interest and concern
for the problems addressed in this study have grown out of our shared
experiences in higher education over much of the past twelve years --
he as President and I as Provost of Case Institute of Technology.

While much of the credit for what may prove of value belongs to others,
I must, as Director of the project, assume full responsibility for errors,
for omissions, and for treading in certain problem areas where the footing
is soft and the direction to move is unclear.

ohn A. Hrones
Director, Project ISE

Washington, D. C. Provost for Science and Technology
4 April 1969 Case Western Reserve University
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SUMMARY STATEMENT

This report is of a study of national needs for computer based information

systems in higher education and offers specific recommendations for a

program of actions to meet these needs. The study was limited to those

large-scale and long-range problem areas which might best be solved

through more central and cooperative effort between institutions.

The report is developed into two major parts:

PART 1 ... is a relatively terse description of the complete

study; how it was made, what its findings are, and the actions

that are recommended.

PART 2 ... deals more extensively with five major problem

areas in the application of computers in higher education --

in administration, resource sharing, instruction, research

and the library. It is presented in the form of "working papers"

which were developed, shaped, and reshaped in the course of

the study. Many of the findings and recommendations
presented in PART 1 are more exhaustively treated in PART 2.

Findings of the Study

The study determined that two areas -- administration and resource sharing --

are in critical need of immediate and major research and development effort

which should be national in character. Other important areas -- in instruction,

the library, and in research in computer science -- also were found to require

important effort, but the actions necessary are clearly less well defined than

those for administration and resource sharing.

Recommendations

The recommendation for immediate action is:

Establishing a non-profit Institute for Information Systems

in Higher Education to undertake immediately programs

in administrative systems and in resource sharing among

many institutions.



Summary Statement

Recommendations for further study:

Inaugurating a feasibility study for design and
implementation of a regional unified library
automation system.

Organfzing an inter-institutional facility for
study of large-scale and long-range research
projects in the information and computing sciences
in the near future.

Undertaking a large-scale effort to establish
economical use of the computer in instruction; to be
organized and launched within the next decade.



Chapter I

CONDUCT OF THE STUDY

Preliminaries

In the spring and summer of 1966, Dr, T. Keith Glennan, newly appointed
President of Associated U ,niversities, Inc., set out to visit the nine AUI
sponsoring universities1/ to identify and discuss problems in higher edu-
cation which might possibly be solved best through inter-institutional
cooperation and a national laboratory type effort. In almost all visits,
discussions turned to the use of the computer on campus and to the pro-
found effects computer based information systems are expected to have on
all aspects of higher education. Later visits to other campuses and with
many educators brought out further evidence of a growing understanding
of the importance of this development. A pattern of general concern appeared
to be emerging: despite burgeoning costs, how to extend as quickly as
possible the advantages of computer technology to as many campuses and
students as possible. How to do this effectively and economically is a
national problem of great significance which, it would seem, might logically
be approached through some kind of central and cooperative effort.

During the next year, encouraged by the AUI Board of Trustees, Dr. Glennan
continued to explore the problem and to make plans for its review on a
broader, national basis. In June 1967, he assembled a small group2/ to
formulate plans and objectives for the survey, which was carried out during
the summer by Dr. Levien and Dr. Spinrad. By September 1967, a report
of findings had been prepared entitled "Planning Document for Establishing
and Operating a National Institute for University Information Systems" .
This document brought into focus those areas of higl:Pr education most
amenable to computer usage and suggested the structure and functions of
a national institute "generally applied in chlracter and with intimate aca-
demic participation, which could point toward the perfection of software
systems to facilitate efficient and imaginative use of computing technology
on our campuses".

1/ Columbia Univ. , Cornell Univ. , Harvard Univ. , johns Hopkins Univ.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Princeton Univ. , Univ. of
Pennsylvania, Univ of Rochester, Yale Univ.

2/ Dr. Ralph S . Halford, Columbia Univ.; Dr. John A. Hrones, Case
Western Reserve Univ.; Dr. Kenneth M. King, Columbia Univ.; Dr.
Roger E, Levien, The' RAND Corp.; Dr. Riphard G. Mills, M.I.T.;
Dr. Philip M. Morse, M.I.T.; Dr. Robert J. Spinrad, Brookhaven
National Laboratory.
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Organization of Project ISE

The findings of this preliminary study were the basis for a proposal to
establish "a study of the need for and character of an institute devoted
to research and development of information systems to help achieve the
rich potential of the computer and computer sciences in colleges and
universities of the nation. The study will investigate how such an insti-
tute might further inter-institutional efforts to develop software systems
which could improve and extend the utilization of computers on campus.
Its objectives are as follows:

1. It will examine the important areas of interest which would
serve as initial program areas for research and development
in the institute.

2. It will validate the need for such an institute through a
substantial sampling of the national academic community.

3. It will further refine and sharpen the functional and
organizational concept for the facility to more effectively
serve the needs and specific interests of colleges and
universities.

4. It will directly explore the realities of staffing, visiting
appointments and the undertaking of cooperative pivjects
with interested schools.

5. It will ultimately prepare a plan for establishing and
operating the institute, should its need and practicality
be demonstrated by evidence developed in the study."

The National Science Foundation, in cooperation with the Office of Education,
U.S. Department of H.E.W. , awarded a grant of $150,000 (limited to
$121,400 due to Revenue and Expenditure Control Act of 1968) to establish
Project ISE for the duration of approximately one year. The project was
inaugurated on 1 April 1968 when Dr. John A. Hrones, on leave from his
position as Provost for Science and Technology at Case Western Reserve
University, became Director for Project ISE. Mr. Charles R. Blair, on
leave from the National Security Agency where he is Chief of the Informa-
tion Processing Research Division, becdme Associate Director. By June
1968 staffing was completed.
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A twenty-seven member Advisory Committee was established with Dr.
Glennan as Chairman.3/ Nine members of this committee., also chaired by
Dr. Glennan, formed the Steering Committee for Project ISE. The AUI
Board appointed a six member Trustees' Review Committee under the
Chairmanship of Dr. Carl C. Chambers, Vice President for Engineering
Affairs at the University of Pennsylvania, to evaluate the conduct and
findings of the study and report its observations to the AUI Board.

Activities

To pursue the stated Project ISE objectives, the staff undertook the following
functional sequence of activities:

A. Gathering information and producing working papers to
identify possible specific actions which might be taken
in critical problem areas. These include administration,
resource sharing, instruction, research, and the library.

B. Testing the validity of findings and the viability of
suggested actions through individual discussions,
seminars and workshops on campuses in various parts
of the nation.

C. Outlining desired long-range courses of action through
a proposal of a more specific plan for near-future action.

D. Convening periodic meetings of the Project ISE
Steering and Advisory Committees for review and
advice on the conduct of the study.

A. Working Papers

The final versions of the five working papers produced in Project ISE
make up Part 2 of this report. Three of the areas , partially considered in
the working papers -- administration, instruction and research -- cover
almost all operations of colleges and universities. _A fourth -- the library --
is perhaps the classic example of a very large and complex information
system which is of central importance to all education. The fifth --

3/ A list of the Advisory Committee members appears in the Addendum
to Part I.
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resource sharing -- is a preliminary step in the attempt to solve,
economically, some of the problems existing in the other areas.

It must be stressed, however, that these working papers are not
meant to be exhaustive state-of-the-art reports; neither the time
available nor the size of the Project ISE staff permitted such an
effort. In fact, in all of these areas (with the possible exception
of resource sharing), survey literature is already voluminous .
Rather, these working papers are an attempt to put forth a course
of action, predictably on a national scale, which will lead to the
solution of certain major problems in each area. Each working
paper thus materialized during ths life of the project and was
modified by findings in the field as well as in the literature. Each
was subjected to critical review by the project's Steering or Ad-
visory Committee as well as by interested people in the academic
community. And each, in its final form, led to the recommendations
which are put forth by this study.

It must be emphasized that these working papers, as their
description implies, were for internal project use. Nevertheless
it has been thought useful to include them in their present state
to indicate the nature of the problems addressed.

Discussions, Seminars, Workshops

A serious effort was made to understand the problem areas under
study through visits to campuses and to test, in seminars and
workshops, many of the action-oriented ideas developed in
Project ISE. 4/ In brief summary, these field activities included:

Personal Contacts...Approximately 225 persons in over eighty
institutions of higher learning were consulted and informed
of the objectives of Project ISE. Non-academic organizations
(industry, government, associations) were also consulted and
inputs from these sources are included in the various working
papers. A memorandum report on each of these discussions is
on file.

4/ A list of personal contacts, seminar agenda and attendees, and
recommendation/conclusions of the workshops are included in the
Addendum to Part 1.
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New England Regional Seminar...To help identify the problems and
to benefit from the counsel and views of college and university
officials, Project ISE invited representatives of 63 institutions in
the New England area to a one-day seminar at Wellesley College.
Following a morning session which outlined the concepts under
study and the objectives being pursued, afternoon group discus-
sions were undertaken in the areas of msource sharing, research
and instruction, and administrative infowation systems .

Workshop on Humanities ...Humanists from eight different institutions
gathered at Queens College of the City University of New York for a
one-day discussion of the potential role of information systems in
the humanities and the role of a possible national center or institute
with regard to humanities research.

Workshop on Instruction...Seven leading people in the field of
computer assisted instruction met with Project ISE staff at Stanford
University in Palo Alto, California, for two days to develop recom-
mendations for national efforts and objectives.

Proposal

As exploration into the five principal areas of information systems
in higher education proceeded, certain ideas developed for problem
solving actions which could be carried out under the aegis of a
centrally organized national effort or institute. These ideas, later
expressed in more detail in the working papers, were then shaped
into the form of a proposal which was submitted to the Steering and
Advisory Committees, and others, for review. This proposal calls
for the establishment of two related programs: 51

An Administrative Systems Program...A research and development
activity was outlined to study the educational institution as an
operating input/output system and to develop needed techniques
and procedures leading to design and implementation of full-scale
administrative information systems adaptable to the individual
needs of many institutions of higher learning. Major emphasis

5/ These two programs are the dominant elements of an implementation
A 11proposal eritii_ita rrupvz al for Establishing an Institute for Infer,

mation Systems in Higher Education" which has been prepared by the
staff of Project ISE. The concept of this proposed Institute is stated
in the major recommendation of Chapter III. A summary of the pro-
posal is included as the last item in the Addendum to PART I.
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of the program is on field-tested operating systems with strong
participation by visitors and temporary staff from interested
colleges and universities.

A Regional Resource Sharing Program...The plan is to wcrk with
approximately 200 institutions of higher learning located in a
concentrated geographical area toward the development of methods
for the large-scale sharing of information system resources --
equipment, personnel, software, informaticn science educational
programs. One possible design of such an operating system
which has been examined for feasibility is discussed in Chapter V.

Plans for other important large-scale undertakings are discussed
in working papers on the computer in instruction, resea:ch,
and the library in the information sciences.

D. Meetings

Advice and counsel were extended to the study staff by the three
committees formed specifically to lend assistance in pursuing
the project objectives r

Steering Committee ...Nine members of the Advisory Committee
whose major purpose is to review Project ISE working papers,
recommendations and proposals, before they are submitted to
the Advisory Committee for consideration.

Advisory Committee...A nationally representative group consisting
of twenty-seven members selected from the educational community
as well as certain user areas whose role is to consider project
findings and test recommendations in the light of national interests
and needs.

AUI Trustees' Review Committee ...A group of six AUI Trustees
whose purpose is to evaluate the conduct and findings of the
study and report its observations to the AUI Board.

A brief synopsisof committee meetings follows:

21 March 1968...Prior to commencement of Project ISE the
Steering Committee met to propose names for Advisory C: m=
mittee, suggest staff personnel recruitment, and to advise
on initial steps taken by the project.
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22 May 1968...The initial meeting of the Advisory Committee
to discuss the mission of the project, the role of the Committee,
and the design of the study. A brief meeting of the Steering
Committee followed to review results of this first meeting.

1 July 1968 ...Steering Committee meeting, hosted by Bell
Telephone Laboratories in Murray Hill, New Jersey, to review
agenda items of forthcoming Advisory Committee meeting;
The Computer in Instruction and Information Systems Resource
Sharing.

13 September 1968...The second meeting of the Advisory
Committee to consider a plan for a regional resource sharing
system proposed by the project staff and to discuss the first
draft working paper on The Computer in Instruction. A brief
meeting of the Steering Committee followed to discuss further
regional resource sharing and future plans for seminars and
workshops.

18 November 1968...A meeting of the Steering Committee to
discuss and review the first draft of document: "Basis for a
Proposal for Establishing an Institute for Information Systems
in Higher Education."

16 December 1968...The third meeting of the Advisory
Committee to consider the second draft of "Basis for a Pro-
posal for Establishing an Institute for Information Systems
in Higher Education" with specific emphasis on a program
in administrative systems.

25 March 1969...A meeting of the Steering Committee to
review and discuss recommendations to be presented in the
Final Report of Project ISE and to evaluate the first draft
of a proposal to establish an Institute for Information Systems
in Higher Education (IISHE) .

May 1969...An Advisory Committee meeting to review the
Final Report of Project ISE.
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FINDINGS

Limits of Study Area

Beginning in late May 1968, Project ISE attempted to identify certain steps
which might be taken by higher education, perhaps on a cooperative or
inter-institutional basis, to extend the use of computer based information
systems more generally and effectively throughout the educational process.
Because of the breadth and complexity of the study area, the project, in
its effort to propose problem solving actions, operated within the following
constraints:

1. It was primarily concerned with identifying problem areas
having long-range significance to many educational insti-
tutions which differ in type, size, nature of curriculum
offerings, and in ability to make use of computers; and

2. It dealt only with those problems...

a. to which solutions are required that can and will be
broadly applied in post-secondary institutions across
the nation;

b. that a single college or university or small group of
such institutions cannot or does not desire to
undertake;

c. where the cost of the solution er nature of the
problem requires a strong inter-institutional effort
on a national basis;

d. where the skilled people needed for solutions --
particularly in smaller institutions -- could best be
developed initially through a central training effort.

Even operating within these limits, it was exceedingly difficult for the
study to confine itself to a series of manageable topics. One has only
to spend a few hours touring any of our major universities to realize how
extensively the computer and information system concepts are starting to
enter into every aspect of campus life. Aside from their established,
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substantial role in research in engineering and the physical sciences and
in institutional bookkeeping, interesting experiments are being conducted
with computers in teaching, in library use and management, in creating
new forms of effective communication with surrounding institutions, and
in establishing useful new approaches to research and instruction in some
scholarly fields heretofore considered unassailably "non-quantifiable" .
However, if one spends some time with people involved in almost any of
these promising new areas for computers in higher education, even at our
most endowed universities, a sobering realization of the complexity and
cost of further development emerges. Yet, it is essential that these
promising results be made available in usable form to all of the higher
education community.

As indicated in Chapter I, the project staff developed its findings in a
series of working papers, which were subject to a process of review and
revision over a period of months. While these papers present a broader
discussion of each issue, a concise summary is necessary as a prelude
to the study recornm?ndations which follow in Chapter III.

Areas of National Concern

Project ISE, interested broadly in the more effective use of information
systems in many institutions, subdivided its task into five principal
problem areas which clearly seem to be of national concern. A brief
summary of the situation and apparent need in each of these problem areas
follows:

1. Administration...The word "administration" is used in its
broadest sense and includes the following actions directed
at providing the best possible learning environment:

- policy and program planning at all levels,
implementation of adopted policies and programs , and

- improved day to day operational procedures.

It is estimated that higher education will enroll approximately
ten million students in 1979-80 with annual operating costs
of about $30 billion. Thus, a doubling in the resources presently
available to higher education will be required. Individual
colleges and universities are already facing increased difficulty
in financing their growing operations. Simultaneously, there is a
rapidly arowing need to appraise the probable neartime and long-
range influence of proposed changes in educational programs and
organizational structure on the quality and cost effectiveness of
institutions of higher learning.
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An institution of higher education is a complicated system,
constantly changing as the fields of knowledge grow, as under-
standing of the process of learning grows, and as society itself
changes. Each institution has limited resources of manpower,
facilities and funds, which can and must be used effectively in
a wide variety of ways. Each institution should be in a position
to make decisions at all levels and in all areas to use these re-
sources in offering the best possible education to each of its
students with the dollars available.

Thus, in its broadest context, a well designed and implemented
administrative information system is needed to provide every
teacher, with current information which helps realize a better
learning situation for each student. The information system also
must enable the faculty member to reduce to a minimum the time
he spends on paper work. It must provide current information in
an easily usable form to those charged with administering de-
partments, schools and research projects in order to free them of
routine and permit more time for the educational development
aspects of their work. It must provide the president and his staff
with access to a wide variety of factual data regarding people,
physical plant, equipment, courses, research projects and pro-
posed undertakings to help them develop strong planning efforts.
And it must make available pertinent information on the consequence
of courses of action to facilitate important educational and man-
agement decisions.

Few institutions of higher learning are able, on their own, to
reach a position to carry on the important planning and implemen-
tation activities referred to above. Each institution is facing in-
creasing difficulty in just meeting its day to day operational re-
quirements. Most of the 2,300 institutions of higher learning do
not have the resources in money or talent to develop and use an
effectivB planning activity supported by an appropriate information
system. They need help.

A. central effort Of critical size, closely tied to the higher educational
community, is needed for fundamental studies of individual colleges
and universities as systems and to design, develop, and imple-
ment appropriate computer based information systems which support
decision making at all administrative levels. Such a central effort
would enable a talented group of people (former college and uni-
versity administrators, systems analysts, information and computing
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scientists) to concentrate on the development and implementation
of systems in many institutions of higher learning. Unlike in-
dividual institutions, such a central effort would not be hindered
by day to day operational crises. Its existence would eliminate
many duplicative and abortive efforts. It would provide a center
through which important work in administrative systems might be
implemented on many campuses and offer programs to train college
and university people to use the systems developed. Thus, a
central effort devoted to the design and implementation of admin-
istrative systems for higher education would be the most effective
way to use scarce resources. See Chapter IV for a more detailed
discussion of information systems in administration.

2. Resource Sharing...The extension of computer based information
systems into all areas of the educational process faces two
natural inhibitors: the problems of limited funds and the shortage
of competent people. The large computers and necessary auxiliary
equipment are often too costly for most campuses . The special
knowledge and skill required for developing and applying software
are in short supply -- and expected to be so for many years. Large
institutions that have invested in sophisticated computers to meet
the needs of advanced groups on their campuses often find this
expensive equipment is neither fully loaded nor efficiently used.
Smaller campuses often need access to large machines that are
clearly beyond their means.

Both the National Science Foundation and the U.S. Office of
Education, well aware of this growing financial burden, have en-
couraged projects where groups of institutions have attempted to
pool or share resources to gain more effective use of computers.
While these projects are expected to yield immediate benefits to
participating institutions, their emphasis is mainly on the extension
of computing power to smaller institutions through clustering about
a large, central institution.

A central effort involving many institutions over a sizable geographic
region is needed to establish a sound basis and to develop tech-
niques for resource sharing systems that could serve most of the
2,300 institutions of higher learning in the near future. See
Chapter V for details on a proposed regional resource sharing system.
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3. Instruction...The central purpose of colleges and universities
is to provide an environment for learning. Advances in the in-
formation and computing sciences can be immensely important
in understanding and improving the learning process, and re-
search in this area is accelerating at a rapid rate. The results
suggest that computer based systems can be of great assistance
in instruction at all levels. The potential usefulness of the
computer in instruction and learning is barely exploited.

At present some sixty million students are in elementary,
secondary, and higher education in this country. Each year
more students complete high school, go to college, and enter
graduate schools. The population is growing. Society, con-
fronted with technological and social change, needs better edu-
cated people. Yet, with rising demands for education, the
supply of qualified teachers is severely limited. Economical
use of computers for instruction may make it possible to meet
the demand for quality education and, at the same time, pro-
vide greater attention to individuals.

There is an important and urgent need to complement present
activities with a large-scale effort aimed at developing broadly
applicable components with greatly improved cost/benefit ratios.
See Chapter VI for a more comprehensive analysis of the potential
of computer based systems in instruction.

4. Research...Research in the information sciences has a different
meaning and a different payoff than does research in many other
professional areas. Results have very broad implications for
all professional fields are highly dependent upon the availability
and effective use of information systems. Exciting, new and
relevant work in the humanities, the arts, the physical and life
sciences, engineering, management, medicine, etc. , is highly
dependent upon progress in the information sciences. Because of
this fact, valuable research in the information sciences is carried
on in other professional fields. Nevertheless, the focus of front
running research is in the small but growing group of professionals
who regard themselves as iniormation or computer scientists.

The cnaracter of computer research differs with respect to scope,
kind, and support required. Important contributions can be made
by one man on a small college campus -- but this is unusual.
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More often, outstanding work is carried on by a professor at
a relatively large university working with a number of graduate
students and, sometimes, other professors or a few highly
selected undergraduate students. Usually the problems ad-
dressed are not only very important but are ones where the
chance of visible progress by a small group in a limited time
is good. Research by industrial organizations is necessarily
closely tied to developments with neartime profit potential.
It is clear that each of these sources for creative work will
continue to grow in strength and productivity.

Important information science problems exist which neither
institutions of higher learning nor industrial organizations
have incentive to undertake. Such problems are characterized
by one or more of the following conditions:

the time required for substantial progress is long;
a large, full time supporting staff is necessary;
very large-scale, flexible equipment must be
dedicated exclusively to research;
the activity must have extensive testing.

An example is the design of an integrated system incorporating
hardware, system and applications software for optimum use by
educational institutions.

The establishment of environments for such advanced research
is important to the future of computing science and to the grow-
ing world of users from all disciplines. The lessons of the past
indicate this is too large, too long-range, too expensive a task
for any single university to undertake. In addition, results _of
such efforts from industrial organizations may not be made gen-
erally available. See Chapter VII for a review of some of the
contemporary problems in computer science and a suggested
approach to their solution.

5. The Library...College and university libraries are finding it more
and more difficult to maintain the present level of service be-
cause of expanding publication. At the same time, they are being
called upon to provide more advanced services . As a result,
library costs are going up more rapidly than the already impres-
sive growth in acquisitions. Computer based systems are ex-
pected to help solve these problems.
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Many factors; however, make it extremely unlikely that
individual libraries will develop their own automated systems
and suggest a central effort in this area. One difficulty is
the growing scarcity of adequately trained people compounded
by great pressures for the provision of immediate library ser-
vice. Further, the costs and complexities of pioneering in
computer usage are out of the reach of most libraries . Even
if each library did undertake automation,-however, full use of
the world's total published information must involve multi-
institutional effort.

Substantial work is needed to improve existing procedures
through the use of computer based systems while designing
and constructing new systems to provide fqndamen tally dif-
ferent library services for the future. See Chapter WU for a
discussion of a proposed regional, unified library automation
system which could be expanded into a national system.

Paths to Solutions

WO.

As suggested, all of the aforementioned areas of national concern, in
extending use of information systems in higher education, have one thing
in common: they involve long-range problems, complex in nature, which
require important new and continuing efforts for their solution. At the
present time most of the work on new applications of computer based systems
in higher education is supported by the aovernment and by private founda-
tions. Clearly, these are the most likely sources for the markedly increased
support which will be necessary in the years ahead. Project ISE identified
the major problem areas and suggested the kinds of actions needed to effect
solutions. The question it next asked was: How might these actions best
be undertaken? Six possibilities were identified:

1. Substantial increases in funding could be directed into all
areas, with an increasing but limited number of institutions
competing for funds in the traditional manner;

2. Consortia or groups of institutions could be formed to accept
special funding directed toward specific problem areas;

3. Regional and national associations could undertake projects
leading toward solutions of national problems;
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4. Industrial organizations could help answer the problems
of information systems in higher education through
profitable market development a.id service activities;

J . National centers or laboratories could be established,
closely tied to the higher education community, to work
on problems requiring sizable groups of skilled people
and large resources;

6. A federal agency could be established to develop
information systems in higher education through in-house
and contract R&D programs.

-8

It was apparent to Project ISE that the first two paths, which already exist
and are producing important results, must continue to be open and heavily
used with the support of substantial additional funding. In certain areas,
such as the use of computers in instruction and research in computer
science, continued and increased funding of efforts by highly creative
people in teaching institutions is essential, since developments in-each
of these areas so closely relate to the higher education process itseis-..

Clearly, most innovations in the use of computers for instruction can best
be born in an environment which includes classrooms and students as well
as gifted enginesys and scientists. Also, universities must attract and
hold advanced researchers in computer science if our graduate education
system is to produce people who work in this field . Still it must be rec-
ognized that progress of this kind depends in large measure on the partici-
pation of a very small number of institutions with the people and resources
necessary to undertake creative work related to the computer sciences.

During the past few years, several important national and regional
associations have formed which are primarily concerned with better use
of computers in higher education. EDUCOM, Interuniversity Communica-
tions Council, a national endeavor involving representatives from approxi-
mately 100 institutions, is undertaking study projects aimed mainly at
better movement of information between institutions. It does its work with
a small staff augmented by volunteer task forces. Regional organizations
include: SREB, Southern Regional Education Board; WICHE, Western Inter-
state Commission for Higher Education, principally devoted to cooperative
effort on administrative systems in certain institutions of higher learning
in the far west; NERComP, New England Regional Computing Program, which
is attempting to share available computer power in the northeast region of
the country among sixty or more schools,
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Some technical associations (e.g., Association for Computing Machinery,
Association for Educational Data Systems, Institute for Electrical and
Electronics Engineering) have created special membership groups to study
and report on developments in computing in higher education. All of these
organizations, private, regional and technical, serve the highly important
functions of improving communication among people who use computers on
campus and of involving increasirg numbers of people at the working level
in regional and national problems.

The computing industry and related for-profit service industries have
encouraged the use of computers on campus and done much to assist in-
dividual institutions in routine applications. There seems little likelihood,
however, that industry will find the necessary incentive to undertake the
major research and development efforts suggested by the problems identified
by Project ISE. At the present time, those able to contribute significantly
in this area -- the few very large machine manufacturers -- find that the
field of higher education is only a modest fraction of their total market and
they are obliged to treat it accordingly. Those smaller firms, which have
been established to deal primarily with education, lack the resources for
very large, complex and long-range tasks.

It was the conclusion of the study that while all of the possible paths listed
above must be supported in increasing measure, substantial progress in
certain of the areas of concern will best proceed through path 5, the forma-
tion of national centers, dedicated to the principal problem area, which
would work closely with people and institutions of higher education. Such
a center would bring together the critical mix of people -- professional,
technical, operational and supporting -- required to solve complex, long-
range problems as well as successfully implement their solutions on col-
laborating campuses. The need for such coordinated central action is par-
ticularly acute in the administration and resource sharing areas, where it
appears possible to bring benefits rapidly to many of the nation's 2,300
institutions of higher learning.

Path 6, the formation of a federal agency to achieve the progress desired,
was not viewed as a desirable option by Project ISE. The concept of non-
governmental national centers or laboratories, established as needed and
working in concert with existing institutions, appears most likely to meet
effectively the needs as they can be visualized over the next decade. How-
ever, should this show signs of being inadequate, the importance and urgency
of the problem certainly suggest the implementation of federal programs
similar to those undertaken for exploring space or utilizing atomic energy.
Most members of the academic community would prefer to avoid this solution.
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Computer based information systems have such a broad influence in so
many areas of higher education that a number of problem solving actions
require national attention. A major consideration of the study, therefore,
was to establish priorities for recommended actions -- particularly on
the basis of timeliness, manageability, and prospects for funding. The
levels of recommendation are:

Immediate action on problems identified as most
urgent by establishing a new, national center; and

Further study of certain areas which, while dealing
with subjects of major importance to higher edu-
cation, require more investigation before actions
are taken.

The Mal or Recommendation

Establishing a non-profit institute*, essentially national in character and
closely tied to the higher education community through management and
structure, was determined the most promising way to undertake certain of
the activities recommended by Project ISE. Two activity areas were
identified as essential tasks of the institute and an adequate reason for
its immediate start:

A program devoted to improving administrative information
systems in higher education; and

A program to develop an economical and effective mechanism
for the sharing of information system resources among insti-
tutions of higher education.

* "A Proposal for Establishing an Institute for Information Systems in
Higher Education ", 15 April 1969. Project ISE, Associated Universities,
Inc. , Washington; D. C. (A summary of the proposal is included as the
last item in the Addendum to PART 1.)
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Role

The institute will be devoted to continuing study of the national needs of
the higher education community for more effective application of computer
based information systems, and to the implementation of programs to help
meet these needs. It will fulfill this role as follows:

The Governing Board and top management staff will be drawn
from the higher education community;

The institute will...

. undertake studies of problems of fundamental
importance to many institutions which are too costly
or complex to be solved by a single university or
group of cooperating institutions. Initial activities
will be in the areas of administrative systems and
large-scale resource sharing.

. assume the responsibility to help implement its
results in a number of colleges and universities.

. serve as a center where visiting faculty and
administration people from colleges and universities
can participate in its studies and training activities
as well as join in programs of research and development.

. have an active program in the field, including the
installation and testing of prototype systems on
participating campuses.

In summary, the role of the institute will be not only to recommend and
develop, when required, broadly needed new techniques and systems, but
to assure, through training, information dissemination and consulting ser-
vices, that these are placed into successful operation in many and varied
institutions of higher education. In fulfilling this role, the institute will
have to be exceedingly flexible in outlook, adapting its mode of operations
to the specific circumstances in each area it seeks to serve.
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Rather than duplicate, it must build upon, complement, and encourage
effort that is already underway in colleges and universities, in govern-
ment and professional societies. A primary responsibility, therefore,
will be to maintain close and vital relations with the higher education
community, equipment manufacturers and potential funding sources, and
the scope and nature of its operations will be influenced primarily by its
dedication to that concept.

Structure

The institute will be an independent not-for-profit corporation, established
by a founding group representing the national interest and coming largely
from institutions of higher education. After incorporation, this founding
group will be expanded into a Governing Board. A small executive group
will form the initial core staff of the institute.

Scope

The institute will develop, to serve in its initial programs, a staff of about
160 people within five years. Because of the need to evaluate new de-
velopments as well as design and implement systems in the field, the staff
mix will be exceptionally varied; it will include analysts, management and
operational people as well as technical staff in the forefront of information
systems design. To help assure use of techniques developed and increase
competence in information systems at the campus level, the institute will
involve active participation by large numbers of visitors from the academic
community and substantial work in the field.

Location

The institute will be located in a community which is central to a region
containing a large number of educational institutions and easily accessible
by various modes of transportation. To retain its inter-institutional char-
acter, it will not be placed on the campus of any existing university or
college. Nevertheless, the institute must exist in a campus-like atmosphere
and should be relatively near a major, distinguished university, a well
developed library, technical resources and computing power.

Initial Programs

As indicated above, the initial programs of the institute will be concerned
with administrative information systems and resource sharing in higher educa-
tion. Both of these problem areas are of immediate and grave concern to many
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educational institutions and are fundamental to further progress in the use
of computer based systems on campus in instruction, research and the
library. There are also a strong relecionship and interaction between the
two problem areas since it is anticipated that many of the institute's de-
velopments in administrative systems technique will have to be implemented
on many campuses through resource sharing systems. A more detailed dis-
cussion of these two initial institute activities follows.

/An Administrative Systems Program

It is recommended that a central inter-institutional effort be
organized immediately to develop and implement use of im-
proved information system techniques in the administration of
colleges and universities. The goal of the program would be
to develop a framework of information systems to support de-
cision making and to help implement subsequent operations
at all administrative levels. Such systems must be devised
in close cooperation with a substantial number of colleges
and universities. They must be installed and tested to insure
flexibility to meet diverse institutional needs. The initial
work should be directed at two and four year institutions of
higher learning, with university applications following as soon
as possible. It is believed that work at the college level,
properly directed, will also be a foundation on which univer-
sity applications can be developed.

The importance to the nation of the improved utilization of
resources of higher education which should result from this
program is sharply outlined by the fiscal facts. It is estimated
that the total annual operating expenses of institutions of
higher education in the year 1979-80 will be approximately
$30 billion. Thus, improved planning, implementation of adopted
plans, and improved operational procedures could produce sav-
ings of several billion dollars per year. Such savings may be
realized in a number of ways -- improved quality of education,
reductions in contemplated expenditure per student, the "avoid-
ance of disaster" . With respect to the latter, a well conceived
model with appropriate analysis can assess the probable output,
the costs and probable additional income associated with a pro-
posed program over a period of years to avoid unforeseen fiscal
crisis. For further discussion of this program, see Chapter IV.
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A Resource Sharing Program

It is recommended that a central program, coordinated with
the Administrative Systems Program, be organized immediately
to develop methods and techniques for sharing information
systems resources (equipment, software, manpower, programs)
among many institutions. To produce usable results, the
major task of the program should be to establish a prototype
resource sharing system involving approximately 200 institu-
tions in a densely concentrated geographical region. Expe-
riences gained from such an operating system would provide
useful design criteria for other regions of the natica to bring
resource sharing eventually to over 2,000 existing institutions
of higher education. The national network plans of ARPA and
EDUCOM would help, and be aided by, this activity. For
further discussion of this program, see Chapter V.

Secondary Recommendations

The following secondary recommendations are regarded as very important

but , in contrast with the major recommendation of the study, which carries
the highest priority rating and is supported by a separate formal proposal
for action, require further study to determine the mechanisms best suited
to achieve the results desired. Estimates of practicable objectives,
schedules and costs are provided as appendices to the working papers sup-
porting each of the secondary recommendations . Obviously, these esti-
mates do not constitute a proposal; they are included to indicate the approxi-
mate costs in time and manpower of achieving certain worthwhile goals.
More precise figures are best obtained from organizations which propose to

implement the suggested systems.

Recommendation 1

A Regional Unified Library Automation System

It is recommended that further study be undertaken leading to

the possible establishment of a regionc.i., computer based, ex-
tensible library file system and union catalog in general ac-
cordance with the steps outlined in the feasibility study in
Chapter VIII. Such a development, which would involve par-
ticipation by libraries in about 200 institutions, could be the
basis for expanding the service to a national system which
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could serve most institutions of higher learning. It is estimated
that installation of such a system nationally would cost approxi-
mately $12 million expended over a period of about ten years.
Upon completion, an average operating cost per student enrolled
would be about $3.00 per year.

Recommendation 2

Research in the Information and Computing Sciences

It is recommended that the federal government substantially add
to its support of research in the computer sciences. Much of
this additional funding should be applied to increase the amount
of research on the individual campuses. However, there exists
a growing need for an environment, or environments, adapted
to the conduct of large-scale and long-range research projects
in the computer sciences. Such an environment should be one
attractive and open to qualified researchers from all of the nation's
colleges and universities. There must be available large and
flexible equipment dedicated to advanced large-scale research in
computer science. A number of configurations of such an inter-
institutional operation are possible and further study, solely
focused on this matter, is required. It is likely that annual op-
erating costs of such an activity would be about $5 million with
an initial capital equipment cost of $10 million or more.

A center for research in the information and computing sciences
could contribute profoundly to many users of computers. Even
engineers and physical scientists, who are already heavily in-
volved in computing, expect "breakthroughs" in information
systems techniques will lead them to more imaginative applications
and accelerated progress. The most dramatic benefits, however,
are expected in fields that are just beginning to apply computers;
the life and social sciences, the humanities and the arts all
abound with opportunities for exciting and productive new uses.
Researchers from many areas would look to the center to stimulate
advanced uses of computers in their fields of study. Although
the resources of even a large center would be inadequate to serve
most disciplines, some cooperative research could result in gains
both in computing science and the selected applications areas.
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Recommendation 3

Instructional Use of Computers

It is recommended that within the next decade a large-scale
effort be launched to establish the use of the computer in
instruction on an economically attractive basis . Emphasis
needs to be placed on exploratory development leading to the
construction and testing of prototype systems for the economi-
cal preparation and presentation of instructional materials.
Related activities could include studies leading to better un-
derstanding of the learning process and a center for collecting,
refining, extending and distributing course materials. For
maximum effectiveness, the effort should be closely associated
with several innovative educational institutions which partici-
pate actively in the necessary experimentation. The estimated
annual budget for a single activity of this nature is approxi-
mately $2 million.

4
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9:30 - 10:45 Plenary Session, NERComP
Institutional Representatives

9:30 - 10:45 President's Round Table
Dr. T. Keith Glennan

AGENDA

Presiding -- Dr. Philip M. Morse

11:00 - 12:00 Presentation
Dr. John A. Hrones

12:00 - 12:30 . Question and Answer Period

12:45 - 1:45 Luncheon, Pomeroy Hall
.

2:00 - 4:00 Group Discussions

I. Library and Administration
Dr. Hrones, Chairman

II. Resource Sharing
Mr. Blair, Chairman

III. Instruction and Research
Dr. Morse, Chairman

Sponsored by Associated Universities, Inc.
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WORKSHOP ON HUMANITIES

10 October 1968
maters College

Flushing, New York

The general conclusion of the group was that humanities research is
characterized by problems sufficiently peculiar to itself to make advisable

a separation from parallel work in the social sciences, as there would be

with researchers in library automation and computer assisted instruction,
both of which fields will ultimately serve the practical needs of humanists
and will benefit from advice on which needs they best can serve. But the

best conditions for imaginative and valuable research in the humanities
provide a minimum of structure and unnecessary external involvement.
In such an atmosphere, it should be possible to promote research on the
frontiers of current knowledge and to map out ever newer developments in
software and hardware to assist in information storage and retrieval in the
library, in the publication of scholarly aids by photo-composition, and
the conversion of lengthy texts into machine-readable form.

The particular means by which these general ends would be reached depend

on the establishment of text libraries in all the humanistic disciplines.
In some, such as literature:the problems are relatively simple: the de-
termination of adequate codes for data preparation and care in the prep-
aration and storage of the materials . In others, like the visual arts, the
very fundamental question of what to encode must be answered first. The
Institute, by becoming the chief source of uniform and reliable texts,
would establish standards to be followed elsewhere; the absence of such
standards has been a major problem during the early years of computer
humanities research, when isolated individuals innocently invented idio-
syncratic and incompatible codes. The centralization of texts should
also reduce some of the current confusion over a scholar's rights in a
text he has personally made machine-readable. To supplement this library

of texts, there should likewise be data banks (e.g. , bibliographies), also
available to researchers outside the Institute. The spectrum of services
could be completed by a general clearinghouse for texts processed else-
where, additional data, programs, and any other materials which could
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be exchanged among scholars. The Institute should be able to sponsor
some projects which are not in the avant-garde but which cannot be done
elsewhere for lack of personnel or equipment and which will stimulate
other research once their results are available. Concordance might repre-
sent this type of project.

Other activities of benefit to the general commuity of humanists include
the creation not only of special Droczamf.t. for humanities nr9hlemc, but
ever new user-oriented languages. These are among the materials which
could be described in manuals and primers to be produced under the spon-
sorship of the Institute. No such works exist today for humanists, despite
a growing interest and expressed need. Although created at the Institute,
these works (as well as the publishable results of research conducted
there) should be released through established channels; the members at
the workshop felt that the Institute would achieve little good by becoming
its own publisher. Instead, instruction could be offered through workshops,
symposia, and summer institutes, all of which should be regular features.
The circulation of permanent personnel between the Institute and the
academic community at large would also constitute an educational service.
Although there was general agreement on the importance of all these func-
tions, the variety of emphases expressed reflected some polarization of
thought. There was, on the one hand, the conception of a center primarily
for advanced humanities research, in which computers might prove useful
at some stage. To this was counterpoised the idea of an institute for the
development of information science, of which humanities would be one
division. The workshop felt that this fundamental distinction should be
borne in mind as plans progress and hopefully be resolved within the con-
text of the entire project.

The personnel of the humanities section of the Institute were conceived
of as centering on a small cadre of resident researchers, whose tenure
would be for relatively long periods. To that extent, this operation would
constitute a "think tank" . The core group would be supplemented by
fellows who would come for briefer periods, on sabbatical leave, on sum-
mer vacation, or on a grant from some other source, their projects having
been approved by the administration of the Institute. A special effort
should be made to attract as researchers graduate students whose disser-
tations would benefit from a stay at the Institute and who would become
foci of computer expertise at their future posts. All these scholars would
benefit from interaction with a corps of programmers who had special
humanities orientation, and whose training and concent:ation would enable
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them to respond creatively to the needs of the humanists rather than (as is
often now the case) attempt to impose a scientistic technique on their
projects. The software created by the conjunctive efforts of these workers
could be used or adapted all over the country.

Because no meaningful humanities research can be conducted beyond easy

access to major libraries, archives, and other repositories, the workshop

was unanimous in its desire to see the Institute located in the suburbs of

a major city, although distinctly unaffiliated with any university. Boston

and New York were the two cities mentioned by name.

The session was characterized by enthusiasm at the prospect that the
Institute might provide for the stimulating exchange of ideas, allow close
collaboration among scholars, and particularly eliminate the ignorance,
confusion, and solitude which hamper so much computer research in the

humanities. The hope was expressed by one participant that with proper

facilities, researchers might even begin to understand the fundamental

processes of creativity, the point at which humanities research and psy-
chology merge into a universal theory. All participants dedicated them-

selves to further work on behalf of the Institute, and to generating support

among their colleagues. Their vision extended beyond the concrete ad-
vancement of many types of humanities research to benefits in the social
sciences and the natural sciences, which can profit from techniques per-
fected by humanists. There was no exception to the firm belief that sub-
stantial and widespread good can come from the establishment of such a

major research facility.
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Recommendations

WORKSHOP ON INSTRUCTION

5-6 December 1968
Stanford University
Stanford, California

The working group distinguished, within interactive instructional uses
of computers, (1) those in which the computer system modifies its be-
havior according to some measurement of the learner's behavior, so as
to change the learner's behavior (e.g. , so that he will learn), and
(2) those in which the computer system does not modify its behavior
based upon measurements of change of behavior in the learner. For ex-
ample, many simulations and games belong to the second group, as do
programs for manipulating formulae, for lens design, etc. These serve
as an environment in which the learner can exhibit behavior, examine
its consequences, and possibly learn, but the environment itself does
not explicity change because of this learning. Most current CAI belongs
to the first class, although at the "simple" end of any scale of program
or task complexity. Conceptually, instructional environments could be
both complex and reactive to measurements of learning.

Within this definition of its area of concern, the working group makes
the following statements.

1. If there is an Institute, it should include CM-related
activities, but CAI is not sufficient reason alone for
the Institute.

2. An Institute should not be established if it would
significantly reduce the research funds available to
universities or other research organizations .

3. Activities should be in support and development of
prototypes and pilot operations, rather than central cur-
riculum banks and networks .
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4. In order for an exploratory development activity
to be able to develop new pedagogical techniques
at a cost efficient rate, with materials embodying
it and to evaluate effectiveness requires (1) at
least $1,000,000 per year and (2) students taking
col....1-sos at an educational institution willing to
innovate and cooperate with such experimentation.

5. If there is an Institute, the following CAI-related
activities would be appropriate within its role as
entrepreneur and promoter and exploratory developer:

a. distribution of skills-acquisition courses (e.g.,
language learning) (probably at least five years
away for complete economically feasible system);

b. construction of environments in several disciplines
(such as lens design, automated laboratories,
gaming);

c. systems analysis of higher education and its
organization, of how CM could be introduced,
used, produced, rewarded;

d. promotion of information gathering and refinement,
need specification (e.g. , needs in operating
systems, terminals, standard program modules);

e. promotion of education of instructors and admin-
istrators in the use of computers.

6. If there is an Institute, the following CM-related
activities would be appropriate within its role of
supporting and sustaining important research (which
role is considered essential to maintaining a viable
Institute):

a. natural language processin.g;

b. man-machine interface research;

c. studying the nature of problem solving.
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* New England Regional Seminar Attendees

Academy for Educational Development, Inc.
Sidney G. Tichton, Vice President

Advanced Research Projects Agency
Charles M. Herzfeld, Director
L. G. Roberts, Chief Scientist, Information Processing Techniques
Robert Taylor

Agriculture National Library
Abe Lebowitz

American Council on Education
John Caffrey, Director, Commission on Administrative Affairs
Lawrence K. Pettit, Secretary, Comm. on Sponsored Projects

American University
H. H. Champaigne, Professorial Lecturer
Norman S. Glick, Instructor
Richard Oehler, Instructor

Amherst College
*Richard J. Duffy, Department of Physics
*George B. Dunnington, Manager, Computer Center

Argonne Universities Association
Philip N. Powers, President
Charles Yost

University of Arizona
Bowen C. Dees , Provost for Academic Affairs

Associated Colleges of the Midwest
Blair Stewart, President

Babson Institute
*Edgar T. Canty, Jr. , Director of Academic Computer Services
*Henry A. Kriebel
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Bates College
*Richard M.
*Be:nard R.
*Charles H.

Briggs, Department of Chemistry
Carpenter, Business Mgr. & Asst. Treasurer
Stauffer, Chairman, Department of Chemistry

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
William O. Baker
Edward E. David, ji ., Communications System Division
John R. Pierce

Bentley College
*Charles Ehl, Director of Information Systems and Procedures
*Ralph N. Johanson, Department of Mathematics
*Stephen Klein
*Robert Weafer

Boston University
John Alman

Bowdoin College
*Myron W. Curtis , Director of Computing Center
*Charles A Grobe, Jr. , Chairman, Faculty Comm. oil Computer Center

Brandeis University
*Max Chretien, Physics
Herman Epstein, Biophysics
Samuel Goldstein, Science Librarian
A. J. Leigh, Coordinator of Sponsored Research
*B. Levinson, Assistant to the Dean of Faculty
Mrs . Eleanor Stone, Supervisor of IBM 1620 Operations
Sanford Wolf, Physics

University of Bridgeport
*Henry J. Heneghan, Jr. , Director of Computer Center

Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute
John Truxal, Provost

Brown University
*Walter Freiberger, Director, Computing Center
*Malcolm S. Stevens, Vice President for Administration
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University of California, Berkeley
Frederick E. Balderston, Vice President-Planning & Analysis
Mr. Bannerman, Vice President-Finance
John Keller, Director, Analysis Group
Mr. Oliver
George Turner, Director, Management Information Systems Project

University of California, Irvine
Robert M. Gordon, Asst. Director of Computation Center
Fred M. Tonge, Director of Computer Facilities

Cardinal Cushing College
*Sister Justine, Registrar
*Sister Leonella, Academic Dean

The Carnegie Foundation
Clark Kerr, Chairman, Commission on the Future of Higher Education

Carnegie-Mellon University
Alan J. Perlis, Head, Department of Computer Science

Case Western Reserve University
Edward L. Glaser, Director, Jennings Computing Center

University of Chicago
David Easton, Department of Political Science
Don R. Swanson, Dean, Graduate Library School

Cleveland Metropolitan General Hospital
Lawrence Weed, M.D. , Director, Out-Patient Clinic

Colby College
*Roger N. Metz, Assistant Professor of Physics

Columbia University
Frank Beckman, Mathematics Department
Francis A. J. Ianni, Director, Horace Mann-Lincoln Institute
Kenneth M. King, Director, Computer Center
Leon J. Lidofsky, Division of Nuclear Science & Engineering

Computer Management Sciences
William Levis
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Computer Usage Company
Cuthbert Hurd, Chairman of the Board

University of Connecticut
*John L. C. Lof, Director, University Computer Center

Cornell University
Kenneth M. Brown, Asst. Professor of Computer Science
Franklin A. Long, Vice President for Research and Advanced Studies
Eric McWilliams, Director, Office of Computer Service
Gerard Salton, Assoc. Professor of Computer Science
Robert Walker, Professor of Mathematics & Computer Science

Council on Library Resources
Carl Spaulding

Dartmouth College
*Thomas Bryne
Robert Dean, Professor of Engineering
*Thomas Kurtz, Director, Kiewit Computing Center
James Stevens, Controller

Dayton-Miami Valley Consortium
Charles J. Armstrong, President

Educational Testing Service
David Blackwell
Henry Chauncey, President
Herman Smith, Executive Associate to Exec. Vice President
Robert Solomon, Vice President
Bruce Taylor

EDUCOM
Jordan Baruch, President
Thomas Keenan
Harrison R. Morse

Emmanuel College
*Sister Ann Bartholomew, President
*Sister Marie Barry, Dean
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George Washington University
C. T. Ireland, Mathematical Statistics
M. K. Kupperman, Professorial Lecturer. Math. Statistics

Georgia State College
Martin B. Roberts, Associate Controller

Georgia Technological Institute
I. E. Perlin, Chief, Rich Electronic Computer Center
V. Slameka, Director, School of Information Science

University System of Georgia, Regents
J. L. Carmon, Asst. Vice Chancellor for Computing Systems
Mario Goglia, Vice Chancellor for Research

Goddard College
*Kenneth Carter, Asst. Director, Educational Experimentation

Gordon College
*John F. Haugh, Associate Professor of Chemistry
*C.`. Milburn Keen, Jr., Director of Library

University of Hartford
*Edward L. Friedman, Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering
*John J. Smolen, Manager, Data Processing and Systems Office

Harvard University
Harvey Brooks, Dean of Engineering Science
Neil Churchill, Associate Dean, The Business School
*David Dix
*C. Graham Hulburt, Jr., Director of Food Services
*Carl W. Janke, Comptroller
Anthonly Oettinger, Professor of Linguistics and Applied Math.
Arthur Schlieffer, Professor, The Business School
Norman Zachary, Director, Computing Center

Harvey Mudd College
Joseph B. Platt, President

Hiram College
Elmer Jagow, President
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College of the Holy Cross
*John E. Brooks, S.J. , Vice President and Dean
*Joseph B. Pomeroy, S.J. , Director, Data Processing Center

IBM Corporation
E. N. Adams, Thomas J. Watson Research Center
Edmund A. Bowles, Industry Marketing Rep. , Humanities , Libraries , Arts
Richard Gar win
Richard Horton, Marketing Manager, Education
G. Truman Hunter, Program Administrator, Education
Ray W. Quails, jr. , Industry Marketing Representative, Education

University of Illinois
Daniel Alpert, Dean, Graduate College

Indiana University
Richard B. Curtis , Assoc. Dean for Research and Advanced Studies

Institute for Defense Analysis (Princeton)
Robert Cave, Communications Research Division

University of Kansas
Earl J. Schweppe

Lesley College
*Larry Marble, Director of Libraries

Library of Congress
Paul R. Reimers, Coordinator of Information Systems

Lowell Technological Institute
*James H. Doherty, Jr. , Associate Professor
*Howard K. Moore, Professor

University of Maine
*Jeremy Johnson, Director of Computer Center
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University of Massachusetts
Robert Brand, Associate Treasurer
Bill Caines f Systems Manager
Robert Cope, Director, Office of Institutional Studies
Raymond G. Hewitt, Assoc. Dir., Office of Institutional Studies
j. W. Lederle, President
Norman Menegat, Manager, Data Processing Department
*Kenneth G. Picha, Dean of Engineering
H. Hills Skillings, University Scheduling Officer
W. Starkweather, Registrar
*Conrad Wogrin, Head, Department of Mathematics

Massachusetts General Hospital
G. Octo Barnett, Laboratory of Computer Science

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Roger Gaunt, NERComP Coordinator
Howard W. Johnson, President
Richard G. Mills, Director, Information Processing Services
Philip M. Morse, Director, Operations Research Center
Carl Overhage, Director, Lincoln Laboratory
Ithiel de Sole. Pool, Chairman, Political Science Department
J. F . Reinjes, INTREX

University of Michigan
Ernest Zimmerman, Assistant to Vice President
Karl L. Zinn, The Center for Research on Learning and Teaching

The MITRE Corporation
Conrad F. Nuthman, Director, Systems Research Office

Monroe Community College
Arthur ,Assuan, Dean of Curriculum and Instruction
Peter litomerly, Assoc. Dean, Faculty Personnel Services
Fran.:: G. Milligan, Assc::. Dean, Institutional Research

Mount Holyoke College
*Jail W. Durso, Director of Computer Studies

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
General Babcock
Mr. Greenglass
Richard L. Lesher, Asst. Administrator for Technology Utilization
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National Academy of Sciences
Newman A. Hall, Exec. Director, Commission on Education
Warren C. House, Exec. Secretary, Computer Science and Engr. Board
National Programs Panel A

David Evans , Vice Chairman-Dir. Computer Science, Univ. of Utah
Bruce Gilchrist
John Griffith
Bruce Lampson
J.C.R. Licklider
Samuel Morgan
Anthony G. Oettinger
James Rowe
J. Barkley Rosser

National Bureau of Standards
Herb R. J. Grosch

National Institutes of Health
Dr. Ruth Davis, MEDLARS
Les Goodman, Chief, Bio-Engr. & Instrumentation Branch, Div. of

Research Services

National Security Agency
W. A. Blankenship, Assistant Chief of Research

University of New Hampshire
*Shan S. Kuo, Director, Computation Center

New York University
Jacob Schwartz, Courant Institute of Mathematics

State University of New York
Edwarl Lamh, Acct. vice President
Rowan Wakefield, Asst. to the Chancellor

University of North Carolina
Fred Brooks, Department of Information Sciences

Northeastern University
*Richard I. Carter, Director, Computation Center
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Ohio State University Research Foundation
Robert C. Stephenson, Executive Director

University of Pennsylvania
Donald S. Murray, Asst. to the President for Federal Relations

Dr. Schrenk, Acting Director, Compudng Center

University of Pittsburgh
Edison Montgomery, Vice Chancellor
lAresley W. Posvar, President

Princeton University
William G. Bowen, Provost
Ronald Buhier, Head, Computer Center
Theodore A. Dolotta, As st . Head, Computer Center
Mike Godfrey, Department of Statistics
Dave Hazen, Associate Dean of Faculty
Ernest Johnson, Chairman, Chemical Engineering Department

R. Quandt, Department of Economics
John Tukey, Chairman, Department of Statistics
Ray Woodbrow, Project Research Officer

Providence College
*Bernard J. Boyd, Head of Computation Center
*Thomas R. Peterson, 0.P. , Dean

Queens College
Joseph Raben, Editor, Computers and the Humanities

The RAND Corporation
Roger E. Levien, Head, System Sciences Department

Willis Ware

RCA Instructional Systems
Al. L. Coulson, Manager, Federal Educational Programs

Regis College
*Alfred Pugliese, Director of Administrative Affairs

*Miss Elizabeth Shuhany, Professor of Mathematics
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Rensselaer-Hartford Graduate Center
*Valdemars Punga, Professor-in-charge of Computer Science

University of Rhode Island
*George E. Sullivan, Director, Administrative Data Systems

Rhode Island College
*John A. Finger, Jr. , Director of Edu?ational Services
*Arthur Laferriere, Associate Professor of Chemistry

Rhode Island School of Design
*Harold Washburn

University of Rochester
George M. Angle, Associate Treasurer
Willis E. Bridegam, Jr., Medical Librarian
Gerald H. Cohen, Professor of Electrical Engineering
Thomas Ferbel, Assistant Professor of Physics
Robert R. France, Associate Provost
David A. Goldstein, M.D. , Assoc. Professor of Radiation Biology

Harry E. Gove, Director, Nuclear Structures Laboratory
Ralph N. Haber, Chairman, Department of Psychology
George H. Haines, Jr. , Asst. Professor of Business Administration
McCrea Hazlett, Vice President for Special Academic Affairs

Robert E. Hopkins, Professor of Optics
Richard Hufnail, Assistant Director, Research Administration
Howard P. Iker, Resident Assoc. Professor of Psychiatry-Psychology
David Lyons, Assistant Controller
Thomas R. Mason, Director of Planning & Institutional Studies
Margaret Mattern, Librarian
Richard C. McLaughlin, Asst. Professor of Education
Phyllis A. Richmond, Information Systems Specialist
Richard N. Rosett, Chairman, Department of Economics
W. David Smith, Jr. , Asst. Professor of Chemical Engineering
Robert Sproul, Provost
William Streifer, Assoc. Professor of Electrical Engineering
John J. Sullivan, Jr. , Director of Data Processing
Vincent Swoyer, Director, Computing Center
La Roy B. Thompson, Vice President & Treasurer
W. Allen Wallis, President
William W. Wilkinson, Director of Finance
Ernest Wright, Asst. Personnel Director, Benefits & Insurance
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Rochester Institute of Technology
Frederick Henderson, Director of Computing Center
William Martin, Director of Information Systems

Russell Sage Foundation
Hugh F. Cline

Saint Anselm's College
*Frank W. Huston, NSF Project Director

Salve Regina College
*Sister Monica Marie, Registrar
*John S. Renza, Exec. Asst. to the President

The Service Bureau Corporation
Al Giordano, Jr., Sales Representative

Southeastern Massachusetts Technical Institute
*H. Paul Jolly, Jr. , College of Arts & Sciences

Southern Regional Education Board
John W. Hamblen, Project Director, Computer Science

Stanford University
Richard C. Atkinson, Professor of Psychology & Education

Edward Feigenbaum, Director, Computer Center

Jerry Feldman, Asst. Professor of Computer Science
George E. Forsythe, Exec. Head, Computer Science Department

William Miller, Vice Provost for Computing
Norman Nielson, Deputy Director, Computer Center

Edward Parker, Communications Institute (Library Systems Research)

Michael Roberts, Assoc. Dir. in Chg. of Admin. Systems, Comp. Ctr.

Arthur L. Samuel
Patrick Suppes, Chairman, Philosophy Department

Suffolk University ...,

*Francis X. Flannery, Assistant Treasurer
*Richard H. Maehl, Chairman, Chemistry Department

Systems Development Corporation
Launor Carter, V .P, & Manager, Public Systems Division

Sydney Epstein
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Triangle Universities Computation Center
Morris Davis, President

Trinity College
*Charles R. Miller, Department of Physics

Tufts University
*Richard H. Milburn, Department of Physics
*John F . Mitchell, Vice President

U.S. Coast Guard Academy
*Raymond J. Perry, Director, Computing Center

U.S. Office of Education
Andrew R. Molnar, Acting Director, Div. of Higher Education Research
Richard Otte, Director, CUES

University of Utah
David C. Evans, Director, Computer Science Department

University of Virginia
A. R. Kuhlthau, Assoc. Provost for Research

Warren Wilson College
George F . Cramer, Ptofessor

Uni-:cr-'ty elf IATA qiiingtOn
Joseph L. McCarthy, Dean, The Graduate School

Wellesley College
*Miss Ann Congleton, Asst. Professor :A Philosophy
*James H. Loehlin, Asst. Professor of Chemistry

Wesleyan University
*James M., McFarlane, Manager, Computer Laboratory
*Robert R. Singleton, Operations Planner

Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education
John W. Minter, Director, Special Programs in Higher Education
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Western New England College
*Ed Lindberg

Wheaton College
Norman W. Johnson, Director, Computer Center

Williams College
*Lawrence Wright, Director, Computer Services

University of Wisconsin
Mervin Muller, Director, Computing Center

J. Barkley Rosser, Director, Mathematics Research Center

Worcester Polytechnic Institute
*Fred Haj jar

Xerox Corporation
John Dixon

Yale University
Edward Bowman, Comptroller
Howard Phelan, Head of University Operations

Carl Roessler, Director, Yale Computation Center

Charles H. Taylor, Jr. , Provost
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SUMMARY:

A PROPOSAL FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT

OF AN

INSTITUTE FOR INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN HIGHER EDUCATION

15 April 1969

It is proposed that an Institute for Information Systems in Higher
Education be established as soon as possible with operations to commence
not later than 1 April 1970.

Purpose

The Institute will organize and carry out programs to extend the use and to
enable more effective application of information systems in institutions of
higher education. To assure that developments are realistic and widely
used, the Institute will be closely tied to the higher education community
through management and structure and will undertake much of its work with
cooperating colleges and universities . The initiai programs will focus on
developing and installing administrative information systems and on the
large-scale sharing of information system resources.

Size and Scup

The Institute will assemble, to serve in its initial programs, a staff of about
160 people by the fifth year. It will be concerned with problems of long-

range significance to many educational institutions as well as those too
difficult or costly to be attacked by a single college or university, or group
of such institutions. To encourage use of techniques developed and increase
competence in information systems at the campus level, the Institute will
involve active participation by large numbers of visitors from the academic
community a well as operate a substantial program of work in the field.

Activities

Initial activities of the Institute will be undertaken in the two program areas
which follow:
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An Administrative Systems Program concerned with analysis
and modeling of the administrative process and development,
implementation and field testing of specific components of
operational information systems.

A Resource Sharing Program concerned with development of
methods and techniques for the sharing of computer based
system resources among large numbers of institutions. An
initial task will be establishing a prototype resource sharing
system involving approximately 200 institutions in a
geographical region.

Schedule

It is proposed that the Institute start operations during the period
1 January 1970 to 1 April 1970. However, organization of a Governing
Board consisting of outstanding members of the higher education com-
munity and application for charter as a non-profit corporation should
commence shortly.

Funding Requirements

It is projected that operating costs in the first year will be approximately
$900, 000, rising to about $5 million in the fifth year. Under the plan
proposed, essentially no capital funds are needed. To attract the leader-
ship required for a successful operation, the full operating fund require-
ments for the initial five year period, an estimated $15 million, must be
committed in advance.
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ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION SYSTEMS
IN COLLEGES AND 'UNIVERSITIES

Introduction

An institution of higher education is a complicated system, constantly
changing as the fields of knowledge grow, as understanding of the process
of learning grows, and as society itself changes, Each institution has
limited resources of manpower, facilities and funds, which can and must
be used effectively in a wide variety of ways . Each institution should be
in a position to make decisions at all levels and in all areas which will
result in its resources being used to provide the best possible education
at minimum cost to each of its students.

Thus, in its broadest context, an administrative information system is
needed by the faculty to provide each teacher with current information on
students to help realize a better learning situation for each student. The
information system must also enable each faculty member to reduce to a
minimum the time he spends on paper work. It must provide current in-
formation in an easily usable form to those faculty members charged with
administering departments, schools and research projects in order to free
them of routine and provide more time for the educational development
aspects of their work. It must provide the president and his staff access
to a wide variety of factual data regarding people, the physical plant,
equipment, courses, research projects and proposed undertakings in order
to develop strolig planning efforts and sound information as to alternative
courses of action on which to make important educational and management
decisions.

Almost all information relating to each aspect of an institution's operation
is interrelated. Student operations, with data on admissions, student
records, etc., are clearly linked to:

1. Faculty and staff requirements and assignments;
2. Fiscal operations such as payroll, general budgetary

accounting, billing, etc.;
3. Use of physical space and equipment;
4. Class scheduling and assignment;
5. Support of teaching.
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All data are involved in planning and development with the focus on
modeling of the institution, conduct of institutional research and projection
of future needs. Obviously a university information system which would
dynamically unify these many campus operations would be au extremely
complicated system -- one which would differ in certain characteristics
between institutions, but which, if it existed, would be of enormous value
to all elements of an institution of higher education. While a basic or
core system of data gathering, storage and retrieval is possible and might
well be used by significant numbers of institutions, provision must be
made for the satisfaction of particular or idiosyncratic needs of the indiv-
idual institution.

An Integrated University Administrative Information System

A Definition...An integrated administrative information system for
institutions of higher learning is defined as a system capable of providing
accurate and timely information for decision making at all administrative
levels. Such a system for university and college administration must
support operations which for convenience are divided into three areas:

A. Student Operations
B. Personnel and Fiscal Operations
C. Planning and Development

Some of the activities in each of these areas are listed below:

A. Student Operations

1. Student records
2. Admissions
3. Registration
4. Scheduling and sectioning
5. Testing and other support of teaching activities
6. Counseling
7. Grade reporting
8. Alumni records
9. Financial aid

10. Health services
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B. Personnel and Fiscal Operations

1. Personnel
2. Student accounting
3. Payroll
4. Purchasing and material management
5. Plan and equipment management
6. Income accounting
7. Investment management
8. General and budgetary- accounting
9. Management of auxiliary enterprises such as

residence halls, book store, etc.

C. Planning and Development

1. Modeling the institution
2. Institutional research
3. Consideration of alternative use of resources
4. Projection of future needs
5. Planning the development program to ensure

the funding for future operations

Advantages...The advantages of a widely used integrated administrative
information system for higher education include:

1. Providing more and better information;
2. Providing information rapidly -- in time to be useful in

current decision making;
3. Lowering cost per unit of information handled;
4. Reducing the amount of file duplication;
5. Reducing the number of errors;
6. Freeing faculty and administration time for more important

purposes and thus enhancing the better utilization of
scarce resources;

7. Helping an institution discover where it is, where it is
headed, and where it should be going;

8. Permitting a university to think about itself as a system
rather than as a collection of essentially arbitrarily
related units;

9. Making possible the consideration of alternative uses of
resources and providing means for monitoring progress
made toward the goals decided upon;

10. Providing a means for comparing one institution's output
with others.
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Difficulties ...There are major difficulties in the installation of an
integrated university administrative information system:

1. The university is a complicated organization and hence
difficult to understand and represent in formal machine
manageable language;

2. liThe design and installation erst for a single institution
operating by itself is very high;

3. An apprehension exists among some students, faculty,
and administrative personnel that the use of the computer
will:

a. tend to dehumanize the campus environment;
b. tend to develop strong central administrative control;
c. tend to decrease freedom of action at local level;
d. tend to erode the privacy of certain information.

As to point three, however, many of the apprehensions may prove to be
groundless. For example, several points have been made against the
"dehumanization" argument. Bi freeing much of an administrator's and
faculty member's time from clerical work, more attention can be paid to
the individual student. In addition, an automated system would make it
easier to bring "exceptional cases" to the attention of faculty or counselor.

As to centralization, the availability of good information does not in
itself alter the nature of administrative control. Indeed, a university
with strong local unit responsibilities can improve the functioning of the
local units by providing important information in time to be used to the
best advantage.

Machine files can be made as secure as conventional files now in wide
use on campuses. Thus, safeguards in the system would limit file access
to those who need various categories of information.

Though some of the difficulties are real, the need to overcome them is
urgent. The proliferation of limited information systems in individual
institutions reflects current interest in and concern with this problem.
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The Fiscal Stake

What are the stakes involved now and in the future which make a better use
of resources by all of our it of higher education so important?

From latest available figures published by tlw,U.S. Department of Health,I/Education and Welfare for the year 1963-64, we note the following:

A. Total operating expenses $ 9,300,000,000
B. Total endowment 7,000,060,000
C. Total value of physical plant . . . 23,000,000,000
D. Percentage of -A- used for

administrative expenses 10.5%

While it is difficult to make a reliable estimate of similar figures for the
year 1979-80, it is likely that annual operating expenses will triple to
approximately $30 billion in that year (see Figure 1, Enrollment Growth).
Thus, a 10% reduction in those expenses due to better planned utilization
of resources by a large percentage of all institutions of higher learning
would mean a national savings of $3 billion in annual operating funds.

Similarly, it is likely that plant value in that period would also triple to
a total plant investment of approximately $70 billion in 1979-80. Assuming
an increase in that one year of between $6-8 billion in plant investment,
a 10% reduction would result in a national savings of approximately
$700,000,000.

The College or University System -- A Way of Viewing
the Administrative Problem

A block diagram of an educational institution is shown in Figure 2. The major
outputs of the institutions are educated men and women, contributions to
knowledge, services to community, state, nation, etc. Some of these out-
puts are difficult to measure. Certainly the number of degree recipients and
their fields of concentration can be readily determined. The increase in un-
derstanding and in the ability to use knowledge wisely due to the students'

1/ K.A. Simon and W.V. Grant, Digest of Educational Statistics, 1968
Edition. U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. Government Printing Office, 0E-
10024-68, Washington, D.C. 1968.
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Figure 1

The Growth of Enrollment
in U.S. Colleges & Universities

Source: K.A. Simon, W.V. Grant,
Digest of Educational Statistics, 1968 Edition.
U.S. Dept. of 11,,E.W. GPO OE-10024-68.
Washington, D.C.
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residence iii a. specific college or university is extremely difficult to
measure. Similarly, the value of research results and service rendered
cannot be as sharply stated as the net dollar profit output of an industrial
company. Nevertheless, carefully conceived objectives related to the
mix and relative importance of desired outputs of an educational institution
are the prerequisites for decision making at all levels.

Objectives in terms of numbers of degree recipients (bachelor, master,
doctor) can be set. Size and character of fields of study can be targeted.
Size and to some extent nature of research activities can be projected.
While it is true that actual outputs often vary from desired objectives, a
strong continuing focus on institutional objectives gives direction to the
shaping of the long time nature of the school and makes possible the
careful consideration of the most effective use of resources in attempting
to realize objectives.

Relatively simple analyses based on the coarse grain block diagram of
Figure 2 can yield important information. Thus student attrition studies,
cost per degree recipient, physical space to be provided per student
(classroom, laboratory, dormitory, administrative and faculty offices, etc.)
can be determined for various fields of concentration and compared to simi-
lar data at other institutions. Times in residence to complete MA, MS and
PhD programs with attendant costs can be studied. Actions to make de-
sirable changes can be planned. Tha influence upon costs of varying
faculty-student ratio can be learned. Various distributions of class size
can be considered with projections of the companion changes in required
physical plant and other resources.

A thorough study at this level of decision making would define the kinds,
detail, and frequency of data needed and by whom. In such an under-
taking, care must be exercised to insure that what results ultimately is
useful to many institutions.

A considerably finer grain diagram of a model of a university appears in
a report by Richard W. Judy and Jack B. Levine, both at the University of
Toronto.2/ It is reproduced as Figure 3. Clearly, progressively finer
grain skeleton models are required to provide an appropriate framework for
operational and planning decisions at all levels. Important to the support
of such -a system is a well designed information system.

2/ R.W. Judy and J.B. Levine, A New Tool For Educational Administrators,
a report to the Commission on the Financing of Higher Education.
Published for the Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada
by University of Toronto Press. 1965.
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It is important to point out that many models are required to represent how
various institutions are organized -- the different activities engaged in --
and the varyirg objectives set. Indeed, it is important that individual
institutions frequently consider the consequences of changing their
structure and their use of resources. Inherently, institutions of higher
learning in the United States have unusual opportunities to fulfill their
missions in diverse ways. Yet the ability to seize such opportunities is
seldom present.

Progress on Campuses

Many institutions have recognized the advantages of automating administrative
procedures and have computers for such uses. But these computer applica-
tions rarely extend beyond the mechanization of tasks which were formerly
handled manually in routine and general accounting. However, relatively
little has been done to explore the extension of computer based information
systems into new functional areas and to initiate the development of new
procedures which would be important components in assembling operational
full-scale information systems on many campuses.

Clearly, the design and successful introduction of full-scale administrative
information systems on the nation's campuses will require a great deal in
terms of manpower, time and money -- and more of these resources than
all but a few institutions could individually provide. Some colleges and
universities have recognized this problem and have begun to pool their
resources in cooperative ventures to create and implement limited admin-
istrative information systems which can be shared by several campuses.
The National Science Foundation furnished grants in early 1968 to Cornell
University, Dartmouth College and Oregon State University for programs
in which each of these institutions will serve as a regional computing
center furnishing, among other things, administrative data processing
services to a group of educational institutions. In a few instances an
automated procedure developed on one campus has been used elsewhere.
Thus, the admissions system designed by the University of Massachusetts
has been adopted big the University of Rhode Island and in modified form by
New York Unive sity and Harvard. The Purdue scheduling system has been
used by the University of South Carolina, Seattle University and the Uni-
versity of Illinois. A number of state systems have undertaken important
developments as well. Generally, however, computer application studies
have been singular ventures , designed for implementation in just one
institution.
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In 1968 the-Ford Foundation made a significant group of grants to four
universities (University of California at Berkeley, Princeton University
Stanford University, and the University of Toronto) to support the devel-
opment and testing of new techniques in administration, principally through
the use of computer based systems. It is interesting to note that the
Foundation, in its announcement of this program, stressed that "When
you see the mounting pressures on our colleges and universities, better
management may be their only way to sustain their academic freedom.
You don't take the vitality away from a dynamic institution merely because
you know something about its component parts. You do not necessarily
dehumanize a university when you try to take the measure of its problems."

A survey made by Rourke and Brooks for their book, The Managerial Revo-
lution in Higher Education, found that 53% of the 134 state universities
responding to the questionnaire use computers for administrative purposes. 3/
This figure jumped to 90% for such institutions with enrollments over
10,000. When the number of major private institutions is added to these
figures, it becomes obvious that many different admission, registration,
scheduling and other systems have been designed and that a considerable
amount of expertise exists that is now scattered over a number of campuses.

Despite this demonstrated deep interest of higher education institutions in
administrative information systems, it is known that shortages in skilled
manpower and fina9.cial constraints are severely limiting progress. In
the Pierce Report4/ the estimate was made that computer costs were rising
by as much as 45% per year in many institutions . The report estimated
that the total cost of providing educational computing, excluding adminis-
trative activities, averages about $60 per student per year, and that to
meet this goal by 1972 the cost for all colleges would rise from $100 million
per year in 1968-69 to $414 million per year in 1971-72. In several of
the leading institutions which now represent the most advanced examples
of use of computer based systems, the total cost per student already has
reached as much as $600-$800 per year. At present the largest portion of
that amount is devoted t.o research activities.

3/ Francis E. Rourke and Glenn E. Brooks , The Managerial Revolution
in Higher Education. The Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore. 1966.

4/ John R. Pierce, et al. Computers in Higher Education. Washington,
D.C. The White House. February 1967.
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A Growing Need for Further Action

While the development of regional resource sharing and the expected

reduction in the cost of computing equipment will heir make the cost of

computing on campuses manageable -- and much research, development

and experimentation in this area are needed -- it does not follow that

progress towards administrative information systems in most higher edu-

cation institutions will accelerate- Scme of the formidable obstacles

which exist are discussed below.

Existing administrative information systems in many an institution of

higher learning have been carried over from the early beginning of the

school with relatively minor changes introduced as forced by circumstances.

Such systems, often using computers, have evolved to handle current

operations with little attention given to the need for future planning. The

systems which exist often are operated with a minimum size staff. Creative

work in the design and implementation of an effective administrative in-

formation system is neither encouraged nor rewarded in the same manner

as similar work in industry is or as achievements in academic activities

in colleges and universities are. The result is that many of the nation's

institutions of higher learning have heavily overworked staffs constantly

facing peak work load crises in registration, in class assignment, in

preparation and distribution of grades, in attempting to furnish status

reports on various accounts which are current enough to be useful in

budget control, in attempting to get data to respond to the increasing de-

mands for information from various governmental organizations. While

many devoted, able people carry on under these circumstances, a sub-

stantial number of talented, urgently needed people move to higher paid

and often more interesting jobs in industry.

In spite of such difficult conditions, many institutions have and are trying

to install improved information systems . Such efforts are too often char-

acterized by insufficient funding, limited goals , add inadequate manpower

to maintain the current operating system -- design a better one -- and

live through the transition period required for the installation and debugging

of an improved system. Usually the resulting system is applicable only

to the given institution and only partially meets original objectives. Such

efforts and results are duplicated on a number of campuses.

The need for more effective use of available resources -- the need for

acquisition of additional resources -- the need to think of better ways to
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organize the human resources of higher education -- the need to evaluate
existing operations -- the need to be able to understand how learning
takes place -- the need to be able to make reasonable predictions as to
the probable results of alternative ways of carrying on college and uni-
versity business -- are becoming increasingly urgent.

Recognition of such needs is growing and is reflected by the build-up of
planning activities in a few institutions and by the increased volume of
publications concerned with the institution of higher learning as a system.

Thus, the internal forces for improvement in information systems are
rapidly increasing. But so are certain external forces. Potential students
desire a better picture of the institutions they are considering as do
secondary school principals and guidance officers._ Many alumni, wish to
understand as fully as possible the changing nature of their alma mater.
Foundations are seeking far better information concerning operations and
planning from applicants for grants. State and federal governmental
agencies responsible for appropriations to educational institutions are re-
questing better supporting material. Researchers in higher education find
it extremely difficult to get comparable data from different institutions.
These external forces of pressure for more and better information also often
need that same information in similar format from many institutions of
higher learning. Such forces, though growing rapidly in magnitude, are
not new. Yet they have not as yet produced the effective continuing re-
sponses needed from the universities to fulfill these pressing needs.

What Needs to be Done

While urgent requests for help in improving administrative information
systems are coming from many colleges and universities, most clearly
revealed by the rapidly growing volume of proposals to governmental or-
ganizations and private foundations, there are differing viewpoints as to
the relative urgency of the various actions required. Although such views
are diverse, they divide into essentially two categories. The first category,
which perhaps attracts the larger number of adherents, might appropriately
be called "the put out the fire first" category. Thus, registrars, business
office managers, vice presidents, faculty members in charge of research
projects, and even presidents -- under conditions of increased enrollment,
growing research activities, growing community and governmental relation-
ships -- often say, "Just help us get out the information we need today to
limp along, and sometime in the future we may have the time and resources
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to reshape our entire information system." In fact, it may well be that no
useful "information system" even exists in such instances.

Another and perhaps smaller group of people holds the position that, while
certain things can be done to respond to such pressing needs, the avoid-
ance of continually recurring crises and the imaginative use of its resources
by an institution of higher learning require a longer range, more compre-
hensively developed framework foi thinking about the college or university
with the full use of modern system analysis and synthesis techniques. A
comprehensive computer based information system, to support decision
making at all levels and the implementation of such decisions, could then
be designed. While action in accordance with one of these viewpoints
does not exclude action in accordance with the other, there are strong
reasons for believing that a relatively large-scale, long-range program
shaped according to the second viewpoint will have the greatest payoff
for the largest number of institutions.

Need for a Long-Range National Effort in Administrative
Information Systems in Higher Education

Few institutions would take the position that they could not improve their
use of resources or current operations if they had access to the continuing
effort in planning which is required. While one might be reluctant to
estimate the possible national savings at 5%, 10% or 20% and one might
argue for some trade off between increased quality and dollar savings,
there exist strong viewpoints that substantial national institutional gains
are possible. For the nation to realize its potential gains, a substantial
number of the institutions of higher learning in the country must participate.
How can this be done? To respond, some statistics showing certain
characteristics of the nation's colleges and universities are summarized
below.

Approximately 1,600 educational institutions with 3,000 or less students
each enroll one-third of the students of higher education in the United
States (see Figure 4). About 170 institutions with 10,000 or more strents
each enroll about one-half of all U.S. students in higher education. /

Not only are there tremendous differences in size but there are other
important distinctions. Some are four year undergraduate colleges . Others
are universities with large undergraduate and graduate student bodies --

1/ See footnote, page 5.
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professional schools -- some have strong hospital affiliations. Some
have large research programs. A few manaae large, goN'errtmentally owned
la-boratories. Some have extensive overseas programs. Sorde are private
institutions. Others are operated as state or municipal institutions. A
growing number have substantial fiscal support from both private and public
sources. The fastest growing category, both in number and enrollment, is
the two year junior college.

While the great diversity of character of the U.S. educational institutions
of higher learning poses a serious challenge to a national effort to assist
in the installation of greatly improved administrative information systems,
nearly all of those institutions have similar tasks which such a system
would support.

Applicability of Results

Considerable thought and planning must be given to the extensibility of
information systems for use in a wide variety of colleges and universities
having diverse needs and hardware. Unique facilities for each of the
2,300 institutions of higher education are clearly both uneconomic and
undesirable. Maximum practicable commonality of information systems
can permit shared development at lower cost per user and can aid de-
sirable inter-institution cooperation. It is, however, simplistic to suggest
that a single system can fill every need. A reasonable balance should be
sought.

Grouping institutions which have substantial similarities in background,
outlook, resources and facilities can provide opportunities for standard
packages. Whenever feasible, such standardization should be encouraged
and exploited. New junior colleges, for example, are expected to be
a fruitful field for such cooperative developments. Designs should utilize
the maximum practicable parameterization to extend applicability by leaving
most options under the individual institution's control.

Many colleges and universities, however, have unique requirements which
will not be satisfied by standard options. Their needs can be met best
through assemblage of modular components, A school that would not adopt
a complete student record system, for example, may find it highly de-
sirable to use a proven prediction of yield analysis from an admissions
subsystem. With care in design, such use of modules can be greatly
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facilitated. Substantial savings and highly desirable commonality could
result. In time, as the number and diversity of modules increase, a
large fraction of national needs probably could be met through linkages
of available components.

Beginning information system implementation with the smaller and less
complex colleges has the substantial advantage of encouraging modularity.
The large number and varied types of colleges will insure that maximum
attention is paid to full parameterization and module segmentation.
Lessened complexity will promote quicker testing of ideas in actual oper-
ating environments to promote greater realism. And, since even the
largest universities incorporate many of the functions of colleges, com-
ponents developed for the small should be applicable to the large. Fore-
sight ant' careful modular design will be needed to help maximize the
exploitable commonality.

The wide variety of hardware available on the nation's campuses makes
"machine independent" implementation techniques essential. To be sure,
it is still not practicable to make one program run without change on many
disparate computers. The proper choice of languages and design principles,
however, can make a substantial difference in the cost of moving from one
machine to another. Implementation should take full advantage of every
available means of minimizing transitions.

Full use of the "machine independence" of widely available, higher level
languages (such as Cobol) can conttbute significantly to easing move-
ment. Implementors should be kept aware of the often subtle differences
between available translators by being required to debug their programs
on several disparate machines. This salutary experience has proven to
be most useful at other installations in minimizing the introduction of
machine dependent features.

Even with the best skills and finest intentions, execution speed or storage
utilization problems can force some departures from higher level languages .
When this happens, assembly language programming can and should be
done in a manner which minimizes transition problems. Any assembly
language procedure can be implemented as a sequence of macro-instructions.
Such macros, if carefully chosen, can be formulated independently of
particular hardware. To use a procedure written in macros, the macros
must first be defined in terms of the specific computer's instructions; a
macro-assembler can then convert the procedure into machine language.
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Although the use of macros requires highly skilled programmers, who are
in exceedingly short supply, the cost of preparing an assembly language
level program through "machine independent" macros can be much less
expensive than tailor-made programs for each of a large number of
computers. The macro approach, in turn, is more expensive than use of
higher level languages -- when they are applicable. Each technique,
therefore, has its merits in realizing the maximum practicable degree of
"machine independence" . Used together, they can substantially ease the
cost of moving software from one machine to another.

A few institutions will undoubtedly want to continue development de novo.
Such activity can be justified, particularly to meet unique circumstances.
These institutions and a central system, however, will have a mutual interest
in maintaining close contact to insure full use by both of the ideas developed
by either.

The National Science Foundation, in cooperation with the U.S. Office of
Education, in funding the AUI-ISE project, has evidenced its deep con-
cern with this complex national problem.

Work to date by Project ISE concerning university administrative information
systems indicates that the implementation of such systems in a great many
colleges and universities of the country is an important objective. Sec
ondly, such systems can be designed which would be sufficiently flexible
to be used by hundreds of institutions in this country. Finally, the achieve-
ment of the task is one of the services an inter-institutional laboratory for
information systems could perform. A proposal for the creation of an
Institute for Information Systems in Higher Education, with initial emphasis
on administrative systems, has been drafted.

Research Activities

An important role of such an Institute is to provide new understanding that
will lead to more effective use of resources. The modeling of institutions
of higher education, the simulation of a variety of courses of action, and
the implementation of working information systems in many colleges and
universities are important and long-range undertakings . Much can be done
using existing knowledge and techniques. In addition, the need for
further thought and analysis on many important problems will become even
more apparent. Thus, an important activity is continuing research on broad
based problems of interest to many institutions. A list of such problems
might include:
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1. Long-range projections of capital and operating costs of
new activities with due attention to such things as:

a. nature of activity -- in science, in engineering, in
social sciences, in humanities and arts, in the
professional school , etc . ;

b. various levels of undergraduate, graduate, post
doctoral, and research activities;

c. alternative uses of human and physical resources;

2. Continuing studies of alternative ways of supplying various
levels of computer usage for instruction, administration,
zesearch, the library;

3. Studies of investment and fund utilization strategies under
differinc:5 institutional conditions and time variant factors
in the economy;

4. Development of guides for library planning for:

a. new institutions;
b. established institutions of varying sizes, objectives,

and current library operations, with due consideration
to

existing information systems technology and
projected developments in existing information
systems technology;

5. Studies of various class size distribution versus cost and
learning effectiveness for various models of using human
and physical resources including all desirable technology.

Another series of problems of major concern lies in the field of information
and computer science and technology and includes:

1. Transferability of working computer programs among many
computer installations;

2. File protection;

3. Solution of man-machine language problems for many users .
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Implementation of Effective Administrative Systems
in Many Institutions

The effective use by many institutions of higher learning of administrative
information systems of similar design would result in major savings for
individual institutions and for the country at large, as previously pointed
out. Such an achievement requires a major continuing effort and involves:

1. The initial design, testing, debugging, and continual
updating of a desirable system;

2. The development of a nationwide educational program for
administrative personnel at all levels of decision making;

3. The development of effective means for meeting the various
human and organizational problems which so often cause
great difficulty in making any changes to existing systems;

4. The development of realistic resources needed during a
transition period from an existing system to a new, fully
operating system;

5. The conduct of long-range R&D of importance to more
effective use of resources.

To know first hand the nature of these problems and to solve them successfully
requires an effective wo,king relationship with a relatively large number
of colleges and universities of diverse character. This is an important

reason for establishing the major resource sharing activity involving some
200 institutions which is discussed in Chapters III and V.

The task is a large and continuing one which will involve the productive
efforts of many institutions and of important segments of private business
(management consulting firms, computer manufacturers, computer soft-
ware and service companies, and others). However, present individual
and small group undertakings involve much duplication of effort and
limited scope activities, with little chance of implementation on a large,
national scale. One of the strong recommendations of this report
(Chapter III, Part 1) is the establishment of a national center which, it is
believed, will make the efforts of all much more useful.
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Chapter V

INFORMATION SYSTEM RESOURCE SHARING
IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Introduction

An important factor in achieving the goal of bringing the use of computer
based information systems to a substantial majority of the 2,300 institu-
tions of higher education is effective use of existing and potentially avail-
able resources -- equipment, manpower, software, educational programs.
In most instances, such effective use of resources will depend upon a
large-scale, cooperative research, development and evaluation effort in
such areas as administrative systems, instruction, research, the library,
etc.

Such cooperative efforts, herein referred to as resource sharing, can take
a number of forms. For example:

1. Computing equipment located throughout an area can be
shared by a number of institutions;

2. Several institutions can cooperate in the development
and/or use of software packages in administration,
instruction and research;

3. Competent people can participate in the development of
a program of educational activities in information
sciences which could serve many institutions and
students .

If a significant number of the some ten million students who will be in
institutions of higher education by 1980 are to benefit from the use of
computer based systems in education, resource sharing on a national
scale must play an important role. The discussion which follows offers
some observations on resource sharing as it exists today and some of
the actions which seem necessary to extend the principle in a major way
throughout American higher education.
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Resource Sharing Today

Information system resource sharing has become widely recognized for its

potential contribution, and a number of interesting and useful projects are
underway (see Appendix 1). Some of these efforts have made substantial
progress; others have high aspirations. Is the problem, therefore, being

solved? A brief review of two representative resource sharing projects
will help answer this question.

TUCC The Triangle Universities Computation Center is a
non-profit corporation, wholly owned by the University of
North Carolina, North Carolina State and Duke University,
and dedicated to supplying their people with computing
service. TUCC is considered by most an unqualified suc-
cess. It is evident that this resource sharing effort is
realizing substantially more power per dollar than three
separate systems . The thruput of its central computer is
reported to be six times that of a machine of one-third its
cost; that is, cost for equal service is cut in half. Fur-
thermore, TITCC is offering substantial fringe benefits (such

as stimulating joint endeavors and permitting massive cal-
culations) that would be difficult or impossible to obtain if
the universities had gone their separate ways.

The Center's success rests on substantial initial advantages.
Foremost is the fact that each participating institution was
already- deeply involved in computing under the direction and
with the participation of extremely well qualified people.
Each clearly understood its needs and jointly they had formu-

lated an excellent plan for filling them cooperatively. The
campuses involved are all within thirty miles of each other.
TUCC began with all new equipment designed by a single
manufacturer to work together. The program received sub-
stantial financial support.

Anyone interested in resource sharing can gain much by

studying Triangle Center's outstanding accomplishment. It

is clearly an example of what is possible in today's state-
of-the-art. But has it solved the national problem? The
people at TUCC would probably be first to insist that it hasn't.
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The President's Scieince Advisory Committee, in its report Computers in
Higher Education,1/ recommends the extension of computing to all students
of the nation with "service at least comparable in quality to that now avail-
able at the more pioneering schools." Triangle Center stresses and suc-
ceeds in serving three institutions at this level and is providing modest
services to 41 smaller institutions. To do the same job for all of the nation's
2,300 colleges and universities would require hundreds of such centers!
This certainly won't happen.

TUCC was able to utilize all new and compa-ible hardware from the same
manufacturer. Even assuming that the educational community's tremendous
present investment in computers could be thrown away and all equipment
needs fulfilled by a single manufacturer, the problem of connecting hard-
ware from several suppliers must still be solved. A national computer based
information system will represent such a huge investment that it must sur-
vive and prosper while absorbing changes and improvements, just as the
great national electrical and telephone systems persist and operate well,
despite the installation, over a period of time, of new and radically im-
proved facilities. The ratio between costs and benefits in computer based
systems is expected to improve even faster in the next few years than it
has in the past. Any system that demands identical equipment for continuing
expansion will quickly become obsolete.

ARPA The Advanced Research Projects Agency is currently
sponsoring an effort to link computers of different manufacturers.
In the initial configuration, geographically widely separated
Univac 1108, IBM 360/67, SDS sigma 7 and SDS 940 units will
be connected to each other over leased, high-speed, communi-
cations lines. An additional, small computer at each node will
serve as the communications controller and provide the stan-
dard interface. When completed, the system will permit a user
at any of the four machines to call for the execution of a pro-
gram at any other.

Most present thought about resource sharing is aimed at
distributing raw computer service. It is particularly interesting,
therefore, that each node of the ARPA system is already ade-
quately supplied with its own large and powerful machines. Its
aim is quality and diversity of access, not quantity. All ad-
vanced users share the need for a wider variety of software re-
sources; the ARPA experiment intends to show how these can be
provided economically.

1/ john R. Pierce, et al. Computers in Higher Education. Washington,
D.C. The White House. February 1967.
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Although the ARPA system is still in the proposal stage,2/
work will start soon. The system is well designed, amply
financed, and its objectives will unquestionably be met.
Therefore, it seems safe to assume that multi-manufacturer
linkages will soon be "the state-of-the-art".

Ultimately, the ARPA system will connect twenty different installations
throughout the country. In contrast, TUCC's primary service is to three
campuses within thirty miles of one another. Yet, no unsolvable problems
are anticipated in the nationwide extensions. Thus, ARPA's project will
be a significant step toward eventual construction of what might be called
a national "computing utility" . But more than replication will be required
to fill the educational needs. ARPA's proposal 1-tas made basic design im-
provement: to gain a factor of ten over TUCC. Clearly, even more ad-
vances will be required to obtain the remaining factor of 100 which is
necessary to serve all of the nation's colleges and universities.

Bridging the Gap

In developing a resource sharing center, the gap between serving twenty
institutions and a total community of 2,000 is obviously too great to span
in a single leap. An order of magnitude increase from 20 to 200, how-
ever, would seem to be practicable. Furthermore, about ten centers of
this size could fill most of the educational community's computer based
information system requirements. Such an arrangement would appear to
be logical, particularly since some decentralization would be desirable
even if a single center were possible. A project, therefore, which proves
the feasibility of serving about 10% of total needs would be an appropriate
next step in information system resource sharing.

The realization of a computer based information system to serve 200
campuses, however, is an incredibly difficult task. It cannot be done
quickly or cheaply. It must utilize the techniques and insight developed
in the various smaller resource sharing projects. It must apply tools de-
veloped in related technology; such as the communications industry. It
must be able to exploit existing hardware resources and advance with the
availability of future hardware. Its developers must obtain the enthusiastic
cooperation and assistance of numerous individuals and institutions. As

2/ Defense Supply Service Request for Quotations DAHC 15 69 Z 0002,
dated 1968 July 29.
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a group, they must be well organized, carefully directed and amply funded.

They will be faced continuously with the identifications of a wide spectrum

of problems, both technical and managerial, and must find ways of moving

effectively to useful solutions.

The key to success, in such a difficult and sizable undertaking, is to
advance in a series of manageable steps offering significant and continuing

incremental improvements toward a substantial but realistic goal. Devel-
opment of the system, therefore, should occur in well defined phases.

In attacking a problem of the proposed magnitude, many complications will

naturally occur and any that can be avoided must be. Aims must be kept

reasonable. For example, an essential central feature or aim of the pro-

posal is to provide users with a degree of "machine independence" . In-

terpreted literally, this aim is meaningless. It is Possible for any tyro to

write programs for only one of a pair of machines which are identical ex-
cept in some trivial detail, such as the number of tape drives. But, when

reasonably interpreted, the concept of machine independence is extremely

valuable. For, by careful system design, most users can and should be

freed from concern with the details of particular hardware. A trivial plan

will ignore such problems; an incompetent one will treat them cavalierly;

a serious one will propose reasonable compromises.

The intent of a resource sharing program should be to fill the needs of the

majority. The greatest benefits will be realized through serving most of

the potential users. At the same time, the greatest problems will arise

from trying to accommodate everyone in a single system. The optimum

strategy is to expect that some requirements will continue to be met by

dispersed, stand-alone machines. As time passes and technology pro-

gresses, the system can grow to fill these other needs. But it must not be

prematurely stretched or it may break under the strain.

Finally, emphasis must be kept where it belongs on people. Hardware

and software are essential components but they are only means to an end.

The objective is to provide service to a multi-institutional community
of users who have a common interest in computer based information systems.

Service is more than simply computer time; it includes help in applying

that time effectively in information systems related to campus problems

and activities. A commitment to meet actual needs, maintained throughout

the construction of the system, will keep the project responsive to the

evolution of user understanding as well as to the potential of new develop-

ments. Both of these elements are essential to success.
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Concept for a Regional System

Let us consider the Northeast region of the United States as a possible site
for the proposed regional resource sharing system (described in Appendix 4
as North East Area Resource Sharing-NEARS). The object is to pool the ex-
isting computing and information system resources of the region to:

1. Bring effective computation services to approximately
200 institutions in the area;

2. Promote the fullest practicable use of exist-ing equipment,
particularly in on-campus information systems related to
administration, instruction and research;

3. Make most effective cost/benefit decisions in adding
computing-equipment as increased demand develops;

4. Make a wider range of capability available to everyone; and

5. Design and prove the technology which can construct a
national resource sharing system for higher education.

The development of this first resource sharing Center can benefit substantially
from the Northeast's:

1. Large number of colleges and universities in a relatively
small area;

2. Great diversity of kinds of institutions; and

3. Existing smaller and limited scale projects in resource
sharing, such as the New England Regional Computing
Program's (NERComP) experience with more than 60
campuses working together in computing.

In the proposed concept for a regional system, no provision is made for it
to supply computer "power" . In electrical parlance, the Center will be a
"power grid"; it will "distribute" -- not "generate" -- computer "power".
Its intent is to link the "sources" and "sinks" of the area for everyone's
benefit, The Center would thus be independent of the ownership of those
"sources". In the beginning, they will obviously be the available com-
puters; ultimately. they will undoubtedly be the most efficient "generators" .
In arty case, the "distribution" function of the Center will continue to be
essential.
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A fundamental aspect of this concept is the Center's contribution in research
and development to the solution of the problems of large-scale resource
sharing systems. It is not envisared that the Center will become a com-
puter "utility"; its purpose is to develop and prove an operational system.
Service must be provided to do the job, but this function is expected to
be transferred to a separate operating organization as rapidly as practicable.

Plan for Development

The plan suggested for the development of a regional resource sharing
system involves the following rationale:

1. Enlisting the support and aid of colleges and universities;

2. Starting with clearly attainable objectives;

3. Using existing computer and information system resources;

4. Exploiting all available relevant techniques;

5. Building by surely achievable steps which provide
increasing usefulness, thereby

6. Moving toward a substantial goal, while

7. Placing major emphasis on active use of the facility
throughout its development.

Because of its objectives -- the attainment of ever more adequate capability
to meet demands involving increasing degrees of complexity and the need
for increased computing poVver -- development of the system will be under-
taken in a series of phases, with completion of each phase producing an
enhanced, self-contained system. Thus, each phase will offer a con-
venient check point on attainments, with the accompanying opportunity to
adjust the program in accordance with changing requirements.

Phase One: Initial effort will be devoted to establishing the
basic service which will be the foundation of the Center and
its system. An inventory will be made of the region's exist-
ing requirements and resources and training and consulting
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services will be established to promote sharing of existing
hardware and software to solve current problems. Transfer of
information between users and computing installations will be
by available transportation (mail, courier, etc.). At the end
of this initial period, any institution in the region seeking
assistance in implementing at least a minimal information
system can have access to the people and machines that can
provide it. Essentially, the remainder of the Center's devel-
opment will be devoted to sustaining, extending and improv-
ing this basic service.

Phase Two: User performance is principally determined by
turnaround time; information transfer by mail means that days
can elapse between the submission and return of a run. Thus,
the limiting component in the Phase One system is transporta-
tion delay. Phase Two will reduce the delay substantially by
introducing electrical connection between users and machines.
At the end of the second year, a suitably equipped user will be
able to dial the Center on an incoming Wide Area Telephone
Service (WATS) line and be connected (by a human operator)
over an outgoing WATS line to the computer he requests. This
shared use of WATS will reduce total communications costs
considerably.

Phase Three: The next effort will be to remove the human
operator. As an essential step toward building the system,
switching will be done by a centralized, general purpose
communications processor. Users will then be able to dial
the desired computer through the Center and still benefit
from the economy of shared WATS lines. The same processor
will continue to be used for subsequent phases.

Phase Four: Until Phase Four, users, communications lines
and computers must be available at the same time. Yet, the
bulk of usable computing resources is usually available at
hours which are inconvenient to users. The next step, there-
fore, will be to add a store and forward capability to the com-
munications processor. When this phase is completed, users
can call the Center and leave a job for subsequent execution.
As-WATS lines and the desired computer become available, the
communications processor can forward the job, accept the
results and return them to the originator.
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At this point in the project, as a consequence of the experience

gained, replication of the operation to bring the advantages
developed by the Center to other regions of the country is pos-

sible and perhaps desirable. These new regional offshoots are
visualized as being primarily independent service organizations
which will exploit existing and future developments made at

the Center. Appendix 2 shows a suggested ten-region division

of the states; the actual regional set-up, of curse, should be

determined by the needs existing when the new regional systems

are developed.

Phase Five: The next step will be to reprogram the communications

processor to provide limited inter-system compatibility. When
Phase Five is completed, users with remote terminals will be

able to transfer information to any computer in the system,
even those of a different manufacturer.

Phase Six: Effort will be made in this phase to introduce load

sharing on a "let the buyer beware" basis . Users can ask for

and get the cheapest (or quickest) compile and run of programs

written in higher level languages . Responsibility for "machine

independence" of that program, however, rests on the requester.

Phase Seven: Next, a standard programming language will be

developed and compatible translators provided for all major

machines in the system. Characteristics significant to the

user will be definable by the user; undefined characteristics
will be set to optimize the performance of the particular machine

which will execute the program. Users of this language will

be able to run their jobs on the most accessible computer with

confidence in the results. Thus; load sharing will become
practicable and each computer in the system can be more equally

utilized.

Phase Eight: The goal of this phase will be production of a

system standard, machine independent operating system.

This development will permit effective inter-machine com-
munication and use of shared storage.

Phase Nine: To reduce the cost of transmitting redundant

information between users and computers, a central, shared

storage facility will be added to the communications processor.
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Phase Ten: The tenth and final phase will decentralize tht
communicztions controller to make the system less dependent
on the reliability of the Center's hardware. At this time it is
likely that an orderly transfer of the regional network to a
suitable operating organization will be carried out. The re-
search and development Center initially responsible for devel-
oping the system, however, is expected to continue its funda-
mental work in improving resource sharing techniques and ser-
vicing the national requirements in this area.

The ten phases outlined above suggest a balanced development program and
depend on using anticipated advances. Thus, a higher rate of expenditure
in the program would not necessarily give a proportionate increase in
progress.

Using the System

The "p:::wer" of the proposed regional resource sharing system is practically
worthless until it is used. Yet, a majority of the over 200 campuses in
the region have at present little or no capability in the use of computers.
If the system is to fulfil its objectives, these prospective and presumably
interested users must learn to apply its "power" to the solution of their
problems.

Developing the capability on the part of the less experienced institutions
to use the system will place a heavy responsibility on the Center. The
Center must create and support a staff to help provide the needed instruc-
tion to the large numbers of people expected to be involved in the program.
But this is only a small part of the problem. Learning to apply the system
to specific problems and continuing lb use it effectively depends on the
continuing access of the less experienced institutions to highly skilled
consultants who understand the quiddities of hardware and software and
who can help the user recognize and surmount: his difficulties as he
attempts more sophisticated and varied applications on his campus .

Even in a centralized, single machine installation, this essential service
cannot be neglected if progress is to be made. In the dispersed, complex,
multi-machine community envisaged for this first major regional system,
the provision of continuing dedicated and proficient support will be /ital.
It will also be expensive. In the early phases, about half of the effort
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of the Center must go into helping users apply the resources that are or
will be made availble. As the system advances and takes on the appear-
ance of greater homogeneity, less consulting will be needed. However,
it is unlikely that this service can ever be reduced below one-third of the
total effort. Thus, the Center contemplates the assumption of a continuing
educational, training and consulting function of significant magnitude.

Bringing the effective use of computer based information systems to such
a large group presents an outstanding opportunity. Because of the new-
ness and great undeveloped scope of this field, almost all who have
learned computing so far have learned it haphazardly. As a result, the
industry is burdened with the load of a long series of historical accidents.
New people should not have to repeat these mistakes. An expected major
benefit of the proposed resource sharing effort should be a substantial
improvement in the way we teach, undertake and share the benefits of
applied computing science.

The entire field -- industry as well as government and education -- will
benefit. Virtually all who will be using computers in the late 1970's have
not even begun to think about the implications and potentialities to re-
sult from the intrusion of the computer and the exploitation of the com-
puter sciences in higher education. If they can be given appropriate and
stimulating exposure as suggested immediately above, many of today's
most vexing problems (such as many associated with the lack of machine
compatibility) could simply disappear.
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Appendix 1

TWENTY-NINE RESOURCE SHARING EXPERIMENTS

PROTECT

Library Computer
Project

INSTITUTIONS

Yale University Columbia University
(main division)

Regional Computer
Project

St. Anselm's College(NH) Mt. St. Mary's College(NH)
New England College (NCI) Notre Dame College(NH)
Rivier College(NH)

Amount of Grant:
$132,100
Funding Source:
National Science Foundation

Regional Computer
Project

Principal Investigator:
Dartmouth College
Amount of Grant:
$164,200
Funding Source:
National Science Foundation

Dartmouth College(NH) Bates College(Maine)
Berkshire Community College(Mass)
Bowdoin Colleae(Mai..n) Colby Jr. College(NH)
Middlebury College(Vt) Mt. Holyoke College(Mass)
New England College(NH) Univ. of Vermont
Vermont Technical College

,

University Information Harvard University
Technology Corporation

Principal Investigator:
Carl F . T. Overhage, M.I.T.

Massachusetts Institute
of Technology

NERComP New England
Regional Computing
Program

(continued on next
page)

Amherst College
Babson Institute
Bennington College
Boston College
Bowdoin College
University of Bridgeport
Cardinal Cushing College
Colby College
Suffolk University
St. Anselm's College

Atlantic Union College
Bates College
Bentley College
Boston University
Brandeis University
Brown University
Clark University
Connecticut College
Mass. Inst. of Technology
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Cooperating Institutions
of New England
Regional Computing
Program (continued)

Principal Investigator:
Prof. P.M. Morse,

M.I.T.
Amount of Grant:
$225,000
Funding Source:
National Science

Foundation

Univ. of Connecticut
Eastern Nazarene Col.
Goddard College
Univ. of Hartford
Col. of the Holy Cross
Lowell Tech. Inst.
Univ. of Mass-Amherst
Merrimack College
Mt. Holyoke College
Northeastern Univ.
Providence College

Dartmouth College
Emmanuel College
Gordon College
Harvard. University
Lesley College
Univ. of Maine
Univ. of Mass-Boston
Middlebury College
Univ. of New Hampshire
Norwich University
Regis College

Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst. of Conn. r Inc.
Rhode Island College Rhode Island School of Design
Univ. of Rhode Island Salve Regina College
Simmons College Smith College
Southeastern Massachusetts Technological Inst.
Springfield College State College at Boston
State Col. at Worcester Trinity College
Tufts University U.S. Coast Guard Academy
Univ. of Vermont Wellesley College
Wesleyan College Western New England Col.
Wheaton College Williams College
Worcester Foundation for Experimental Biology
Worcester Poly. Inst. Yale University

New England Land-Grant
Network
(New England Center)

Amount of Grant:
$1,800,000
Funding Source:
W.K. Kellogg Foundation

Univ. of Connecticut
Univ. of Massachusetts
Univ. of Rhode Island

Regional Computer
Project

Univ. of Maine
Univ. of New Hampshire
Universi ty of Vermont

Cornell University
Elmira College
Keuka College

Principal Investigator:
Cornell University
Amount of Grant:
$116,800
Funding Source:
National Science Foundation

Eisenhower College
Ithaca College
Wells College

Plus seven secondary schools
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Multi-Campus Regional
Computing Center
State University of
New York

State Univ. Col-Brockport
State Univ. Col-Fredonia
Erie County Tech. Inst.
Monroe Community Col.

Principal Investigators:
Richard Lesser, State University College-Buffalo
Anthony Ralston, State University College-Buffalo
Funding Source:
State University of New York

State Univ. Col-Buffalo
State Univ. Col -Geneseo
Jamestown Community Col,.
Niagara Community College

Regional Computing
Center

Principal Investigator:
Thomas P. Cunningham

at Carnegie-Mellon
University, Pittsburgh

Amount of Grant:
$525,000
Funding Source:
National Science Foundation

Alderson-Broaddus Col. (WVa) Chatham College (Pa)
Davis & Elkins Col. (WVa) Duquesne University
Geneva College(Pa) Point Park College(Pa)
St. Vincent College Seton Hall College
Washington & Jefferson Col. Waynesburg College

Plus seven secondary schools

Three University
Computing Center

University of North Carolina
North Carolina State University
Duke University

Principal Investigators:
Frederick P. Brooks, University of North Carolina
James K. Ferrell, North Carolina State University
Thomas M. Gal lie, Duke University
Amount of Grant:
$1,500,000 (3 years)
Funding Source:
National Science Foundation

and individual campuses

North Carolina
Computer Orientation
Project

30 Colleges in North Carolina
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West Virginia
Computer Network

Colleges, Universities and High Schools
in West Virginia

Principal Investigator:
Ernest L. Jores, University of West Virginia

Total Systems
Approach

Alabama State College Auburn University
Tuskegee Institute University of Alabama

Regional Computer
Project

Amount of Grant:
$597,000
Funding Source:
National Science

Foundation

Southern Regional Educational Board(Ga)
Loyola College Maryville College (Tenn)

Wofford College(SC) Centenary College(La)
Eastern Mennonite Col(Va) Fairmont State College(WVa)
George Peabo dy Col (Tenn) Xavier University

Plus 5 Universities making up Atlanta University
Center Corporation

Regional Computer Purdue University Ball State University

Project DePauw University Hanover College
Manchester College Rose Polytechnic Institute

Amount of Grant: St. Joseph's College Wabash College

$427,900 Plus 4 remote Purdue campuses and 4 secondary

Funding Source: schools
National Science Foundation

D ayton-Miami Valley
Consortium

Air Force Inst. of Tech.
Cedarville College
University of Dayton
Urbana College
Wilmington College``
Wright State.-University

Antioch. Cclege
Central State University
.Sinclair Community Col.
Wilberforce University
Wittenberg University

Regional Computer
Project

Amount of grant:
$616,0-00

-Funding Source:
National Science Foundation

Illinois Inst. of Tech.
Dominican College(Wisc)
Loyola University
Mundelein College
Ripon College

Chicago City College
Elmhurst College
Monmouth College
Quincy College
St. Xavier College
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Regional Computer
Network
Iowa-Illinois

Amount of Grant:
$581,700
Funding Source:
National Science

Foundation

Integrated Computer
System

University of Iowa
Marycrest College
Clark College
Grinnell College
Central College
Area 10 Community College

Coe College
St. Ambrose College
Loras College
Iowa Wesleyan
Augustana College

Museum of New Mciri.co New Mexico Military Inst.
Eastern New Mexico Univ. New Mexico Hie: lands Univ.
New Mexico Institute of Mining & Technology
New Mexico State Univ. Univ. of New Mexico
Western New Mexico Univ.

Computing Centers
Utilization

Kansas State University of Agriculture and Applied
Science

University of Kansas

Multiple College
Accounting System

Parsons College
Hiram Scott College

Midwestern College

Pacific Northwest,
Computer Center

T I = 3

University of Alaska
Montana State Univ.
Skagit Valley College
Gonzaga University
Seattle University
Walla Walla College
West Washington St. Col.
Whitman College

University of Idaho
Oregon State University
Central Washington State Col.
Pacific Lutheran Univ.
Univ. of Washington
Washington State University
Univ. of British Columbia

Western Data
Processing Center

(continued on
next page)

University of Alaska
University of Arizona
Calif. Institute of Tech.
Calif. Maritime Academy
Fresno State College
Sacramento State College

Arizona State University
Calif. State Col-Fullerton
Calif. Lutheran College
Chico State College
Humboldt State College
Calif. State Col-Hayward

Calif. State Col-Long Beach Calif. State Col-L.A.
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Western Data
Processing Center
(continued)

Calif. State Poly. College Immaculate Heart College
San Diego State College San Fernando Valley St. Col.
San Francisco State Co. San Jose State College
Chapman College La Sierra College
Claremont Graduate School and University Center
Loma Linca University Mt. St. Marys College
Pacific Union College Pasadena College
Pepperdine College Pomona College
Stanford University Univ. of Calif-Berkeley
Univ. of Calif.-Medicine Univ. of Calif-Davis
Univ. of Calif-Irvine Univ . of Calif-L ..A .

Univ. of Calif-Riverside Univ. of Calif-San Diego
Univ. of Calif-San Francisco Univ. of the Pacific
Univ. of Calif-Santa Barbara Univ. of the Redlands
Univ. of San Francisco Univ. of Santa Clara
Univ. of Southern Calif. West Coast University
Whittier College Colorado School of Mines
Colorado State College Colorado State University
Fort Lewis College Univ. of Colorado
University of Denver University of Hawaii
College of Idaho Idaho State University
University of Idaho Loyola University
Montana State University University of Montana
University of Nevada New Mexico Highlands Univ.
New Mexico State Univ. University of New Mexico
Oregon State University Pacific University
Portland State College Reed College
University of Oregon University of Portland
Brigham Young University University of Utah
Utah State University Weber State College
Westminster College Central Washington St. Col.
Gonzaga University Eastern Washington St. Col.
Pacific Lutheran Univ. Seattle Pacific College
Seattle University Univ. of Puget Sound
University of Washington Walla Walla College
Washington State Univ. Western Washington St. Col.
Whitman College University of Wyoming
U.S. Air Force Academy U.S. Naval Postgraduate Sch.
Univ. of British Columbia National Univ. of Mexico
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Regional Computer Stanford University
Project Mills College

-A 1 . 7

Calif. State College
San Francisco State College

University of San Francisco
Amount of Grant:
$243,700
Funding Source:
National Science Foundation

Plus 1 secondary school

Regional Computer
Project

Oregon State University
Lane Community College
Oregon Tech. Inst.

Principal Investigator:
Oregon State University
Amount of Grant:
$454,500
Funding Source:
National Science Foundation

Easter College
Oregon College of Education
Portland State College

ARPA Network

Funding Source:
Advanced Research

Project Agency

Stanford Research Inst. University of Calif-L.A.
Univ. of Calif-Santa Barbara
University of Utah

Regional Cooperative
Project
Western Interstate
Commission for Higher
Education for
Management Information
(WICHE)

Principal Investigator:
W. John Minter, WICHE
Amount of Grant:
$1,112,207

Stanford University
Univ. of California
Peralta Colleges
Colorado College
University of Hawaii
Univ. of New Mexico

Foothill Junior College
California State Colleges
University of Colorado
University of Idaho
New Mexico State University
University of Utah

Oregon State System of Higher Education
Seattle University Seattle Community College
Univ. of Washington Washington State Univ.
Western Washington State College
Central Washington State College
Eastern l4lashington State College
University of Wyoming University of Nevada
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Time-sharing Systems
for Colleges and
Universities in
Oregon

Colleges and Universities in the Oregon State
System for Higher Education

EDUCOM
Interuniversity Com-
Communications
Council

University of Akron
University of Alberta
Boston University
Brown University
University of Calgary

Cleveland State Univ.
Cornell University
University of Dayton
Duke University
University of Florida
Georgia Inst. of Tech.
Grand Valley State Col.
Indiana University
Johns Hopkins Univ.
Kent State University
Lehigh University
University of Maryland
University of Miami
Michigan State College
Univ. of Minnesota
Univ. of New Hampshire
New York Inst. of Tech.
New York University
Northeastern University
Northwestern University
Ohio State University
Univ. of Pennsylvania
Univ. of Pittsburgh
Purdue University
Rose Polytechnic Inst.
Texas A&M University
Tulane University
Medical College of Va.
Washington University of
Univ. of Washington
Wayne State University
Western Reserve Univ.

University of Alabama
University of Arizona
Univ. of British Columbia
Bucknell University
University of California
Carnegie-Mellon University
University of Colorado
Dartmouth College
Drexel Intit. of Technology
Emory University
Florida State University
University of Georgia
University of Illinois
University of Iowa
University of Kansas
King's College
Marquette University
Univ. of Massachusetts
University of Michigan
Minnesota State College Board
University of Missouri
University of New Mexico
University of North Carolina
State University of New York
North Carolina Res. Triangle
University of Notre Dame
University of Oregon
Pennsylvania State University
Polytechnic Inst. of Brooklyn
University of Rochester
Temple University
Tufts University
Vanderbilt University
University of Virginia

St. Louis
Washington State University
Webster College
University of Wisconsin

(
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Appendix 2

TEN CONTIGUOUS REGIONS

Each Containing About 200 Colleges and Universities

NEW ENGLAND 196
Connecticut 33
Maine 22
Massachusetts 100
New Hampshire 13
Rhode Island 12
Vermont 16

NEW JERSEY and NEW YORK 225
New Jersey 38
New York 187

MID ATLANTIC 204
Delaware 4
District of Columbia 25
Maryland 45
Pennsylvania 130

EASTERN 211
Kentucky 37
North Carolina 60
Tennessee 47
Virginia 46
West Virginia 21

SOUTHEASTERN 219
Alabama 27
Florida 48
Georgia 47
Louisiana 22
Mississippi 45
South Carolina 30
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EAST CENTRAL 179
Michigan 67
Ohio 71
Indiana 41

WEST CENTRAL 227
Illinois 114
Iowa 51
Wisconsin 62

SOUTH CENTRAL 216
Arkansas 19
Missouri 64
Oklahoma 35
Texas 98

WESTERN 215
Arizona 7

Colorado 22
Idaho 8

Kansas 45
Minnesota 45
Montana 11
Nebraska 23
Nevada 1

New Mexico 9
North Dakota 14
South Dakota 16
Utah 8
Wyoming 6

PACIFIC
Alaska 3

California 174
Hawaii 4
Oregon 29
Washington 29

239
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...Resource sharing Chapter V

Appendix 3

Institutions of Higher Education in New England

Name and Location

07;

00

CONNECTICUT
Albertus Magnus C. RC F B 602 N
New Haven

Annhurst C. RC F B 330 N
Woodstock

Berkeley Divinity S. PE M M 86 N
New Haven

Bridgeport Engr. Inst. P C B 512 N
Bridgeport

Central Conn. St. C. St C M 7046 N
New Britian

C. Notre Dame RC F B 143 N
Wilton

Conn. College P F M 1543 Y
New London

Danbury St. C. St C M 2195 N
Danbury

Diocesan Sisters C. RC F B 180 N
Bloomfield

Fairfield U. RC M M 2294 N
Fairfield

Hartford C. for Women P F A 198 N
Hartford

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N
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Name and Location 0
Connecticut (continued)

Hartford Sem. Found. I C B
Hartford

Hartford St. Tech. Inst. St C A
Hartford

Holy Apostle:; Sem. RC M B
Cromwell

Holy Family Sem. RC M A
West Hartford

Manchester Comm. C. C C A
Manchester

Mitchell C. P C A
New London

Morse C. j C A
Hartford

Mt. Sacred Heart C. RC F A
Hamden

New Haven C. P C B
West Haven

Norwalk Comm. C. C C A
Norwalk

Norwalk St. Tech. Inst. St C A
South Norwalk

Our Lady of the Angels Jr. C. RC F A
Enfield

Post jr. C. P C A
Waterbury

&..z.
w

a) o0

158 N N

344 N N

140 N N

63 N N

447 N N

1550 N N

314 N N

47 N N

2673 N N

1239 N N

1310 N N

40 N N

350 N N
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Name and Location

0
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A3.3

Connecticut (continued)
Quinnipiac C. P C B" 2309 N

Hamden

Sacred Heart U. RC C B 1494. N N

Bridgeport

Saint Alphonsus C. RC M B 90 N N

Suffield

Saint Basil's C. RC F B 33 N N

Stamford

Saint Joseph C. RC F M 781 N N

West Hartford

Saint Mary's Sem. RC M B 21 N N

Norwalk

Saint Thomas Sem. RC M A 161 N N

Bloomfield

Seat of Wisdom C. RC F B 107 N N

Litchfield

Silvermine C. of Art P C A 380 N N

New Canaan

So. Conn. St. C. St C M 6506 N N

New Haven

Thames Valley St. Tech. Inst. St C A 261 N -N

Norwich

Trinity C. P M M 1671 Y Y

Hartford

U.S. Coast Guard A. N M B 687 Y N

New London

U. of Bridgeport P C M 7938 Y Y

Bridgeport
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5 00. 0

I Zo 0 o
Name and Location 0 v1 x w
Connecticut (continued)

U. of Conn. St C P 15223 Y
Storrs

U. of Hartford P C M 11222 Y
West Hartford

Waterbury St. Tech. Inst. St C 760 N
Waterbury

Wesleyan U. P M P 1455 Y
Middletown

Willimantic St. C. St C M 1440 N
Willimantic

Yale U. P M P 8575 Y
New Haven

MAINE
Aroostook St. C. St C B 351 N
Presque Isle

Auburn Maine S. of Commerce Pr C A 106 N
Auburn

Bangor Th. Sem. P C B 116 N
Bangor

Bates C. P C B 900 Y
Lewiston

Bliss C. P C A 163 N
Lewiston

Bowdoin C. P M M 891 Y
Brunswick

Colby C. P C M 1450 Y
Waterville

0

Y

A3.4

N

N

Y

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N
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UName and Location 0

7;

Q ;

41

E

U

A3.5

Maine (continued)
Farmington St. C.
Farmington

Fort Kent St. C.
Fort Kent

Gorham St. C.
Gorham

Husson C.
Bangor

Maine Maritime A .

Castine

Nasson C.
Springvale

N. Cons. of Music
Bangor

Oblate C. and Sem.
Bar Harbor

Ricker C.
Houlton

Saint Francis C.
Biddeford

Saint Joseph's C.
North Windham

Thomas C.
Waterville

U. of Maine
Orono

Washington St. C.
Machias

St

St

St

P

St

P

P

RC

B

RC

RC

P

St

St

C M 615 N

C B 222 N

C M 1358 N

C B 1211 N

M B 490 N

C B 615 N

C B 67 N

M A 27 N

C B 725 N

M B 439 N

F B 387 N

C B 411 N

C P 11755 Y

C B 304 N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

iv1.7
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Name and Location

0
4100

A3.6

Maine (continued)
Westbrook Tr. C. P F B 396 N N

Portland

MASSACHUSETTS
Am. Int. C. P C M 3402 N N

Springfield

Amherst C. P M M 1206 Y

Amherst

Andover Newton Th. S. P C M 368 N N

Newton Center

Anna Maria C. for Women RC F B 519 N N

Paxton

Aquinas S. RC F A 200 N N

Milton

Assumption C. RC M M 1215 N N

Worcester

Atlantic Union C. S C B 798 Y N

South Lancester

Babson Inst. of Bus. Adm. P M M 1010 Y Y

Babson Park

Bay Path Jr. C. P F A 437 N N

Longmeadow

Becker fr. C. P C A 635 N N

Worcester

Bentley C. of Acct & Fin P C B 4227 Y N

Boston

Berkshire Christian C. A C B 135 N N

Lenox
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UName and Location 0 46; 0
Massachusetts (continued)

Berkshire Comm. C. St
Pittsfield

Boston C. RC

Chestnut Hill

Boston Cons . of Music P

Boston

Boston U. P

Boston

Bradford jr. C. P

Bradford

Brandeis U. P

Waltham

Bryant & Stratton Crircl S . Pr

Boston

Burdett C. Pr

Boston

Cambridge jr . C. P

Cambridge

Cambridge S. of B. Pr

Bos ton

Cape Cod Comm. C. St

Hyannis

Cardinal Cushing C. RC

Brookline

Clark U. P

Worcester

C. of the Holy Cross RC

Worcester

C A 1289 N

C P 9526 Y

C M 366 N

C P 22382 Y

F A 423 N

C P 2090 Y

C A 1570 N

C A 1364 N

C A 96 N

C A 552 N

C A 728 N

F B 329 Y

C P 2334 Y

M M 2094 Y

N

N

Y

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

N
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Name and Location 0 x w 0

Massachusetts (continued)
C. of Our Lady RC F B

Chicopee

C. of the Sacred Hearts RC F B

Fall River

A3.8

Curry C. P C M

Milton

Dean Jr. C. P C A

Franklin

E. Nazarene C, Nz C B

Wollaston

Emerson C.
Boston

Emmanuel C.
Boston

P C M

RC F M

Endicott jr. C. P F A

Beverly

Episcopal Th. S. PE C B

Cambridge

Fisher Jr. C. P F A

Boston

Forsyth S. for Den. Hygnts P F A

Boston

Franklin Inst. of Boston C C A

Boston

Garland Jr. C. P F A

Boston

Gordon C. P r-., B

Wenham

925 N N

381 N N

570 N N

969 N N

845 Y N

1054 N N

1329 Y N

733 N N

129 N N

507 N "N

193 N N

903 N N

378 N N

828 Y N
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721

ea4-10
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o 0E 0z

Name and Location 0 0
Massachusetts (continued)

Greek Archdiocese Holy
Cross Orthodox Th. S. G

Brookline

Greenfield Comm. C. St
Greenfield

Harvard U. P

Cambridge

Hebrew Teachers C. P

Brookline

Holyoke Comm. C, C
Holyoke

Lasell Jr. C. P

Auburndale

Leicester jr. C. P

Leicester

Lesley C. P

Cambridge

Lowell Tech. Inst. St
Lowell

Marist C. and Sem. RC

Framingham Centre

Mass. Bay Comm. C. St
Watertown

Mass. C. of Art St
Boston

Mass. C. of Optometry P

Boston

Mass. C. of Pharmacy P

Boston

M B 100 N N

C A 635 N N

M P 13411 Y Y

C M 165 N N

C A 1701 N N

F A 721 N N

M A 238 N N

C M 647 Y N

C P 4377 Y Y

M B 86 N N

C A 1213 N N

C B 499 N N

C B 160 N N

C F 664 N N
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III
Si fl50

o o o
Name and Location 0
Massachusetts (continued)

Mass. Inst. of Tech. P

Cambridge

Mass. Maritime A. St
Buzzards Bay

Merrimack C. RC

North Andover

Mt. Alvernia C. RC

Newton

Mt. Holyoke C. P

South Hadley

Mt. Ida Jr. C. P

Newton Centre

Mt. Wachusett Comm. C. St
Gardner

New England Cons. of Music P
Boston

Newton C. of the Sacred Heart RC
Newton

Newton Jr. C. C

Newtonville

Nichols C. of Bus. Adm. P

Dudley

North Shore Comm. C. St
Beverly

Northampton Comrcl C. Pr

Northampton

Northeastern U. P

Boston

0

C P 7408 "1 Y

M B 211 N N

C B 2207 Y N

F B 88 N N

F M 1748 Y N

F A 626 N N

C A 447 N N

C M 372 N N

F B 730 N N

C A 639 N N

M B 663 N N

C A 1480 N N

C A 580 N N

C P 29131 Y Y
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M
assachusetts

(continued)

N
.

E
ssex

C
om

m
.

C
.

D C A 719

N N

H
averhill

Perry

N
orm

al

S.

P F A 134

N N

B
oston

Pine

M
anor

Jr.

C
.

P F A 348

N N

C
hestnut

H
ill

Q
ueen

of
A

postles

C
.

& Sem
.

R
C

M B 52

N N

D
edham

Q
uincy

Jr.

C
.

C C A 1072

N N

Q
uincy

Q
uinsigam

ond

C
om

m
.

C
.

St

C A 767

N N

W
orcester

R
adcliffe

G
.

P F B 1191

N N

C
am

bridge
R

egis

C
.

R
C

F B 1260

Y N

W
e

Saint

C
olum

ban's

C
.

& Sem
.

R
C

M B 22

N N

M
ilton

Saint

H
yacinth

C
.

& Sem
.

R
C

M B 70

N N

G
ranby

Saint

John's

Sem
.

R
C

M M 375

N N

B
righton

....

Saint

Stephen's

C
.

R
C

M P 53

N N

D
over

Sim
m

ons

C
.

P F M 1975

Y N

B
oston

Sm
ith

C
.

P F P 2322

Y Y

N
ortham

pton
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ra 

Massachusetts (continued) 

A3.12 

13 (j 
L4 fat 

2 E 
z 10 

D. 0 
E z o o 0 

Southeastern Mass. Tech, 
North Dartmouth Inst. 

.Springfield C. 
Springfield 

St 

P 

St. C. at Boston St 
Boston 

St. C. at Bridgewater St 

Bridgewater 

St. C. at Fitchburg St 

Fitchburg 

St. C. at Framingham St 

Framingham 

St. C. at Lowell St 
Lowell 

St. C. at North Adams St 
North Adams 

St. C. at Salem 
Salem 

St. C. at Westfield 
Westfield 

St 

St 

St. C. at Worcester St 

Worcester 

Stevens B. C. 
Fitchburg 

Stonehill C. 
North Easton 

Suffolk U. 
Boston 

P 

RC 

P 

C M 3370 Y Y 

C P 2045 Y N 

C M 5533 Y N 

C M 4368 N N 

C M 2164 N N 

C B 1896 N N 

C B 1083 N N 

C M 1017 N N 

C M 4507 N N 

C M 2107 N N 

C M 2214 Y N 

C A 148 N N 

C B 1213 N N 

C M 2872 Y N 
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Name and Location
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0 00
New Hampshire (continued)

Franconia C. P C A 194 N N
Franconia

Franklin Pierce C. P C B 487 N N
Rindge

Keene St. C. St C M 1828 N N
Keene

Mt. Saint Mary C. RC F B 303 N N
Hooksett

Nathaniel Hawthorne C. P C B 425 N N
Antrim

New England C. P C B 739 N N
Henniker

New Hampshire C. of Actg.
& Commerce Pr C B 1125 N N

Manchester

New Hampshire Voc. Inst. St C A 232 N N
Manchester

New Hampshire Voc. Inst. St C A 153 N N
Po rtsmouth

Notre Dame C. RC F B 329 N N
Manchester

Plymouth St. C. St C M 1546 N N
Plymouth

Queen of Peace Mission Sem. RC M B 83 N N
Jaffrey Center

Rivier C. RC F M 672 N N
Nashua

Saint Anselm's C. RC M B 1429 Y N
Manchester
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Name and Location
New Hampshire (continued)

Saint Anthony Sem. RC M B ..- 49 N N

Hudson

U. of New Hampshire St C P 6957 Y Y

Durham

RHODE ISLAND
Barrington C. P C B 653 N N

Barrington

Brown U. P C P 4808 Y Y

Providence

Bryant C. P C B 2749 N N

Providence

Catholic Teachers C. RC F B 652 N N

Providence

Johnson and Wales
Jr. C. of Business P C A 1225 N N

Providence

Mt. Saint Joseph C. RC F B 85 N N

Wakefield

Providence C. RC M P 3518 Y Y

Providence

Rhode Island C. St C M 4257 Y N

Providence

Rhode Island Jr. C. St C A 1186 N N

Providence

Rhode Island S. of Design P C M 958 Y N

Providence

Roger Williams Jr. C. P C A 908 N N

Providence
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R
C

F B 776

Y N

R
C

M B 105

N N

St C P 11861

Y Y

P F M 385

Y N

St C B 747

N N

P C A 581

N N

R
C

F B 70 N N

P C B 550

Y N

P F A 635

N N

St C B 472

N N

St C B 386

N N

P C B 140

N N

P C P 1414

Y N
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Vermont (continued)
Norwich U. P M B 1221 Y

Northfield

Saint Michael's C. RC M M 1294 N

Winooski

Trinity C. RC F B 483 N

Burlington

U. of Vermont and St.
Agricultural C. St C P 4463 Y

Burlington

Vermont C. P F A 515 N

Montpelier

Vermont Tech. C. St C A 302 N

Randolph Center

Windham C. P C B 397 N

Putney

Y

N

N

Y

N

N

N
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Meaning of abbreviations:

Under "Name and Location":

A . Academy
Adm. Administration
Am. American
B. Business
C. College
Comcrl Commercial
Comm. Community
Conn. Connecticut
Cons. Conservatory
E. Eastern
Eng. Engineering
Found. Foundation
Inst. Institute
Int. International
Jr. Junior
Mass. Massachusetts
Mt. Mount
N. Northern
S. School
So . Southern
Sem. Seminary
St. State
Tech. Technical
Th. Theological
U . University
U.S. United States
W. Western

Under "Control":

A Adventist Christian Church
B Baptist Church
C County Government
D District Government
G Greek Orthodox Catholic Church
I Interdenominational
J Junior college of business
N Federal government
Nz Nazarene Church
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Meaning of abbreviations (continued):

Under "Control":

P Private
PE Protestant Episcopal Church
Pr Proprietary
RC Roman Catholic Church
S Seventh Day Adventist Church
St State Government

Under "Student body":

C Coeducational.
F Female students only
M Male students only
S Separate colleges for men and women

Under "Highest degree":

A Associate (2 but less than 4 years)
B Bachelor or first professional degree
M Master or second professional degree
P Doctor of Philosophy or equivalent

Sources:

Education Directory, 1966-1967. U.S. Dept. Health, Education.
and Welfare, Washington, D.C. 1967.

John W. Hamblen. Computers in Higher Education. Southern
Regional Education Board, Atlanta, Ga. 1967

New England Institutional Representatives. March 1968

E.H. Goodman(ed.) Automated Education Handbook, Section 7.
Automated Education Center, Detroit, Mich. 1965
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Enrollment in New England's
institutions of Higher Education

a
E 40'

43
.

TO co
0.1

M
o

0
TO

.
0 . a)0 Aj z EO,

1- 10 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

10- 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

20 - 50 4 1 1 1 0 0 7

50 - 100 3 1 6 1 1 1 13

100 - 200 7 3 9 2 1 1 23

200 - 500 8 8 15 6 0 6 43

500 - 1,000 4 5 24 3 5 5 46

1,000 - 2,000 8 3 23 4 2 3 43

2,000 - 5,000 4 0 19 1 4 1 29

5,000 - 10,000 4 0 4 1 0 0 9

10,000 - 20,000 2 1 3 0 1 0 7

20,000 - 50,000 0 0 2 0 0 0 2

TOTAL 44 22 107 19 14 17 223
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Illustration that Enrollment
is Approximately Innal Distributeded

Nuirber of
Enrollment Institutions 210 20

1-10 1

10-20 0

20-50 7

50-100 13

100-200 23

200-500 43

500-1,000 46

1,000-
2,000 43

2,000-
5 ;000 29

5,000-
10,000 9

10,000-
20,000 7

20,000-
50,000 2

A3.21

30 40 50

I
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Computer Availability* in New England

a:

i to .
f cc

z Z CO MC/30 44 < .
0 z TOTAL

Number of Institutions
44 22 107 19 14 17 223

Number of Institutions with Computers
2 3 2 .316 1 17

Percentage of Institutions with Computers

14% 5% 16% 11% 21% 12% 14%

Number of Students
84,918 22,999 214,503 21,192 33,741 14,055 391,408

Number of Students near Computers*
37,156 11,755 119,934 10,645 20,187 5,647 205,361

Percentage of Students near Computers*
44% 51% 51% 50% 60% 40% 53%

Number of Institutions belonging to NERComP
8 4 33 2 6 5 58

Percentage of Institutions belonging to NERComP
18% 18% 31% 11% 43% 29% 26%

Number of Students in NERComP member Institutions
48,314 14,996 141,799 10,645 26,178 8,033 249,965

Percentage of Students in NERComP member Institutions
57% 65% 66% 50% 78% 57% 64%

* A computer is listed as being "available" if it is on the same campus as the
potential user. This obviously does not imply that access to the computer
is possible.
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Phase 1 - Establishing The Basic Service

Operational - 12th Month

The first step is to establish the basic service and acquire a facility

and staff in a geographically strategic location.

Although the most skillful users will quickly adopt each new improve-

ment as it becomes available, the needs of the more numerous smaller and

newer users will require retention of the less advanced facilities of earlier

phases throughout the project.

Tasks: An initial staff of 20 professional and 10 clerical people

will perform the following:

1. Ascertain detailed requirements for computing ser-

vice in the region.

2. Compile a catalog of rates of available hardware and

software resources.

3. Establish a training program for people of the partici-

pating colleges and universities in the effective use

of these resources.

4. Provide advisory and consulting services.

5. Transfer information between the users and available

machines by courier, mail, bus, air and rail service.

6. Furnish centralized billing for -:omputer time.

Equipment: The only hardware required initially will be for support ser-

vices, such as card punching, for those schools which are

not sufficiently involved to justify their own.
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Phase 2 - Data-Phone Transmission

Operational - 24th Month

NEARS will next introduce the transfer of information via Data-Phone

by-providing Wide Area Telephone Service (WATS) both into and out of the

Center. The user will dial the system on one of the incoming WATS lines

and ask a human operator to connect him, through one of the outgoing WATS

lines, to a specific installation.

Tasks: Five additional professionals will be needed to help

establish computer to Data-Phone interfaces plus five

clerical people for manual inter-connection of the lines.

Equipment: Estimated initial annual cost of Data-Phone rentals and

toil charges is $100,000 with a growth of about 20%

per year.
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Phase 3 - Automated Switching

Operational - 36th Month

A computer will be procured and used to automate the connection

of communication lines.

Tasks: Approximately ten man years of system programming effort

will be required to make the communications processor

operational. This work includes:

1. Establish system standards for automatic dial up

procedures. (1 man year)

2. Program the communications controller to implement

the standard procedures. (7 man years)

3. Validate the effectiveness of the system by experi-

mental operation. (2 man years)

Equipment: $750, 000 will be required for the communications

processor.
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Phase 4 - Store And Forward Capability

Operational - 48th Month

A store and forward message switching capability will be added to

the communications processor in order to eliminate the inherent inefficiencies

of direct line connection between outstations and processors. The user

will then be able to dial the Center and leave a job for subsequent processing.

As communication lines and the desired computer become available, the

communications processor will forward this job to the computer, accept

the results, then call up the originator of the problem and return them to

him.

Tasks: Twenty man years of system programming will be re-

quired to:

1. Determine detailed characteristics of the various

outstation and computer communication interfaces.

(4 man years)

2. Program the communications processor to interface

with each node of the system. (10 man years)

3. Design and implement automatic storage and retrieval

procedures. (1 man year)

4. Design and implement call back procedures. (1 man

year)

5. Validate the system by experimental operation.

(4 man years)

Equipment: $500,000 will be required for secondary storage.
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Upon completion of Phase 4, additional effort should be begun to

make the advantages of NEARS available to other regions of the country.

These additional costs are not included in tits plan.

L
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Phase 5 - Limited Inter-System Compatibility

Operational - 60th Month

Limited inter-system compatibility will be developed. For ex-

ample, the communications processor will transliterate character codes

from an outstation of one manufacturer so that they may be accepted by

the computer of another. Work will begin on providing the more complete

compatibility envisaged for Phase 7.

Tasks: Twenty-five man years will be required to complete the

following tasks:

1. Establish a standard - internal representation and con-

ventions for transliteration between each type of

station and the standard. (3 man years)

2. Program the communications processor to perform the

, various transliterations. (10 man years)

3. Validate the system by experimental operation.

(5 man years)

4. In preparation for Phase 7, requirements and a pre-

liminary design of a machine independent programming

language will be established. (2 man years)

c.14 Design and implement experimental software support

for building the machine independent language

translators. (5 man years)

Equipment: $250,000 for upgraded processor capability.
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Phase 6 - Automatic Load Sharing

Operational - 72nd Month

Automatic load sharing on a "let the buyer beware" basis will

be introduced. In addition to being able to ask for service on a specific

system, the user may now ask for the least expensive FORTRAN compile

and run, for example, and the system will decide which specific equip-

ment will be assigned. Hence, if the user is willing to write his pro-

grams in a manner that can be moved from machine to machine without

difficulty, then he will not only get cheaper service, but the overall

system load sharing should improve substantially.

Tasks: Thirty man years will be required for the following:

1. Design the brokerage algorithm. (1 man year)

2. Implement the algorithm on the communications

processor. (5 man years)

3. Validate the system. (5 man years)

4. In preparation for Phase 7, coordinate the language

design with the educational community and establish

the final specifications. (5 man years)

5. Establish operational software support for building

the language translators . (10 man years)

6. In preparation for Phase 8, determine requirements

and establish a preliminary design for a machine in-

dependent operating system. (4 man years)

Equipment: None required
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Phase 7 - Machine Independent Projramming

Operational - 84th Month

Load sharing capabilities will next be improved through the intro-

duction of machine independent programming languages. These will be

implemented on the various systems in a unified compiler development

which will insure that correct use of the specified language on any machine

will produce the identical result.

Tasks: 1. Estimated cost is ten man years per language for

the first machine using that language and five man

years for subsequent machines using the same

language. Anticipated initial demand is for one

language on five distinct machines . (30 man years)

2. In preparation for Phase 8, coordinate the operating

system design with the educational community and

establish the final specifications. (5 man years)

None required
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Phase 8 - Machide nderit 0 rations

Operational - 96th Month

A system standard, machine independent operating system will be

produced for each machine to permit effective shared storage and to ex-

pedite inter-machine communication.

Task: Estimated cost for this task is twenty man years for the

first machine and five man years for each subsequent

machine. Anticipated demand is five distinct machines.

(40 man years)

Lq,uipment: None required
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Tasks:

-A4.10

Phase 9 - Central Shared Storage

Operational -108th Month

1. A central shared storage facility will be provided to

minimize the cost of communication between or

duplication cf data at the several installations.

(15 man years)

2. Two additional computers are expected for addition

to the network. (10 man years)

3. Begin transfer of the facility to a group with primary

emphasis on operating responsibility. (10 man years)

Equipment: $500,000 for tertiary storage.
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Tasks:

Phase 10 - Improved Communications

Effective - 120th Month

1. A general upgrading and decentralization of the

communications network will be carried out. This

will make the system less dependent on the failure

of the central communications controller. (15

man years)

2. Complete transfer of the facility to an operating

group. (10 man years)

Equipment: An estimated $1,000,000 for decentralized communica-

tions processors.



Chapter VI

THE COMPUTER IN INSTRUCTION

A central function of colleges and universities is to provide an environment
for learning . Little is known about how learning takes place, but research
on the nature of the process is advancing in quality and scope. Educa-
tional systems are largely information systems. Advances in the informa-
tion and computing sciences can be immensely important in understanding
and improving the learning process; this research is accelerating at a
rapid rate. The results suggest that computer-based systems can be of
great assistance in instruction at all levels.

Objectives of the Educational Institution

The fundamental instructional goal of colleges and universities is to
provide the best education each individual can use at the lowest possible
cost. The information sciences can contribute to the realization of this
high aspiration, but the applications must be designed within realistic
constraints. The cost of new developments must be kept within the limits
of available funds, operating costs must be economically feasible and
more efficient use must be made of each institution's total resources.

The computer's ultimate instructional contribution is to help each participant
- student as well as instructor - increase his effectiveness to unprece-
dented levels of performance. Such a goal will be reached only through
the undertaking of experimental developments carried out by dedicated,
capable, and interested people over many years. But educational institu-
tions can encourage such developments by their expressions of interest
in exploiting the results of developmental efforts. Quite clearly, major
"breakthroughs" are not to be just around the corner. Initial efforts should
be aimed at producing practical results in a reasonable period of time.
Our examination, therefore, tends to be conservative in that it emphasizes
reasonably achievable goals.

Instruction in Higher Education

The man-machine partnership in the information sciences can be enormously
powerful. The computer assists man in using the talents of his mind more
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fully. This has already been demonstrated in the physical and life sciences

and in the analysis and design of large, complex systems. More recently

the computer has been used in a variety of experiments as an aid in the in-
struction of students. This use of computers to aid human learning is
called "computer assisted instruction", hereinafter referred to as CM.

CAI exists today in four categories:
...

1. Problem solving;
2. Direct instruction;
3. Preparation of instructional aids; and
4. Investigations of learning processes.

I. in problem solving the computer responds to commands from

the user. For example, it is used in structural design to
solve complie;ated problems of determining dimensions and
materials required to meet specified load conditions; or in

chemical engineering to determine the dynamic response of

a chemical process to changes in important variables. Be-

cause of the speed with which the machine carries out com-
putations in response to human instructions, it allows man
more time to examine options and attend to the creative
aspects of the problem than would otherwise be possible.

2. In direct instruction the man-machine relationship is
reversed. Using information stored by a competent teacher,
the computer presents material to the student, questions
him about it, then proceeds according to his responses.

3. The computer is used in the preparation of other teaching
aids, such as animated films.

4. Finally, the computer is used as a tool for educational
research in experimental investigations of learning pro-
cesses. It can continuously measure and store the values
of important variables and change parameters to alter
significantly the nature of the experiment.

The potential usefulness of CAI is only dimly discerned, as yet. Society,

confronted with continuing technological and impending social change, is
demanding better educated people. M present, some sixty million students
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are in pre-school, elementary, secondary and higher educational institu-
tions in this country. Each year, more students complete high school and
an increasing percentage of those go on to college and enter graduate
school. Yet with this rising demand for educatioh, the supply of quali-
fied teachers continues to be quite inadequate. CAI may prove to be of
very considerable assistance in helping to meet the increasing demand
for education while at the same time permitting an increase in the amount
of personal attention given to the individual student. Professor Oettinger
has said "Computers will ultimately inf)uence the evolution of human
thought as profoundly as has writing."1/ So significant an influence must
become an integral element of the total instructional activity in our edu-
cational system. However, writing did not eliminate the need for teachers;
neither will the use of computers.

Those familiar with what the large-scale computer has done for the very
few students having frequent access to one recognize its importance. The
computer must be brought to the service of many more students at all
levels of education. The problems of accomplishing such an objective
are economic and technological, and they are the subjects of this paper.

Present Uses of CAI

A current survey of the CAI effort, which is not exhaustive, has produced
a list of 74 projects . (See Appendix 1)

As a laboratory tool, the computer has widespread use in problem solving.
A number of colleges and universities are doing outstanding work. In
contrast, very little has been done to permit student interaction with the
computer in dealing with complex environments, though its value con-
tinues to be demonstrated by its widespread use in war and management
games. A step in this direction has been taken in Westchester, New
York, where elementary school pupils are given the opportunity to rule an
ancient Sumerian city-state utilizing the computer for examining alterna-
tive courses of action. They learn about an economy by trying to run one.
In the process they develop insight into the complexity of decision making
even in a simple society. Similar opportunities abound in many other
fields and should be exploited.

1/ Anthony C. Oettinger, "The Myths of Educational Technology" ,

Saturday Review, May 18, 1968.
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Although still a laboratory curiosity, the use of the computer for direct
instruction has been demonstrated and is moving into prototype operation
at several locations. Without minimizing differences between these
projects, the co--^n evaluation is that direct instruction by computer is
reported to be effective, flexible, and well received by students and
faculty, but not economically viable. Resolving this dilemma is the
central problem in developing useful CM.

In devising teacher's aids, one of the computer's most obvious capabilities
is that of the generation of animated films. Technology developed at Bell
Telephone Laboratories is ready for application in this area. Little has
been done, and much more should be, to provide dynamic classroom dem-
onstrations. Substantial advances could be made if adequate attention
and resources were to be devoted to this problem area.

The use of the computer as an instrument for educational research has
been neglected. Professor Suppes has stated that, "One of the most im-
portant gains of computer assisted instruction will be precisely (the) op-
portunity to collect and analyze data on an unparalleled scale...the very
presence of the data will itself be a major challenge to deepen our con-
ceptions of learning and raise oviaspirations to develop more powerful

scientifi^ thc.^ric of lAarnina.""/

Automated Ouizzin - An ',mediate 0 ortunit

The high cost of existing direct instruction by computers results largely
from the requirement for immediate feedback to the student. This conver-
sational use of a computer depends on a time sharing or dedicated system.
Both of which, at least at present, are relatively expensive. Yet
conventional instruction succeeds with a turnaround time often measured
in days, not seconds . Why can't the less expensive batch processor
responding in a few hours contribute usefully, initially?

On existing equipment, at modest cost, students can take quizzes on
readings, lectures , or laboratory work. Their answers, in machine read-
able form, are submitted as data to a grading program on the batch pro-
cessor. The program provides each student with a detailed analysis of

2/ Patrick Suppes, "Computer-assisted Instruction: An overview of
operations and problems" , IFIP Congress 68, Edinburgh, August 1968.

North Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam.
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his answers and a grade, if desired; the instructor is furnished a summary
which spotlights the difficulties-of individuals and the class as a whole.
The cost per student is negligible -- a few cents will pay for the machine
produced listing. The response, though not immediate, is still far faster
and more detailed than human scoring. The system, observers assert,
gives students the information and incentive to learn more rapidly.

Economic grading means quizzes can be given frequently. Instructors
become better informed. Fewer misunderstandings accumulate. No time
is wasted on unnecessary review. Automated quizzing is not the full
solution. Yet it is a contribution that can be made now at modest cost and
may still be useful when immediate feedback systems are widely available.

Direct Ir:,)sruction -- Cost/Benefit Analysis

Educators know how to do direct instruction through people. If computers
are to be used, they must provide some advantage. Costs must be re-
duced or the students must learn better -- or both.

Precise data on the cost and effectiveness of computers in direct instruction
are not yet available. This analysis may therefore be off by a factor of 2,
but not by an order of magnitude. Yet this relatively low precision is more
than adequate for immediate needs, and more detailed studies have been
made, with similar results .3/

If an instructor is paid $600 - $3, 600 for presenting a course of approximately
40 class hours to 20 - 30 students, student hour costs are $.50 - $4.50.
If the price of texts and materials for each student is $10 for 40 class hours,
the additional $.25 per student hour brings the total student hour costs to
$.75 - $4.75.

Computer console time for presentation costs $10 - $20 per student hour,
which is up to 40 times more than the per student cost of conventional in-
struction -- enough to hire a private tutor for each student.

Objective computer course preparation costs are difficult to obtain.

3/ Felix F. Kopstein, et al, Computer-Administered Instruction Versus
Traditionally Administered Instruction: Economics. U.S. Dept. of
Commerce CFSTI AD 656 613, June 1967.
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Dr. Silvern has estimated them at $1,000 - $10,000 per presentation
hour even when the best available technology is used.v The student hour
for preparation alone depends, of course, on the number of students who
share the material. If course preparation costs are to be kept at the $.25
per student hour figure of conventional instruction, then the same material
must be shared by 4,000 - 40,000 (1,000/0.25, 10,000/0.25) students!

On a multi-institutional basis, course preparation costs can be distributed
over large numbers of students. Technological effort can reduce console
costs. Whether this considerable administrative, financial, and techno-
logical effort is worthwhile depends upon the benefits of direct computer
instruction.

How are benefits to be measured? For meaningful cost/benefit analysis,
selection between systems with equal cost/benefit ratios should be a mat-
ter of indifference. Thus, benefit may be thought of as the cost of an al-
ternative way of producing the same result. To say, for example, that a
new process doubles benefits is equivalent to saying that it can give re-
sults comparable to spending twice as much on a competitive method.

The benefits the computer brings to instruction are hard to quantify. In a
review of 36 reports in which use of machines was compared directly with
conventional classroom instruction, Wilbur Schramm found that 18 showed
no significant difference; 17, some sup9riority for the computer; and one,
superiority for conventional teaching.°/ Though these studies suggest
that the computer can provide limited benefits, quantitative generaliza-
tion is obviously unwarranted. Reasonable assumptions, however, are in
order: (1) student performance is unlikely to improve by more than a fac-
tor of 2, and (2) at the other extreme, the computer should not be used
where it is worse than conventional instruction. Thus the denominator of
the cost/benefit ratio is between 1 and 2. In other words, within the
limits of precision defined, a computer performs about as well as a person
but at a much higher cost.

These figures are extremely discouraging to enthusiasts of direct computer
instruction. But they can also be misleading. For, as human costs are

4/ Gloria M. Silvem, ACM Professional Development Seminar. "Com-
puter-Assisted Instruction."

5/ Wilbur Schramm, "The Research on Programmed Instruction, an An-
notated Bibliography" , U.S. Office of Education Bulletin No. 35, 1964.
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steadily increasing, computer costs have been decreasing rapidly for more
than a decade, and there is every reason to believe they will continue
downward.

The hardware cost/benefit ratio has been decreasing by an order of magnitude
every five years. Every indication is that this trend will continue or ac-
celerate. E.C. Joseph estimated in 1968 that "a factor of 1,000 is achiev-
able in ten years" 6/. Confirming this view, Professor Bitzer, Director
of the Computer-Based Education Research Laboratory at the University of

Illinois , has proposed to the National Science Foundation the PLATO IV
CAI system for the 1970's with "a cost of less than 27 per student hour."//

Computer instruction costs could accordingly be competitive with
conventional instruction by 1975. Thereafter, it will become increasingly
more expensive to hire people instead of machines as instructors. When
that happens, it will ray to use computers as fully as possible. The date
1975, however, is approximate and highly sensitive to the development
effort that goes into producing efficient direct instruction systems.

Since course preparation costs are primarily people costs, they are more
likely to increase than decrease, and the increase will offset machine

savings . Better course preparation aids might reduce costs by a factor of
2. Even then, preparation costs will have to be spread over 2,000 -
20,000 students just to break even. That requirement is too high for most
single institutions and preparation costs must, therefore, be shared among

several.

The important resulting judgements that can be made, then, are:

1. Competitive direct instruction by computers is
5 to 10 years away;

2. Investing in the development of economical systems
can bring substantial return through inventive real-
izations of the computer's potential in instruction; and

6/ E . C. Joseph, "Computers: Trends toward the future" , IFIP Congress
68, Edinburgh, August 1968. North-Holland Publishing Company,
Amsterdam.

7/ Donald L. Bitzer, A Lar e-Scale Computer -Based Education S stem With
Demonstration Centers , Computer-Based Education Research Laboratory,
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, November 13, 1967.
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3. Computer course preparation costs must be

shared on a multi-inscitutional basis for the

indefinite future.

Requirements for Economical Direct Instruction

-8

Efficient immediate feedback direct instruction systems need (1) mcqe use

of problem segmentation to exploit the advantages of pecialization and

module sharing, (2) the introduction of sensible standards to promote cost

sharing, (3) system optimization for operational use, and (4) more effective

machine assistance in course preparation.

1. As in any new field, early experiments have been carried

out on largely an ad hoc basis necessarily resulting in du-

plication of effort. Too many concepts are being reinvented,

often with trivial variations which serve only to inhibit

standardization. System components are usually developed

in a form which makes them useless to any similar project.

Little or no advantage is taken of the substantial benefits

of specialization. As preliminary learning goes on, such

inefficiencies are unavoidable, but they must be eliminated

as quickly as practicable.

Some progress has been made in the separation of software

support for course preparation. Coursewriter 1 and 2

Lyric, and Planit are notable steps in this direction. f3 , 9,10/

Similar abcomplishments in the planning, creation, valida-

tion, maintenance, and review of programmed courses will

encourage modularity and economy.

8/ COURSEWRITER. Computer-Assisted Instruction, IBM Research Reports,

Vol. 2, No. 1, January 1966, Thomas J. Watson Research Center,

Yorktown Heights, New York.
9/ LYRIC. G. M. Silvern, L. C. Silvern, "Computer-assisted instruction:

specification of attributes for CAI programs and programmers", Pro-

ceedings of 21st National ACM Conference, 1966.

10/ PLANIT. Samuel L. Feingold, "PLANIT-A Flexible language designed

for computer-human interaction", Fall Joint Computer Conference. 1967.

American Federation of Information Processing Societies.
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The greatest saving will come in the separation of systems

for course development from those used in operational pre-
sentation. The optimum system for presentation is poorly
suited for course development. It is both uneconomic and

unnecessary to include a significant course development
capability in an optimized, operational presentation sys-
tem. The nvre elaborate, less used, and costly prepara-
tion capability requires a more versatile man-machine
system.

2. The need for sensible standards is based on the fact that
direct instruction is economical only if the same course

can be used on several campuses. There must be (a) agree-

ment on general course content and approach, (b) effective

means for sharing preparation costs, and (c) products that

can be used without change. Requirements (a) and (b) are

primarily nontechnological; they are difficult but can be

met. Requirement (z.,-) involves easy transfer of programs

and data to various environments. This invites a techno-
logical decision between two apparent options:

Identical hardware at all sites; or
Carefully designed, implemented, and maintained
machine independent software.

Hardware standardization will lock the educational com-
munity into a particular system. That arrangement, even
if possible today, is not feasible for the future. New

computer hardware with substantial cost/benefit advan-
tages makes any system obsolete in a few years . Thus,

in the long run, transferability of courses cannot be pro-

vided through hardware.

Experience with high-level programming languages shows
that a useful level of machine independence is attainable
through software. To obtain the advantages, responsibility
must be centralized in a design group which, recognizing
the importance of standards, arrives at an eclectic soft-
ware design suitable for many machines. A ten year life-
time on a wide variety of computers seems a reasonable

expectation. Implementation, validation, and maintenance
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by the centralized group then can insure machine inde-
pendence. Improvements will continue to be possible so
long as they are machine independent and "upward com-
patible".

3. System optimization for direct computer instruction
presently has serious shortcomings. Presentation is being
done today on systems optimized for other purooses. Often
the only merit of the input-output equipment is its ready
availability.

Presentation consoles should be inexpens:ve ($100 -
$1,000), rugged, reliable, easy to repair, quiet, modular,
designed for mass production, simple to use, and capable
of high output and low input speeds. The console needed
is closer in concept to Bell's Picture Phone than to the
Model 33 Teletype (or equivalent) generally used. The
processor should be closer to a store and forward message
switching center than to a general purpose, time sharing
computer. A negligible amount of computing, but very
large storage capacity, is essential, and the system, when
it fails, must "fail softly".

Better knowledge of the design requirements for both a
minimum cost and an optimal cost/benefit console is
needed. If the educational community can agree on stan-
dard requirements, manufacturers would undoubtedly de-
velop competitive devices at their own expense.

Communication between consoles and the central computer
is also an important area of design. Most time sharing
computer systems have been developed on the assumption
that remote use requires telephone lines; their use becomes
a constraint. Presentation systems, however, should ex-
ploit the fact that colleges and universities will continue
to be centralized. Centralization can save substantial
amounts through shared storage and the use of alternative
transmission facilities. Even a video channel is economi-
cal when it can be provided by a short coaxial cable. To
be sure, compatibility with Data Phone will continue to
be desirable for special uses, but telephone system limi-
tations should not be allowed to dominate the design.
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4. For course preparation a computing system must be versatile.
It should be an overset of the presentation system so the
course author can see how any aspect will appear to a stu-
dent. It must also provide substantial software support to
course preparation and let instructors examine aspects not
visible to students.

The basic component is a powerful, standard, machine
dependent course writing language. Incremental course
construction and automatic assistance in the complex pro-
cess of keeping track of course structure should be cen-
tral features of the system. Widespread default options,
the implications of which are displayed to the course
author, can help him use his time more effectively. Special
software should be available to aid in course validation
with instrumentation to help pinpoint problem areas.

Overall, the ideal system for course preparation resembles
a general purpose, time sharing system augmented by prob-
lem oriented software. Since the cost of producing and
maintaining this kind of system will be high and its use by
any single institution relatively low, it is an obvious
candidate for centralization.

Preparing for Direct Instruction

-11

The finest direct instruction system is worthless until used. Once constructed,
what shall be done with it? How shall it be put to effective use? What
preparations should be made for its arrival? The answers to these questions
lie in the needs of the educational community and the realities of system
structure achievable in the next few years. Now is the time to examine
these realities.

Direct instruction will be most effective when it is applied to (1) large
student populations in (2) courses with clearly defined goals and teaching
methods where (3) no extensive research is needed before the computer can

be used. The evident choices are freshman courses in the various sciences,
foreign languages, mathematics, and economics. Al' are about equally
attractive, and the first choice should depend upon the greatest need.
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A distinguished advisory committee representing a broad cros section of
the educational community should decide on priorities and recommend
course authors. They decide what is to be included and how the materials
should be presented. With the approval of the advisory committee and the
assistance of a permanent staff of specialists, the authors prepare and
validate the courses. Distribution to campuses, maintenance of material
and system, and assistance in operations are best provided by a permanent
cadre. In that arrangement, continuing needs are filled by permanent staff,
and intermittent efforts come from people primarily interested in their own
specialities.

The key weakness of this approach is its necessary reliance on time
consuming cooperative action. The establishment of the advisory com-
mittee should, therefore, begin as quickly as possible.

Needs in Other Areas of CAI

Too little has been done to permit a meaningful cost/benefit analysis of the
computer as a laboratory tool, teaching aid, and instrument for educational
research. To determine what is possible, there is no substitute for actual
reduction to practice. It refines goals, confronts real problems, demon-
strates potential, and produces data for evaluation. The computer tech-
niques of war gaming, film production, and on-line experimental control
are available and may have useful applications to educational problems.
As such techniques prove their worth, the new technology must be trans-
ferred rapidly to the educational community for practical use.

Breakthroughs in Direct Instruction

To this point the analysis has been conservative, Yet the machine's
greatest potential is unquestionably the substantial improvement of instruc-
tion to enhance student learning. At the present level of understanding of
teaching learning processes, there is little merit in actively seeking tech-
nological breakthroughs in instruction. The objective is the best education
each individual can use at an acceptable cost. Right now, direct instruction
within reasonable economic constraints appears to be the best and swiftest
approach, but the objective, not the approach, is the important considera-
don. Chance favors the prepared mind watching for a better way.
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A Proposed Program
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To help bring the information and computing sciences to the sertrice of
education, a large-scale, long-range program is required. Such a program
is outlined in Appendix 3 of this Chapter. Its goal is to respond to known

needs of the entire educational community and it stresses what is done
best centrally and cooperatively. The advantages of sharing development
costs of computer assisted instruction invite a major effort in that area.
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APPENDIX

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:
Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Seventy-four CAI Projects
1968

Altoona Area School District
Thomas Long
Counselor training in statistical analysis
Direct instruction
Professional

Institution:

Principal Investigator:
Project:
Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

American Institute for Research in Behavioral

Sciences
William W. Cooley
Educational research

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:
Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Association for Educational Data Systems
John W. Sullivan
Advanced data processing training curriculum

Direct instruction
Professional

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Battelle Memorial Institute
Slowter
Evaluating the efficiency and effect of self

instructional methods for selected areas
of vocational education

Direct instruction
Vocational

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Bentley College of Accounting and Finance
Edward Y. George
Mathematics curriculum for under graduate

business students
Direct instruction
College/University

Institution:
Principal Investigators:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Bolt, Beranek & Newman
Feurzieg and Bobrow
Computer language that permits tutorial inter-

action between student and computer
Direct instruction
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Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Bolt, Beranek & Newman
Dr. John A. Swets
Psycho-physical laboratory teaching systems

for diagnosing medical ailments; Decision
making in business and management; Military
strat2gy; Investigation of scientific
problems; Conversational teaching machine;
Languages for problem solving

Laboratory tool

-A1.2

API

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Bucknell University
J. William Moore
Internship and research program as part of

graduate program in educational research

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

University of California
Wood
Electronic Computer training and research

facility
Direct instruction
Professional

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

University of California, Berkeley
Starkweather
Computer science instruction in elementary

schools
Direct instruction
Elementary

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

University of California, Berkeley
Dr. John Starkweather
Development of Computest, can be used for

simulation and study of interview and
counseling procedures and gathering informa-
tion; project to explore role of student-constructed
materials in the learning and attitudes of
fourth to eighth graders

Laboratory tool
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Institution: University of California, Irvine
Principal Investigator: Dr. Fred Tonge
Project: Development of mathematics and statistics

curriculum; Design and implementation of
inquiry system; Symbol manipulation capa-
bility

Use of Computer: Direct instruction; Laboratory tool
Educational Level: College/University

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

University of California, Santa Barbara
Dr. Glenn Culler, Computing Center
Problem solving in mathematics and related

subjects; Experimental communications
programs in psychology, biometrics,
physical sciences and mathematics

Laboratory tool
College/University

Institution: Decision Sciences Laboratory
Principal Investigator: Dr. Sylvia R. Mayer
Project: CM for users of an Air Force Computer system;

Training takes place within the same system
for which the user is being trained

Use of Computer: Direct instruction
Educational Level: Military

Institution: University of Denver
Principal Investigator: Entenberg
Project: Computer technology in collegiate business

education
Use of Computer: Direct instruction
Educational Level: College/University

Institution: Department of Defense, United States Army
Principal Investigator: Seidel
Project: Computer assisted training
Use of Computer: Direct instruction
Educational Level: Military

-A 1 . 3

Institution: Central Michigan Education Resource Council
Principal Investigator: Morford
Project: Interconnecting school districts in large geographic

areas of low population density by electronic
means for the provision of instructional and ad-

,
ministrative services

Use of Computer:
Educational Level: Elementary; High school
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Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Educational Testing Service
Dr. Carl Helm
Use of machines in (1) developing verbal

interpretations of test scores, (2) creating
and assembling test materials, (3) test
administration methods that will provide
rapid feedback of test results, (4) monitoring
of learning in CM, (5) problems of sequence
in instruction

Laboratory tool

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Florida State University
Burkman
Development and evaluation of a science

curriculum for grades 7, 8 and 9
Direct instruction
Elementary, Secondary

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Florida State University
Dr. Duncan Hansen
Research in CAI for trigonometry, geometry and

educational measurement
Direct instruction
Secondary

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Florida State University
Hansen
Research and implementation of collegiate

instruction of physics via CAI
Direct instruction
College/University

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:
Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Florida State University
Smith
Prevocational education literacy courses
Direct instruction
Vocational

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Catherine T. Garvey
Developmental testing of a self-instructional

French course
Direct instruction
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Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

University of Georgia
Greene
Improving research skills in major school

subjects
Laboratory tool

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Hamline University
Downing
Evaluation and revision of open laboratory

procedures at the college freshman level
Laboratory tool
College/University

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:
Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

University of Hartford
Douglas M. Fellows
Curriculum for electro-mechanical technicians
Direct instruction
Technical

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Harvard University
Miller
Computer instrumented studies of cognitive

processes
Laboratory tool

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

University of Illinois
Dr. Donald Bitzer
PLATO (Programmed Logic for Automatic Teaching

Operation)
Direct instruction
College/University

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

University of Illinois
Easley
Computerized system for instructional response

and analysis
Direct instruction

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Piaj ecti

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

University of Illinois
Hartley
Design and testing of a form for student evalua-

tion of teaching
Direct instruction
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Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

University of Illinois
Dr. L. M. Stolurow
SOCRATES - research on instruction to make the

computer act more like a sensitive human
tutor and less a preprogrammed machine;
evaluates needs of student

Direct instruction

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

IBM Instructional Systems Development Dept.
Dr. E. N. Adams, Director
Curriculum projects in statistics, stenotype,

German, computer languages, second language
learning, reading skills

Direct instruction
All levels

Institution
Principal Investigator:
Project:
Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

IBM Advanced Systems Development Division
Dr. Richard S. Hirsch
Simulated chemistry and physics laboratories
Laboratory tool
College/University

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

IBM Field Engineering Division
Mr. Harvey S . Long
Teaching terminals for training for System 360

and fundamentals of data processing
Direct instruction
Business

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:
Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

johns Hopkins University

Research on simulation as method of instruction
Laboratory tool

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:
Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Massachusetts Board of Education
Dr. Jesse D. Richardson
Mathematics
Direct instruction
Grades 6, 9 and 11
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Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

University of Michigan
Dr. John Fowler, Commission on College Physics
Materials for instruction in optics,

acceleration and electrostatics, other
support material for physics instruction

Direct instruction
College/University

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

University of Michigan
Dr. Harlan Lane
Speech auto-instructional devise for research

on training in the prosodic characteristics
of speech; speech analysis

Laboratory tool

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

University of Michigan
Dr. William R. Uttal
Research on physiological correlates of learning

mathematics
Laboratory tool

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:-

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

University of Michigan
Vinsonhaler
Improving accessibility of educational materials

retrieval of educational and psychological
tests

Laboratory tool

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

University of Michigan
Dr. Karl L. Zinn
Computer technology in education; course devel-

opment, author aids, retrieval and display
information, student response processing and
"on line" interaction between author and
student; author input language

Laboratory tool
College/University

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:
Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Michigan State University
Dr. Robert Davis
Student attitudes toward CAI automated testing
Direct instruction; Laboratory tool
College/University
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Institution: Michigan State University
Principal Investigator: Charles Frye
Project: Plan for students to operate computer on a

real time basis using it both as a teaching
machine and calculator; will train students
in statistics and computer procedures

Use of Computer: Laboratory tool; Direct instruction
Educational Level: College/University

...

Institution: Michigan State University
Principal Investigator: Marzollo
Project: Methods of presenting programmed instruction

materials by teaching machines and computers

Use of Computer: Direct instruction
Educational Level:

Institution: University of Nevada
Principal Investigator: Cotter
Project: Intercollegiate competition in computer simulation

of business grants
Use of Computer: Laboratory tool
Educational Level: College/University

Institution: University of Oklahoma
Principal Investigator: Mr. William C. Harless
Project: Medical curriculum
Use of Computer: Direct instruction
Educational Level: Medical schools

Institution: Oklahoma State Board of Vocational Education

Principal Investigator: Francis Tuttle
Project: Institute to train data processing teachers
Use of Computer: Direct instruction
Educational Level: Professional

Institution: Pennsylvania State University
Principal Investigator: Neal C. Deihl
Project: Instrumental music
Use of Computer: Direct instruction
Educational Level:

-M . 8

Institution: Pennsylvania State University
Principal Investigator: Dr. Harold E. Mitzel
Project: Development and presentation of college courses in

management accounting, engineering, economics,
modern mathematics and audiology by computer
teleprocessing; assessment of experimental teaching
strategies in CAI courses for tech. edu. programs .

Use of Computer: Direct Instruction
Educational Level: College /University
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Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:
Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

University of Pittsburgh
Bolvin
Individually prescribed instruction
Direct instruction

Institution:
Principal investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

University of Pittsburgh
Dr. Robert Glaser
Learn laboratory; progress recording, assignment

scheduling, learning strategies, author
language

Laboratory tool
Elementary

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:
Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

University of Pittsburgh
Harding
Markov chain model of pupil progress
Direct instruction

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

University of Pittsburgh
Dr. Omar K. Moore
Edison Responsive Environment Instrument-

computerized typewriter capable of reproducing
several of the response actions of a human
teacher

Direct instruction
Elementary

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:
Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

University of Pittsburgh
Ramage
Computer based instructional laboratory
Direct instruction

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:
Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Providence College
George McGregor
Instruction for vocational teachers
Direct instruction
Professional

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:
Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

.-e

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Roy
CAI course in Boolean algebra and logic design
Direct instruction
College/University
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Institution: University of Rochester
Principal Investigator: William H. Clark
Project: Programmed foreign language courses in secondary

school with specially trained teachers
Use of Computer: Direct instruction
Educational Level: Secondary

Institution: E . F . Shelley & Co. ,
Principal Investigator: Edwin F . Shelley
Project: Comprehensive secondary school curriculum
Use of Computer Direct instruction
Educational Level: Secondary

Institution: University of Southern California
Principal Investigator: Abrahamson
Project: Medical training simulations for anesthesiologists
Use of Computer: Laboratory tool
Educational Level: Medical

Institution: Stanford University
Principal Investigator: Scott
Project: Investigations on using transformations in

high school geometry
Use of Computer: Direct instruction
Educational Level: Secondary

Institution: Stanford University
Principal Investigator: Patrick Suppes
Project: Analysis of second-language learning with

emphasis on Russian
Use of Computer: Laboratory tool
Educational Level:

Institution: Stanford University
Principal Investigator: Dr. Patrick Suppes
Project: Primary reading and arithmetic curriculum; research

in learning
Use of Computer: Direct instruction
Educational Level: Elementary

Institution: Stanford University
Principal Investigator: Dr. Patrick Suppes
Project: Development of math concepts in children
Use of Computer: Computer based laboratory for direct instruction
Educational Level: Elementary
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Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Stanford University
Joseph A . Van Campeii
Supplemental materials for computer-based

first-year course in Russian
Direct instruction
College/University

-A1.11

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Stanford Electronics Laboratories
Richard Smallwood
Teaching system adjusted to student's instruc-

tional history
Direct instruction

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:
Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Systems Development Corporation
John Cogswell
Vocational counseling
Direct instruction
Vocational

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Systems Development Corporation
Dr. Harry Silberman
CLASS-Computer based laboratory for automation

of school systems; student counseling
Direct instruction
Elementary; Secondary

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:
Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Systems Development Corporation
S tandhammer
Computer assisted teaching of mathematics
Direct instruction

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:
Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Systems Operation Support
Gilbert B. Rozran
Electronics and auto mechanics
Direct instruction
Technical

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

University of Texas
Dr. C. Victor Bunderson
Research in learning and instruction curriculum

projects; simulated freshman chemistry lab,
elementary statistics, scientific German,
heuristic problem solving

Laboratory took Direct instruction
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Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:
Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

University of Texas
Wolfe
Special education instructional materials center
Direct instruction

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:
Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Virginia University
Mary A . MacDougail
Programmed science materials for fourth graders
Direct instruction
Elementary

Institution:
Principal Investigator:
Project:

Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Institution:

Wayne State University
Smith
Probability estimates of the capacities of inter-

mediate pupils to understand selected physical
science concepts

Laboratory tool
Elementary, Secondary

Principal Investigator:
Project:
Use of Computer:
Educational Level:

Northern Westchester Board of Cooperative
Educational Services

Dr. Richard L . Wing
Simulated economics game
Laboratory tool
Elementary
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APPENDIX 3

A PLAN

Introduction

This appendix describes a plan of action which, if implemented, could
result in cost-effective computer assisted instruction in approximately
five years; it is coupled with selected exploratory research of longer
range value. In each of the six tasks that are recommended, a moderately
detailed schedule with manpower requirement is provided. The intent is
to choose a desirable rate of progress, while allowing adequate time for
essential coordination with the higher education community. A significant
reduction in time could be purchased only with a substantial increase in
funding. On the other hand, even a moderate budget reduction would re-
sult in a much longer time before practical utilization of results is feasible.

No schedule or manpower has been suggested for distributing the new
technology into the nation's colleges and universities. The more forward
looking institutions, of course, will pick up and apply advances with
minimal assistance. It is highly probable, however, that the very campuses
which have the greatest need for cost-effective CAI will be among the last
to adopt it. Unfortunately, no clever or efficient schemes for diffusing the
new technology are apparent. Something resembling the "county agent"
of the Department of Agriculture will probably be the most effective tech-
nique; estimates of the number of "agents" needed range as high as 600.
Clearly, expenditures of this magnitude must await operational proof of
CAI cost effectiveness. This plan is directed toward providing either that
proof or a solid refutation.

Cost-Effective Direct Instruction

Demonstration of cost-effective direct instruction depends upon three key
developments:

1. an effective presentation system;
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2. advanced course preparation software; and

3. demonstration courses.

To insure the best attainable result, it is recommended that these three
aspects proceed concurrently and that very close interaction be maintained
among the developers at all times.

The primary objective is to produce a fully tested, operational system
which will be available for replication in quantity as soon as the project
is completed. Full use of the special capabilities of private industry is
anticipated for the production of many components; such units must be de-
signed specifically for CAI use and procured competitively, with complete .

disclosure required so production models can be obtained form a variety
of sources.

Considerable care must be exercised to promote the widest possible
dissemination of plans to potential users for constructive criticism. Since
the systems proposed are expected to have a useful lifetime of at least ten
years (and an influence long afterward), it is crucial that the design be
influenced by those who can make positive contributions.
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DIRECT INSTRUCTION PRESENTATION SYSTEM
(The Hardware)

An Economically Feasible Presentation System

A feasible computer based direct instruction presentation
system must have a cost/benefit ratio less than conventional
teaching methods. It is anticipated that at least initially
this requirement can best be met in high enrollment, lower
division courses.

The key to cost-effective CAI is a presentation system of
reasonable flexibility which can operate for less than 50 per
student hour. Although no specific design is recommended
here, it is evident that several practicable alternatives are
available. The selection among these choices should be made
by the organization which will construct the prototype -- after
detailed consultation with the higher educational community.
Subsequently, the necessary hardware will be procured com-
petitively from industry; software (including training materials)
will be developed by the designers . A full year of exploratory
operation and refinement is scheduled before release of the
design for replication.

I_ r
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DIRECT INSTRUCTION PRESENTATION SYSTEM

Available
after

Task (calendar months)

Effort
in

man-years

Level of
Effort

in
man-years

FIRST YEAR
Establish requirements 6 2

Survey available technology 6 2

Perform cost/benefit analysis 9 2

Design a minimum cost/benefit
presentation system 12 2 8

SECOND YEAR
Prepare detailed specifications 15 4

Circulate specifications to community
for comment 18 0

Establish criteria for selection 18 2

Revise specifications 21 2

Solicit competitive bids for an
experimental system 24 0 8

THIRD YEAR
Evaluate proposals 27 2

Order experimental system 27 0

Prepare training materials for system 36 4

Train experimental users 36 4

Install experimental system at the
Institute 36 2 12

FOURTH YEAR
Limited operation for evaluation 42 6

Begin training community 42 4

Design and implement necessary changes 45 2

Revise and publish detailed speci-
fications and training materials 48 2

Begin advisory services for community 48 4 18

FIFTH AND SUBSEQUENT YEARS
Begin full scale operation at the Institute
Operations management 2

Coordinate community installations 4

System maintenance and improvement 4

Advisory and training services 6 16
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MACHINE INDEPENDENT
COURSE PREPARATION SOFTWARE

The most effective use of skilled manpower for the production
of courses requires course preparation software of advanced

design which embodies the greatest practicable degree of
machine independence. Carefully designed and well imple-
mented software could cut the cost of course preparation and
revision in half; full use of the possibilities of machine inde-
pendence could double the, useful life of courses. Both of

these are essential to hold preparation costs to a minimum and

thus permit wider applicability of CAI.

The plan is intended to benefit from the already significant
research that has been done in course author languages. The
first year is devoted to bringing to bear the results of present
experimentation on the design of an eclectic system. After
careful review by the educational community and incorporation of

their recommendations, the software and training materials
will be prepared by the designers. All software should be
constructed in a highly modular fashion with considerable em-
phasis on ease of movement to subsequent machines. A full
year of test, evaluation and refinement is scheduled before
the system is released for general use.
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MACHINE INDEPENDENT COURSE PREPARATION SOFTWARE
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Task

Available
after

(calendar months)

Effort
in

man-years

Level of
Effort

in
man-years

FIRST YEAR
Survey existing systems 3 2

Design an eclectic course
preparation system 6 4

Evaluate and select a machine inde-
pendent language for use in
implementation 7 2

Prepare detailed specifications 12 4 12

SECOND YEAR-
Circulate specifications to community

for comment 18 0

Select a computer for initial
implementation 18 2

Revise specifications 24 2

Prepare software modules 24 8 12

THIRD YEAR
Implement experimental course

preparation system 36 10

Prepare training materials and course
preparation implementation guide 36 4

Train experimental users 36 2 16

FOURTH YEAR
Experimental operation and evaluation 42 6

Begin training community 42 4

Design and make changes to the system 45 2

Revise and publish specifications,
implementation guide and training
materials 48 2

Begin advisory services 48 2 16

FIFTH AND SUBSEQUENT YEARS

Begin full scale operation at the Institute
Operations management 2

System maintenance and improvement 8

Advisory and training services 4 14
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PREPARATION OF DEMONSTRATION CAI COURSES

Concurrent development of a series of demonstration courses
is recommended to:

1. insure close contact of the system and
software developers with the reality of
practical problems, and

2. provide meaningful courses that are
ready for tise as soon as the system be-
comes generally available.

The relatively small staff devoted to preparation of demonstration

courses will be guided and assisted by a large group of dis-
tinguished consultants. Each course will require approximately

four years for development. The first year will be devoted to

the preparation and testing of detailed specifications. The
second year will be devoted to implementation. The third

year is reserved for test, evaluation and improvements, plus

the preparation of necessary manuals. In the last year,
actual use by a large body of students will lead to final changes

and general release.

In the early years, initiation of one new course per year is
anticipated. The selection of priority and qualified authors
will rest in an advisory committee drawn from the educational
community. The advisory committee should also pay careful
attention to the vexing but extremely important problem of

compensating course authors.

Recognizing the frequent need for revision in our rapidly
changing world, full use should be made of the computer to

promote quick and frequent changes in course content when-

ever the need arises.
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PREPARATION OF DEMONSTRATION CM COURSES
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Level of
Effort

in
man-years

Available
after

Task (calendar months)

Effczt
in

man-years

FIRST YEAR
Prepare detailed specification for

first (test) course 12 3

Train initial staff in use of course
preparation software 12 1 4

SECOND YEAR
Prepare detailed specification for

second course 24 3

Train second staff in use of course
preparation software 24 1

Implement first (test) course 24 4 8

THIRD YEAR
Experimental use and evaluation of

first (test) course 30 2

Implement necessary changes in first
(test) course 36 1

Prepare teacher's manual for first
(test) course 36 1

Implement second course 36 4

Prepare detailed specification for
third course 36 3

Train third course staff in use of course
preparation software 36 1 12

FOURTH YEAR
Trial use of first course by students 42 0

Implement necessary changes in first
course and manual 45 1

"Publish" (for general use) initial
version of first course and manual 48 1

Experimental use and evaluation of
second course 42 2

Implement necessary changes in
second course 48 1

Prepare teacher's manual for second course 48 1

Implement third course 48 4
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PREPARATION OF DEMONSTRATION CAI COURSES
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Task

Available
after

(calenL.ff months)

Effort
in

man-years

Level of
Effort

in
man-years

FOURTH YEAR continued
Prepare detailed specification for

fourth course 48 3

Train fourth course staff in use of
course preparation software 48 1

Initiate advisory service 48 2 16

Nth YEAR (N ?: 5)
Evaluate initial operational experience

on (N-4)th course 12(N -1) +6 1

Revise (N-4)th course and manual 12N 1

"Publish" operational version of
(N-4)th course 12N 1

Initiate maintenance of (N-4)th course 12N 1

Trial use of (N-3)rd course by students 12(N -1) +6 0

Implement necessary changes in (N-3)rd
course and manual 12 (N-1)+9 1

"Publish" initial version of (N-3)rd
course and manual 12N 1

Experimental use and evaluation of
(N-2)nd course 12 (N-1)+6 2

Implement necessary changes in
(N-2)nd course 12N 1

Prepare teacher's manual for (N-2)nd
course 12N 1

Implement (N-1)st course 12N 4

Prepare detailed specification for
Nth course 12N 3

Train staff of Nth course in use of
course preparation software 12N 1

Advisory service 2 20
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INSTRUCTOR'S AIDS

Exploratory research and development is needed to advance
the use of computers to assist in group instruction. An im-
mediate opportunity is exploitation of the already developed
techniques for producing computer animated instructional films.
In the future, instructors should have the opportunity to use
the computer as a part of the lecture room environment; to do
this effectively, more active innovation is necessary.

A relatively small group is postulated which will begin by
making facilities for computer animated films available easily
and economically to a large sector of higher education. Then,
with the guidance of a committee which is representative of
the community, a series of developments would be designed,
implemented, tested and made available.

-A3.10
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INSTRUCTOR'S AIDS
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Mailable
after

Task (calendar months)

Effort
in

man-years

Level of
Effort
in

man-years

FIRST YEAR
Survey existing aids 6 2

Select most useful aids 9 1

Document selected aids 12 3 6

SECOND YEAR
Circulate documentation to community

for comment 15 0

Select two aids of widest applicability 18 1

Prepare detailed specifications for first
selected aid 24 3

Prepare detailed specifications for a
computer animated film system 18 3

Solicit competitive bids for computer
animated film hardware 18 0

Establish criteria for evaluation of
hardware proposals 21 1

Evaluate hardware proposals 24 1

Order hardware for film system 24 0 9

THIRD YEAR
Implement computer animated film system 36 5

Document film system 36 2

Train community in use of film system 36 1

Circulate detailed specifications of first
selected system to community 27 0

Make necessary changes in specifications 30 1

Solicit competitive bids for needed hardware 30 0

Establish criteria for evaluation of proposals 33 1

Evaluate hardware proposals 36 1

Order hardware 36 0

Prepare detailed specifications for second
selected system 36 3

Solicit community interest for third system 36 0 14
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INSTRUCTOR'S AIDS
continued
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Available
after

Task (calendar months)

Effort
in

man-years

Level of
Effort

in
man-years

Nth YEAR ( N 4)
12N
12N
I2N

12 (N-1)+3

12(N-1)+6

12(N-1)+6

12 (N-1)+9

12N
12N

12N

12N

5
2
1

0

1

0

1

1

3

0 14

Implement (N -3)rd system
Document (N-3)rd system
Train community in use of (N-3)rd system
Circulate specifications of (N-2) nd

system to community
Make necessary changes in specifications

of (N-2)nd system
Solicit competitive bids for hardware

for (N-2)nd system
Establish criteria for evaluation of

proposals for (N-2) nd system
Evaluate hardware proposals for

(N-2) nd system
Order hardware for (N-2) nd system
Prepare detailed specifications for

(N-1)st selected system
Solicit community interest for

Nth system
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LABORATORY TOOLS

In a narrow sense, use of the computer as a laboratory tool
to help teach, for example, computer programming or civil
engineering, is the most developed instructional application.
In the broader sense of providing abstract environments for
learning, however, the potential has been barely tapped.
New developments -- such as economic simulators which
give students practical experience in directing a company or

college -- could have far reaching effects by building under-
standing of the complexity of actual decision making.

A small Effort to develop prototype systems for use and to
serve as inspiration for extensions by other groups seems
most appropriate. Early emphasis is placed on economic
simulation. But, at the same time, the educational community

should be consulted for advice on the needs and possibilities
for additional developments.

-A3. 13
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LABORATORY TOOLS

Available
after

Task (calendar months)

Effort
in

man-years

Level of
Effort

in
man-years

FIRST YEAR
Survey existing tools 6 2
Select most useful tools 9 1
Document selected tools 12 3 6

SECOND YEAR
Circulate documentation to community

for comment 15 0
Select two tools of widest applicability 18 1
Prepare detailed specifications for first

selected tool 24 3
Prepare detailed specifications for an

economic simulator 18 3
Solicit competitive bids for economic

simulator hardware 18 0
Establish criteria for evaluation of

hardware proposals 21 1
Evaluate hardware proposals 24 1
Order hardware for economic simulator 24 0 9

THIRD YEAR
Implement economic simulator 36 5
Document economic simulator 36 2
Train community in use of economic

simulator 36 1
Circulate detailed specifications of

first selected system to community 27 0
Make necessary changes in specifications 30 1
Solicit competitive bids for needed hardware 30 0
Establish criteria for evaluation of proposals 33 1
Evaluate hardware proposals 36 1
Order hardware 36 0
Prepare detailed specifications for second

selected system 36 3
Solicit community interest for third system 36 0 14
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LABORATORY TOOLS

continued Level of.
Available Effort Effort

after in in

Task (calendar months) man-years man-years

Nth YEAR (N 4)
Implement (N-3)rd system
Document (N-3)rd system
Train community in use of

(N-3)rd system
Circulate specifications of (N-2)nd

system to community
Make necessary changes in specifica-

tions of (N-2)nd system
Solicit competitive bids for hardware

for (N-2) nd system
Establish criteria for evaluation of

proposals for (N-2)nd system
Evaluate hardware proposals for

(N-2)nd system
Order hardware for (N-2)nd system
Prepare detailed specifications for

(N-1)st selected system
Solicit community interest for

Nth system

I2N
12N

I2N

12 (N-1)+3

12(N-1)+6

12(N-I)+6

12(N-1)+9

12N
12N

12N

I2N

5
2

0

1

0

1

1

0

3

0 14
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EMPIRICAL STUDY OF LEARNING

Development of the proposed cost-effective CAI presentation
system will provide an important opportunity for advanced re-
search into the nature of the learning process. Detailed em-
pirical studies of the student progress through actual course
material may -- in the long run -- lead to more effective
methods of teaching and provide graduates that are substantially
superior in depth and breadth of understanding.

The objective of the small group recommended for this effort
is exploitation of the unique resource of the developing pre-
sentation system to learn about the nature of learning. It
should design experiments and procure the necessary instru-
mentation during the construction of the CAI system. As soon
as the system is operational, the group should begin to measure
parameters thought relevant and construct formal models of
learning behavior. These models can be used immediately in
the refinement of the CAI prototype system.

The study of learning can be expected to extend over a long
period. This study should be continued in close association with
the developers of enhanced CM systems for the mutual benefit of
both areas of study. Perhaps, in a decade, fundamentally differ-
ent methods of instruction can evolve which will lead to vastly
improved student performance and help prepare them to cope
with our increasingly complex society.
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EMPIRICAL STUDY OF LEARNING
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Available
after

Task (calendar months)

Effort
in

man-years

Level of
Effort

in
man-years

FIRST YEAR
Establish detailed objectives 12 1

Design experiment 12 3 4

SECOND YEAR
Prepare detailed specifications for

instrumentation 18 2

Solicit competitive bids for instrumenta-
tion hardware 13 0

Establish criteria for evaluation of
proposals 21 1

Evaluate hardware proposals 24 1

Order instrumentation hardware 24 0

Begin construction of software interface
A

24
a

2 6

THIRD YEAR
Continue construction of software interface 30 2

Install instrumentation hardware 30 2

Assemble complete instrumentation system 33 2

Train system users 33 1

Limited operation of system for evaluation 36 1 8

FOURTH YEAR
Design and implement necessary changes 39 2

Integrate instrumentation with first direct
instruction course 45 4

Trial use of combined instruction-
instrumentation system

a

48 2 8

FIFTH YEAR
Design and implement necessary changes

to combined system 51 2

Collect data on student performance 60 2

Design data reduction system 54 1

Implement data reduction software 60 3 8

Ji A AA

SIXTH YEAR
Evaluate student performance 63 2

Begin model design 66 2

Refine instrumentation system 66 1

Collect refined data 72 1

Simulate first learning model 72 4 10
1
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EMPIRICAL STUDY OF LEARNING
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Available
after

Task (calendar months)

Effort
in

man-years

Level of
Effort
in

man-years

SEVENTH AND SUBSEQUENT YEARS
Evaluate refined learning data 1

Modify model design 2

Change model simulator 2

Correlate simulated data with
observed performance 4

Refine instrumentation system 1 10
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PROFESSIONAL MANPOWER IN SUPPORT OF THE PLAN

Tasks 1

Effort in man-years
Years

4 C
Is2 3

Direct instruction presentation system 8 8 12 18 16

Machine independent course
preparation software 12 12 16 16 14

Demonstration courses 4 8 12 16 20

Instructor's aids 6 9 14 14 14

Laboratory tools 6 9 14 14 14

Empirical study of learning 4 6 8 8 8

TOTALS 40 52 76 86 86

43.19
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Chapter VII

RESEARCH IN THE INFORMATION & COMPUTING SCIENCES

Introduction

The future development of any area of knowledge is directly dependent
upon current and continuing research in it and related areas. Applications
of new knowledge no longer are subject to delays extending into the dim,
misty, long-range future; the ability to translate new insights quickly
into useful applications is now a fact of life. Thus, progress in the im-
mediate future is heavily dependent on sustained research activities. In
no area is this more true than in the information sciences.

Research in the information sciences has a different meaning and a
different payoff than does research in many other profepsional areas. The
"pure" information science researcher is interested in seeking new con-
cepts and new data that add to our understanding of what information is,
how it can be transmitted, stored and retrieved. He often is less inter-
ested in how the new knowledge may be used. This is true in most pro-
fessional areas. Yet, in the information sciences, the results of a research
worker's activity have very broad implications -- for all professional
fields are highly dependent upon the availability and effective use of in-
formation systems. In particular, education itself is almost completely
an information system. The task of educators is to increase the store of
knowledge, to become more skillful in transmitting it to others, to im-
prove the effectiveness of using existing knowledge for serving society,
and to improve understanding as to how learning takes place. The ability
to undertake exciting, new and relevant work in the humanities, the arts,
the physical and life sciences, engineering, management, medicine, etc.,
is highly dependent upon research and development in the information
sciences . Because of this fact, some research in the information sciences
is carried on in other professional fields. Thus, important work has been
done in applications of the computer sciences in engineering, in linguistics,
in the behavioral sciences, etc. Nevertheless, the focus of front running
research in information and computer sciences is in the small but growing
group of professionals who regard themselves as information or computer
scientists and who are members of the growing number of groups in uni-
versities and industry devoted to research in the computer sciences.
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Research Roles 1"

The character a computer research, as in many fields, differs with respect
to scope, kind, and support (in staff and equipment) required. Important
contributions can be made by one man on a small college campus -- but
this is unusual. More often, outstanding research is carried on by a
professor on the campus of a relatively large university working with a
number of graduate students and, sometimes, a few highly selected under-
graduate students. Active collaboration with other professors may also be
involved. Usually the problems addressed are not only very important but
are ones where the chance of visible progress by a small group in a limited
time (1-3 years) is good. Research carried on by industrial organizations is
necessarily closely tied to developments with neartime profit potential.
It is clear that each of these sources for creative work will continue to
grow in strength and productivity.

Limitations on Progress

There exist important problems in the computer sciences that both
institutions of higher learning and industrial organizations cannot or do
not desire to undertake. Such problems are characterized by one or more
of the following conditions:

1. The time require i for substantial progress is long
(more than 5 years);'

2. A large, full time supporting staff is necessary;

3. Very large-scale, flexible computer equipment
which can be dedicated exclusively to the research
must be available;

4. The research, and development activities associated
with it, must have continuing access to large-scale
testing.

1/ .A more detailed analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of existing
computer research groups may be found in J.T. Schwartz, An Organ-
izational Proposal for the Improvement of U.S. Computer Science.
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, New York University.
ea. 1368.
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While some individuals on the campuses of institutions of higher learning
and in other organizations are interested in and capable of contributing to
the solution of such problems, it seems clear that conditions do not now
exist which encourage the efforts required. In fact, the very success and
extraordinary growth of the computer sciences are creating service demands
on both the university and other computing centers which tend to dri-Je
down much possibility of sustained research on large-scale, long-range
problems. A growing awareness of the great potential value of the effective
use of sophisticated computer based information systems in research,
instruction and operations is bringing urgent demands for near-immediate
assistance from:

The physical sciences and engineering;
The health and behavioral sciences;
The humanities and arts;
The professional schools -- medicine, law. education,

management, etc.;
The administrators in higher education;
Community organizations -- public libraries, secondary

schools museums , development projects etc.

While the growing recognition by all fields of endeavor of the importance
of well designed computer based information systems is good, it does
place limitations on the volume and scope of research activity which can
be conducted on college and university campuses .

This chapter is devoted to a consideration of the kinds of long-range,
large-scale problems in the information and computer sciences which are
believed to be of great importance to many institutions of higher learning
-- to many disciplines -- whose effective solutions require efforts not
now under way.

Some Evident Needs

_Although a variety of needs are apparent (as described in the Appendix),
a few are particularly urgent from the standpoint of future progress . These
are grouped according to results to be expected. The first set should
lead to the development of particular systems; the second is aimed toward
better understanding of fundamental techniques in the computer sciences .
Both are "applied research" in the sense that they are motivated by evident
requirements for the more effective use of information systems in higher
education.
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Systems:

1. Computer Assisted Publication System

Publication is both the culmination of old research and a
genesis of new. A general purpose, computer assisted
publication system would be of substantial value to re-
searchers in all disciplines.

Professor Carl Overhage, at the Intrex Conference,
described the publication process as he believed it should
be. 2/ Integrated use of the computer from the first draft
through editing, publication, review and retrieval is the
goal. Many of the components necessary to achieve that
goal have already been proven.3/ In fact, some simpler
forms of publication, such as ngwspapers, are already
operating integrated systems.4/ For full effectiveness,
however, more complex capabilities are necessary and
inter-institutional standards are highly desirable.

2. Shared, Experimentiitrol Systemm

More and more experiments in the physicl sciences are
being controlled by on-line computers .5/ Some would not
be possible without machine aid; others are done much
more effectively with it. The field is new. Sensors and
effectors are usually crude. Programming is done in
machine language. The machine is usually dedicated to

-4

2/ "The On-Line Intellectual Community" in Carl F . J. Overhage and R.Joyce Harman (editors) Intrex: Report of a Planning Conference onInformation Transfer Experiments. M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, Mass.1965. pages 25-41.
3/ Michael P. Barnett. Computer Typesetting: Experiments and Prospects.M .I.T. Press, Cambridge, Mass . 1965.
4/ Ed Yasaki. "The Computer and Newsprint". Datamation, Vol. 9,No. 3 (March 1963) pages 27-31.
5/ A. D. Smirnov. "Data Processing Systems for Physical Experiments':Proceedings of IFIP Congress 68. North Holland Publishing Co. ,Amsterdam. 1968. pages 236-243.
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the experiment, hence it is used only in those infrequent
intervals when the experiment is being run. Economics
dictate the utilization of the smallest possible machine,
which magnifies the programmer's problems and limits the
computer's usefulness in expanding the nature of the ex-
periments under control.

Substantial improvements are possible in many directions.
The processor used in on-line control of experiments should
be shared for less expense to each experiment; it could
then be bigger, making it easier to use. Higher level
programming languages would reduce the cost and time re-
quired to set up new experiments. Automatic timing aids
should be built into the system. Sensors and effectors
should be improved. Better communications can free the
processor from the necessity of being located in the labora-
tory. Such developments have an obvious and immediate
influence on many sciences.

3. Trial "Procognitive System"

The phrase "information storage and retrieval" has been so
often used to mean document control that a new word is
needed for the concept of researchers interacting creatively
with data. J.C.R. Mcklider's felicitous phrase is "pro-
cognitive system" . Such interactive use of computers to
"promote and facilitate the acquisition, organization, and
use of-knowledge" can magnify human effectiveness and
help lower the artificial barriers between individual re-
searchers, their associates, laboratories and libraries.
Far too little has been done in attacking such a central
problem. It's obviously universal. Researchers must inter-
act with the accumulated store of knowledge. The com-
puter, properly programmed, can help people use and add
to the collection. Clearly, the full capability described
by Licklider is far in the future but substantial advances
are possible now. Even tentative steps toward such a
system, developed and demonstrated in specific applica-
tions, would be a valuable contribution to many fields.

-5

6/ J.C.R. Licklider. Libraries of the Future. M.I.T . PITS'S, Cambridge,
Mass. 1965.
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4. Software Systems Optimized for Educational Use

Manufacturer supplied software continues to be verypoorly adapted to the needs of higher education.7/
Furthermore, since most new software must be designedto fill the requirements of the majority of users (whichare substantially different from those of college and uni-versity computing centers), the situation is unlikely tochange in the foreseeable future. Recognizing this fact,many campuses have developed their own compilers andoperating systems .819,10/ Many of these have been out-standing accomplishments in view of the extremely limitedeffort spent in development. Yet, they are not experiencingwidespread use, despite significant advantages, largelybecause limited resources make it impossible for theircreators to supply the level of support whicl manufacturersprovide with this class of software.

Locally developed software usually differs in obscure waysfrom the manufacturer supplied systems that students willbe using after graduation; these differences further con-found standardization.

Compilers and operating systems developed especially forcollege and university use and adequately supported by acentral facility could resolve such problems at a moderatecost per institution.

-6

7/ P.A. Samet. "Software Requirements of Universities". The Computerjournal, Vol. 11, No. 2 (Aug. 1968). pages 236-240.8/ W. C. Lynch. "Description of a High Capacity, Fast TurnaroundUniversity Computing Center". Communications of the ACM, Vol. 9,No. 2 (Feb. 1966). pages 117-123.9/ s . Rosen, et al. "PUFFT - The Purdue University Fast Fortran Trans-lator". Communications of the ACM, Vol. 8, No. 11 (Nov. 1965).pages 661-666.
10/ P. W. Shantz, et al. "WATFOR - The University of Waterloo FortranIV Compiler". Communications of the ACM, Vol. 10, No. 1 (Jan.1967). pages 41-44.
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5. Computer Effectiveness Metering System

The extremely high demand for computing. service, coupledwith frequently severe restrictions on funds available,
make imperative the fullest practicable efficiency in oper-ating the campus computer center. Yet, all too often, the
same combination limits attention that center personnelcan devote to this essential function. The result is that
some of the most overloaded computers can be the least
efficiently run; new machines may be acquired when sparecapacity is still available in the old.

New computer system metering techniques are possible
which measure the effectiveness of a machine during oper-ation Supported with analysis software and a spe-
cialized staff, such measurements can lead to minor systemchanges which can have major results. Unfortunately,such techniques have been limited to in-plant use by a few
manufacturers . The tool should be more fully developedfor a variety of computers and made available widely tocollege and university computing center directors.

Techniques:

1. Natural Language "Comprehension" Techniques

Much symbol manipulation still being done by man could
be performed by machines. Translators for converting
natural language into a formal representation and back
again would be a big help in transferring concepts betweenman and machines . ro be sure, what the man meant to
say will not always be "understood" by the machine.
Making a machine "comprehend" free human discourse is
probably impossible. People can't even do it. We use
conversation for the mutual exploration of concepts until

11/ D. J. Campbell and W. J. Heffner. "Measurement and Analysis ofLarge Operating Systems During System Development". AMPS Con-ference Proceedins Vol. 33, Part 1 Thompson, Washington; D.C.1968. pages 903-914.
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they tonform. If we expect machines to "understand" our
concepts, then we should expect to converse with them.
Machine "comprehension" may always be limited, but
people are smart; we will learn how to adapt our discourse
to minimize the effect of the computer's limitations.

Once concepts are in the machine, we want to be able to
manipulate them. Many operations now done by people
can be done faster, cheaper and more accurately by com-
puters. Such developments as the various mathematical
manipulators are steps in the right direction. They need
to be coordinated, expanded and extended to handle routine
operations of other disciplines. Much thinking, for ex-
ample, devolves around relationships. We should have
general tools for processing hierarchical structures.

We don't want to have to tell the computer all the details
of a process. Certain things should be taken for granted.
When receiving new concepts, for example, the computer
should continually check the logical consistency of new
assertions with those it already has. When an inconsistency
is found, we expect to be told about it. For, in this
fashion, we can be sure that we are not inadvertently
violating our own rules of inference.

2. Data Management Techniques

Data is the common component of all computer use. The
costs of collecting, converting, validating, storing and
retrieving computer based information frequently dominate
the total cost of mechanization. Yet, very little aid has
been provided to help a programmer manage data efficiently.
As a result, one installation found that, despite strident
demands or more but storage, only one percent of its
existing capacity was being utilized; off-the-record dis-
cussions with other computer center managers suggest
that such use is the rule rather than the exceptions 12/
Contrast this situation with the many valuable aids pro-
grammers have for efficient algorithm construction.

12/ Dwight Ashley. Personal Communication. 1965.
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Some advances are beginning to be made. For example,
S.P. Ghosh has recently shown how finite mathematics can
be used to organize simple formatted files to answer dif-
ferent classes of queries in the shortest possible time.13/
Additional research, particularly into techniques for automa-
tically providing optimized storage structures, could benefit
a large number of campus computer users.

3. Man-Machine Interface Techniques

The connection between the man and the machine is a highly
specialized communication channel which must be adapted
to the individual's unique strengths and weaknesses. In
an ideal system, all of man's senses should be used to
absorb information about the state of the system and each
of his effectors should be usable for contro1.14/ Existing
man-machine interfaces are a long way from that achieve-
ment. 15/ In fact, we have barely begun to discover effi-
cient ways to couple the two into an effective partnership.
Much work is needed to determine what is possible. Much
more application of these techniques to real problems is
necessary to decide what is desirable.

The computer should be able to create an environment
expressing its abstract world in man's concrete terms .
The abstraction in the computer may correspond to no real
world. But, through analogy, a person's powerful intuition
could be brought into effective use. The machine should
also be able to sense man made changes in that environ-
ment and convert these into its corresponding abstractions
so the powers of each can be brought to bear on the same
problem.

13/ S. P. Ghosh. "On the Problem of Query Oriented Filing Schemes Using
Discrete Mathematics" . Proceedings of IFIP Congress 68. North
Holland Publishing Co., Amsterdam. 1968. pages F74-F79.

14/ Ivan E. Sutherland. "The Ultimate Display" . Wayne A. Kalenich
(editor) Proceedings of IFIP Congress 65, Vol. 2. Spartan Books,
Washington, D.C. 1966. pages 506-508.

15/ Ivan E. Sutherland. "A Head-Mounted Three Dimensional Display" .
AFIPS Conference Proceedings, Vol. 33, Part 1. Thompson, Washing-
ton, D.C. 1968. pages 757-764.
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Research Leading to New and Advanced Computer Systems

tt

-10

The large-scale computer has developed very rapidly over the last two
decades. Results of research in the physical sciences and in engineering
have led to smaller, faster, less costly and more reliable components.
New and effective ways of linking such components in the design of a
large computer have been developed but a computer system consists of
much more than an interconnection of basic components. System software,
which establishes the possible relationships which can exist between
various machine components, is of key importance to successful operation.
Its design is extremely difficult and the methods for pursuing such designs
leave much to be desired. Another aspect of overall computer systems
design is the nature of the application software -- the programs by which
a wide variety of users employ the computing system to solve problems of
interest to them. Here again, the design of such programs and their util-
ization is difficult. The total success of a computer system depends upon
how well all three areas of design are executed and interrelated. Clearly,
more effective computer systems will result when a new system can be
created by a nearly simultaneous and interrelated development of all three
aspects. Obviously, this is a tremendously complex task and one that
requires a long-range, large-scale research program over an extended
period of time.

At the present time there appears to be no effective action directed toward
the goal outlined above. It is clearly an objective which can only be
approached -- never reached. It is a task which requires large-scale,
flexible equipment, extraordinarily talented people and an outstanding
supporting staff all dedicated to the conduct of research aimed at estab-
lishing a better framework for computer systems design. The environment
must be one in which the research work is freed from considerations of
service to other professional fields. It must be one which is not tied to
specific applications which represent the large volume of users. It must
be one where the requirements of compatibility with existing applications
software does not provide severe constraints. It must be one where es-
tablished hardware design philosophy is not restricted.

The establishment of such an environment or environments is important to
the future of computing science and to the growing world of users from all
disciplines . The lessons of the past and present seem to indicate this
is too large, too long-range, too expensive a task for any single univer-
sity to undertake. In addition, the results of efforts of this kind which
might be undertaken by industrial organizations are not made generally
available to all interested parties .
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Conclusion

Increased effort in two types of research are recommended.

1. Applied research leading to the development of specific systems
whose use would be of major importance to many institutions .

2 . Research aimed at the better understanding of how to design
extremely complex computer systems .

-11

Progress in this area would have an important influence on the design of
all complex systems whether they were computer based or not.
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Summary of Options

Option - Level of Effort in Man - Yearn- 1 2
Calendar Year

3 4 5 6

SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

1. Applications

Computer assisted publication 20 24 30 20 12 12

Natural language processing 16 16 19 20 16 10

Shared experiment control 4e' 25 40 50 40 30 30

Trial "precognitive" system 10 14 18 22 17 17

Trial speech recognizer 24 26 28 22 16 16

2. Software

Extensible programming language 12 15 18 18 12 10

Operating system for education 32 - 44 50 50 49 48
Programming language for education 16 22 26 30 30 30
Programming language for on-line

control 10 12 12 12 8 5

3. Operations

System effectiveness metering 16 16 18 20 17 17

TECHNIQUES RESEARCH

1. Applications

Educational systems modeling 9 12 15 18 21 21

Natural language "comprehension" 8 10 12 14 16 16

2. Software

Data management 5 6 7 9 11 11

Software production 15 19 23 27 29 29
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Option - Level of Effort in Man-Years

TECHNIQUES RESEARCH continued

3. Operations

Computer effectiveness
Resource file

4. Interface

Inter-computer ccnununication
Machine-environment
Man-machine

Calendar Year

-A.2

1 2 3 4 5 6

14 18 21 24 27 27
12 13 14 15 16 16

10 13 16 18 20 20
12 15 19 22 25 25
10 14 18 21 24 24
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Computer Assisted Publication Facility

Objective: To design, produce, demon-
strate and make available an integrated
system for 'computer assistance to the
publication process from the first draft
to the final printed copies.

-4.3

Task

Available
after

(calendar months)

Effort
in

man-years

Level of
Effort

in
man-years

FIRST YEAR

Establish requirements 6 4

Survey available hardware 12 2

Survey relevant software 12 4

Preliminary system design 12 10 20

SECOND YEAR

Prepare detailed specifications 15 6

Circulate specifications to
community for comment 18 0

Establish criteria for selection 18 3

Revise specifications 21 3

Prepare software modules 24 12

Solicit competitive bids for hardware 24 0 24

THIRD YEAR

Evaluate proposals 27 6

Order hardware 27 0

Prepare training materials 36 4

Train experimental users 36 2

Integrate software modules 36 15

Install hardware 36 3 30
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Task

Available
after

(calendar months)

Effort
in

man-years

Level of
Effort

in
man-years

FOURTH YEAR

Limited operation for evaluation 42 4
Design necessary changes 42 4
Revise detailed specifications

and training materials 42 4
Integrate design changes 48 6
Publish specifications and manuals 48 2 20

FIFTH AND SUBSEQUENT YEARS

Full scale operation of system 4
System maintenance and improvement 6
Advisory and training services 2 12
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Natural Language Processing Facility

Objective: To design, construct and
deliver a facility directed toward meet-
ing the needs of humanists for research
using works written in natural languages .

-A . 5

Task

Available
after

(calendar months)

Effort
in

man-years

Level of
Effort

in
man-years

FIRST YEAR.

Establish requirements 6 4

Survey technology 6 4
Design experimental system 12 8 16

SECOND YEAR

Circulate design to community for
comment 15 0

Prepare detailed specifications 15 4
Revise specifications 18 4

Prepare software modules 24 8 16

THIRD YEAR

Implement experimental system 30 8

Validate experimental system 36 6

Draft primer and reference manuals 36' 4
Train experimental users 36 1 19

FOURTH YEAR

Experimental system evaluation 42 4

Design operational system 42 8

Prepare software modules 48 8 20
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Task

Available
after

calendar months)

Effort
in

man - years

-A.6

Level of
Effort

in
man -years

FIFTH YEAR.

Implement operational system 54 8

Validate operational system 60 4
Complete and publish manuals 60 4 16

SIXTH AND SUBSEQUENT YEARS

Operations 2

Advisdry service 4
Maintenance and improvements 4 10
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Shared, Experiment Control S stem

Objective: To design, construct,
demonstrate and make available an
integrated hardware-software system
which can control a number of inde-
pendent experiments simultaneously
on shared equipment.

-A.7

Task

Available
after

(calendar months)

Effort
in

man-years

Level of
Effort

in
man-years

FIRST YEAR

Establish requirements 6 5

Survey technology 6 5

Initial design 12 15 25

SECOND YEAR

Circulate initial design to
community for comment 15 0

Prepare detailed speciiications 18 15

Solicit competitive _bids for hardware 21 0

Establish criteria for selection of
hardware 21 5

Evaluate proposals 24 5

Order hardware 24 0

Prepare software modules 24 15 40

THIRD YEAR

Install hardware 30 5

Complete software 30 25

Validate system 36 15

Draft documentation 36 5 50
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Task

Available
after

(calendar months)

Effort
in

man-years

-A.8

Level of
Effort

in
man-years

FOURTH YEAR

Train experimental users 39 5
Test preparation 48 10
Test evaluation 48 10
Experimental operation 48 5
Revise specifications 48 5
Complete documentation 48 5 40

FIFTH AND SUBSEQUENT YEARS

Test preparation and evaluation 15
Design changes and improvements 10
Advisory services 3
Maintenance 2 30
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Trial "Procognitive" System

Objective: To design, construct and
test a first approximation to a machine
assistant to researchers as postulated
by j.C.R. Licklider in Libraries of the
Future.

-A .9

Level of
Available Effort Effort

after in in

Task (calendar months) man -years man -years

FIRST YEAR

Establish requirements 6 2

Survey technology 6 2

Initial design 12 6

SECOND YEAR

10

Circulate initial design to community
for comment 15 0

Prepare detailed specifications 24 12

Solicit competitive bids for
hardware 24 0

Select system test problems 24 2 14

THIRD YEAR

Establish criteria for selection 27 2

Evaluate proposals 27 2

Order hardware 27 0

Prepare software modules 36 10

Draft primer and reference manuals 36 4

FOURTH YEAR

18

Install hardware 39 2

Integrate software modules 42 10

Validate integrated system 48 6

Publish manuals 48 2

Train experimental users 48 2 22
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Level of
Available Effort Effort

after in in
Task (calendar months) man -years nan- ears

FIFTH AND SUBSEQUENT YEARS

Experimental use 10
System maintenance and improvement 5
Advisory service and training 2 17
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Trial Speech Recognition Facility

Objective: To design and construct the
best currently practicable speech rec-
ognition facility and to evaluate its merits
and shortcomings in a variety of educa-
tional applications.

. 1 1

Task

Available
after

(calendar months)

Effort
in

man -years

Level of
Effort

in
man -years

FIRST YEAR

Establish requi-ements 6 4
Survey technology 6 8
Initial design 12 12 24

SECOND YEAR

Circulate initial design to
community for comment 15 0

Select test problems for system 15 6

Prepare detailed specifications 18 6

Solicit competitive bids for hardware 21 0
Establish criteria fbr selection of

hardware 21 2

Evaluate proposals 24 2

Order hardware 24 0

Prepare software modules 24 10 26

THIRD YEAR

Install hardware 30 2

Complete software 30 10
Design tests 30 4
Validate system 36 10
Draft documentation 36 2 28
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Task

Available
after

(calendar months)

Effort
in

man-years

Level of
Effort

in
man wears

FOURTH YEAR

Experimental operation 42 4
Test preparation 42 8
Test evaluation 45 4
Revise specifications 48 4
Complete documentation 48 2 22

FIFTH AND SUBSEQUENT YEARS

Test preparation and evaluation 6
Design changes and improvements 6
Advisory services 2
Maintenance 2 16
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Extensible Programming_ Language Facility

Objective: To design, construct and
deliver a machine-independent program-
ming language (with the requisite trans-
lators and documentation) which ex-
pedites its own extension for adaptation
to new applications.

-A.13

Task

Available
after

(calendar months)

Effort
in

man-years

Level of
Effort

in
man-years

FIRST YEAR

Establish requirements 6 3

Survey technology 6 3

Design experimental system 12 6 12

SECOND YEAR

Circulate specifications to community
for comment 18 0

Select a computer for initial
implementation 18 2

Revise specifications 24 3

Prepare software modules 24 10 15

THIRD YEAR

Implement experimental system 30 10

Experimental operation and evaluation 36 5

Draft primer and reference manuals 36 3 18

FOURTH YEAR

Produce specifications for operational
system 39 6

Implement operational system 48 10

Revise documentation for operational
system 48 2 18
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Task

FIFTh:YEAR

-A.14

Level of
Available Effort Effort

after in in
(calendar months) man-years man-years

Validate operational system 54 6

Design, implement and demonstrate
extensions 60 4

Advisory service 1

Maintenance 1 12

SIXTH AND SU3SEQUENT YEARS

Design, implement and demonstrate
extensions 6

Advisory service 2

Maintenance 2 1.1
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Task

-A.15

Operating System Optimized for Educational Use

Objective: To design, construct and
deliver a machine-independent operating
system (with the requisite software and
documentation) which is optimized for
use in higher education. The operating
system software will be designed for
economical mass-production for all
machines in the educational community.

Level of
Available Effort Effort

after in in
(calendar months) man-years man Years

FIRST YEAR

Establish requirements 6 8

Survey available technology 6 8

Preliminary control language and
capabilities design 12 16 32

SECOND YEAR

Circulate specifications to
community for comment 15 0

Survey desirable computers for
implementation 18 8

Select method of implementation 18 2

Preliminary operating system design 21 12

Revise control language and
capabilities design 24 8

Draft control language and capabilities
reference manual and primer 24 8

Design experimental system 24 6 44

THIRD YEAR

Circulate draft primer and reference
manual to community for comments 30 0

Prepare experimental system 30 15

Evaluate experimental system 36 15
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Task

Available
after

(calendar months)

Effort
in

man-years

-A.16

Level of
Eifel:

in
man-years

THIRD YEAR continued

Revise specifications for first
operational system 36 10

Revise primer and reference manual 36 5 50

FOURTH YEAR

Prepare software modules 42 20
Produce first operational system 48 25
Revise and publish documentation 48 5 50

FIFTH YEAR

Validate first operational syStem 54 15
Distribute first system with

documentation 54 5
Produce second system 54 10
Validate second system 60 10
Distribute second system 60 3
Advisory services 4
Maintenance 2 49

Nth YEAR (N 6)

Produce 4(N-6) +3rd system 12(N-1)+3 5
Validate 4(N-6) +3rd system 12(N-1)+6 3
Distribute 4(N-6) + 3rd system 12(N-1)+6 2
Produce 4(N-6) + 4th system 12(N -1) +6 5
Validate 4(N-6) +4th system 12(N-1)+9 3
Distribute 4(N-6) + 4th system 12(N-1)+9 2
Produce 4(N-6) + 5th system 12(N-1)+9 5
Validate 4(N-6) + 5th system 12N 3
Distribute 4(N-6) + 5th system 12N 2
Produce 4(N-6) + 6th system 12N 5
Validate 4 (N -6) +6th system 12N +3 3
Distribute 4 (n -6) + 6th system 12N +3 2
Advisory services 5
Maintenance 3 48
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Programming Language and Translator
Optimized for Educational Use

Objective: To design, construct and de-
liver a machine-independent programming
language (with the requisite translators
and documentation) which is optimized
for use in higher education. The transla-
tors will be designed for economical mass-
production for all machines in the educa-
tional community.

-A . 17

Task

Available
after

(calendar months)

Effort
in

man-years

Level of
Effort

in
man-years

FIRST YEAR

Establish requirements 6 4
Survey available technology 6 4

Preliminary language design 12 8 16

SECOND YEAR

Circulate language specifications to
community for comment 15 0

Survey desirable translating and
target computers 18 4

Preliminary translator design 18 4
Revise language specifications 24 4
Draft language primer 24 2

Draft reference manual 24 2

Prepare experimental translator 24 6 22

THIRD YEAR

Circulate draft primer and reference
manual to community for comment 30 0

Evaluate experimental translator 30 4

Revise translator specifications 30 4

Prepare software modules 36 12
Revise primer and reference manual 36 4

Prepare translator maintenance manual 36 2 26
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Task

A.18

Level of
Available Effort Effort

after in in
(calendar months) man-years man-years

FOURTH YEAR

Produce first operational translator
Validate first translator
Produce second translator
Validate second translator
Distribute first two translators

with documentation

42
48
45
48

48

12
6
6
3

3 30

Nth YEAR (N ?- 5)

Produce 4(N-5) + 3rd translator 12(N-1)+3 3
Validate 4(N-5) +3rd translator 12(N -1) +3 2
Distribute 4(N-5) + 3rd translator 12 (N-1)+ 6 1
Produce 4(N-5) + 4th translator 12 (N-1)+6 3
Validate 4(N-5) +4th ranslaR 12 (N-1)+9 - 2
Distribute 4(N-5) + 4th translator 12 (N-1)+ 9 1
Produce 4(N-5) + 5th translator 12(N-1)+9 3
Validate 4(N-5) +5th translator 12N 2
Distribute 4(N-5) + 5th translator 12N 1
Produce 4(N-5) + 6th translator 12N 3
Validate 4(N-5) + 6th translator 12N+3 2
Distribute 4(N-5) + 6th translator 12N+3 1
Advisory services 4
Maintenance 2 30
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Programming Language for On-Line Control

Objective: To design, construct, dem-
onstrate and make available a programming
language and translator which is particu-
larly adapted to the on-line control of
experiments.

-A.19

Task

Available
after

(calendar months)

Effort
in

man-years

Level of
Effort

in
man-years

FIRST YEAR

Establish requirements 6 2
Survey technology 6 3
Initial design 12 5 10

SECOND YEAR

Circulate initial design to-
community for comment 15 0

Coordinate with Shared, Experiment
Control System development 15 3

Revise initial design, specifications 18 2
Prepare software modules 24 7 12

THIRD YEAR

Implement initial translator 30 6
Validate initial translator 36 4
Draft documentation 36 2 12

FOURTH YEAR

Produce specifications for operational
translator 39 3

Implement operational translator 48 5
Complete documentation 48 2 12
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Task

Available
after

(calendar months)

Effort
in

man-years

-A.20

Level of
Effort

in
man-years

FIFTH YEAR

Validate operational translator 54 5

Advisory service 2

Maintenance 1 8

SIXTH AND SUBSEQUENT YEARS

Maintenance and improvements 3

Advisory service 2 5

-7
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Computer System Effectiveness Metering Facility

Objective: To design, construct, dem-
onstrate and make available a general -
purpose, integrated, hardware-software
facility for measuring the operational
effectiveness of computing systems.

-A.21

Task

Available
after

(calendar months)

Effort
in

man-years

Level of
Effort

in
man-years

FIRST YEAR

Establish requirements 6 3

Survey technology 6 5

Initial design 12 8 16

SECOND YEAR

Circulate initial design to
community for comment 15 0

Prepare detailed specifications 24 16

Solicit competitive bids for hardware 24 0 16

THIRD YEAR

Establish criteria for selection 27 2

Evaluate proposals 27 2

Order hardware 27 0

Prepare software modules 36 10

Draft primer and reference manuals 36 4 18

FOURTH YEAR

Install hardware 39 4

Integrate software modules 39 9

Validate integrated system 48 5

Publish manuals 48 2 20
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Task

FIFTH AND SUBSEQUENT YEARS

-A . 22

Level of
Available Effort Effort

after in in
(calendar months) man - eaEJ.s-years - ears_

Operate metering system at centers
requesting the service 5

Data reduction 4
System maintenance and improvement 6
Advisory service 2 17
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Higher Educational Systems Modeling and Simulation Studies

Objective: To examine the structure of
institutions of higher education through
modeling, simulation and validation
studies in order to assist administrative
decision making.

Level of Effort

Specialist Title. In the Speciality

Experienced administrators
Operations researchers
Mathematicians/Statisticians
Programmers
Researchers
Support personnel

2
4
2
6
2
5

TOTAL man-years per year 21
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Natural Language "Comprehension" Studies

Objective: To investigate techniques
which might permit machine "compre-
hension" of statements made in natural
languages.

Specialist Title
Level of Effort

In the Speciality

Mathematical linguists 2
Linguists 4
Programmers 6
Support personnel 4

TOTAL man-years per year 16
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Data Management Studies

Objective: To collect, create, test and
evaluate techniques for the acquisition,
structuring, storage, retrieval and dis-
position of large data files.

Specialist Title
Level of Effort

In the Speciality

Computer scientists 4

Programmers 2

Researchers 2

Support personnel 3

TOTAL man-years per year 11
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Software Production Techniques

Objective: To design, implement, utilize
and make available techniques for the more
economical development and production of
software.

Specialist Title
Level of Effort

In the Speciality

Computer scientists 7

Industrial engineers 5

Programmers 10
Support personnel 7

TOTAL man-years per year 29
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Computer Sys tem Effectiveness Studies

Objective: To evaluate the effectiveness
of hardware, software and operating doc-
trine in existing and proposed educational
computing centers.

Specialist Title
Level of Effort

In the Speciality

Computer scientists 2

Engineers 5

Systems programmers 5

Programmers 3

Mathematicians/Statisticians 2

Operators 3

Support personnel 7

TOTAL man-years per year 27
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Educational Community Computing Resources File

Objective: To maintain an accurate,
current and detailed file of the hardware
and software resources of the nation's
educational community in support of
multi-machine projects at the center but
available to all interested parties.

Level of Effort
Specialist Title In the Speciality

Researchers 4
Programmers 2
Support personnel 10

TOTAL man-years per year 16
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Inter-Computer Communication Studies

Objective: To collect, create, test and
evaluate techniques for the inter-connection
of computer systems .

Specialist Title
Level of Effort

In the Speciality

Computer scientists 5

Communications engineers 5

Programmers 3

Researchers 2

Support personnel 5

TOTAL man-years per year 20
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Machine Environment Interface Enhancement

Objective: To design, produce, test
and make available equipment and
techniques for improved coupling be-
tween computers and the environment.

Specialist Title
Level of Effort

In the Speciality

Computer scientists 5

Engineers
Hybrid equipment 5

Communications 2

Programmers 7

Support personnel 6

TOTAL man-years per year 25

-A:30
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Man-Machine Interface Enhancement

Objective: To design, construct, test
and evaluate equipment and techniques
which enhance the opportunities for
constructive interaction of men and
machines for problem solving.

Specialist Title
Level of Effort

In the Speciality

Computer scientists 5
Engineers

Display 3
Hybrid equipment 2
Communications 1

Psychologists 2
Programmers 5
Support personnel 6

TOTAL man-years per year 24



Chapter VIII

THE COMPUTER IN THE LIBRARY

Introduction

By a fiction as remarkable as any to be found
in law, what has once been published, even
though it be in the Russian language, is spoken
of as "known" , and it is often forgotten that
the rediscovery in the library may be a more
difficult and uncertain process than the first
discovery in the laboratory.

...Lord Rayleigh, 1884

Today -- even more than in Lord Rayleigh's time -- researchers tend to

"give up" on their responsibility to "keep up" with the literature. For al-

though the cost of "discovery in the laboratory" has increased enormously,

the exponential growth of publication has overwhelmed conventional

library reference tools.

Many projects are under way (Appendix 1) that use a computer to shift the

balance toward economic "rediscovery in the library" . Almost all are

worthwhile and deserve continued support. Yet, despite the diversity, a
major effort devoted to bringing the best of proven technology to a large

number of college and university libraries is lacking. We shall, therefore,
examine the feasibility of attaining this specific goal. In the process, we

shall propose an opportunity and a program leading to a substantial advance

in library automation at a fundable cost. The result is not -- to be sure --
the final answer to Lord Rayleigh's implicit challenge but it is within the

immediate reach of existing knowledge and equipment.

Objectives

Effective knowledge is the right thought in the prepared mind at the critical

instant. Two of mankind's greatest inventions -- the alphabet and printing

-- make possible an enormously valuable store of information. Libraries

bring this accumulation of millennia together for the common welfare. To-

day many scholars have access -- at least in principle -- to the printed

words of many minds.
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The practice of making the key portion of the world's accumulated knowledge
available to each individual who needs it, when he needs it, at an accept-
able cost has become enormously important but increasingly difficult. Im-
portant information is dispersed throughout the .Cvorld. Existing knowledge
has swamped available techniques; yet, new information continues to be
generated at an accelerating rate. Thus, in actuality, it has become nearly
impossible for a worker to assess all the existing information of value in
his particular field.

The rapidly developing technology of the computer and worldwide
communications systems makes new approaches possible. Such develop-
ments can lead to important new characteristics of a library system. For
example, on-line interaction between researchers and a computer based
library system permits insertion as well as extraction of information, a
process that can accelerate collaborative undertakings and reduce over-
lapping research activities.

The potential is great but the difficulties in realizing it are substantial.
These include:

1. No catalog system exists, even conceptually, which
makes it possible to know most of the information im-
portant to a given subject area. This problem is in-
creasing in difficulty for it is clear that work in one
subject area often has important implications in appar-
ently unrelated areas.

2. An ideal, long-range library development must be
worldwide in its scope -- at minimum it must encompass
the nation. Hence efforts must be large-scale and must
involve the cooperative efforts of many people and or-
ganizations.

3. A large and continuing education program in information
and computer science and technology for people who
staff libraries is needed.

4. The existing library resources need to be used more
effectively by many more people while quite different
systems of library design and operation are considered
and developed for the future.
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Measured against the enormity of the total library task required, the "RULAS"
program, whose feasibility is studied in this chapter, appears to have a
very limited objective. Nevertheless it is an evident beginning which
faces a number of these critical obstacles.

A World Library

The idea of a world library is an old1/ and continuing dream .2 '3'4 '516' 7'8/
With it, "if a potential user desires to have a copy of something that exists
in a library, no matter where, in the interest of pie advance of knowledge
it should be furnished to him without charge. "°1 Regrettably, this is still
only a dream. Progress is being made through micaoforms , new copying
techniques, union catalogs and inter-library loans but practical realiza-
tion of the goal is a long way away.

Users are con9v,inced that easy access to the world's store of 500 million/unique titles could benefit scholars enormously. Librarians are com-
mitted; they embody one of civilization's earliest and most effective ex-
amples of resource sharing. Why must we wait?

1/ H. G. Wells, World Brain. Doubleday, Doran and Co. , Garden City,
N.Y. 1938.

2/ Vannevar Bush. "As We May Think" . Atlantic Monthly, Vol. 176,
No. 1 (July 1945), pages 101-108.

3/ Alvin Weinberg, et al. Science, Government and Information. The
White House, Washington, D.C. 1963.

4/ Charles Van Doren. "The Idea of an Encyclopedia" . American Be-
havioral Scientist, Vol. 6, No. 1 (September 1962), pages 23-26.

5/ Gilbert W. King, et al. Automation and the Library of Congress .
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 1963.

6/ Watson Davis . "The Universal Brain: Is Centralized Storage and
Retrieval of All Knowledge Possible, Feasible, or Desirable?"
Address before the National Microfilm Association Meeting at
Cleveland, Ohio, on May 13, 1955. Reprinted in Manfred Kochen
(editor) The Growth of Knowledge. Wiley, New York. 1967.

7/ Vannevar Bush. "Memex Revisited." Science Is Not Enough.
William Morrow & Co., New York. 1967. pages 75-101.

8/ j.C.R. Licklider. Libraries of the Future. M.I.T. Press, Cambridge,
Massachusetts. 1965.

9/ John W. Senders. "Information Storage Requirements for the Contents
of the World's Libraries" . Science, Vol 141 (13 September 1963), pages
1067-1068. (1958 data has been extrapolated to 19G9 at the 3.1%
growth per year estimate in the article .
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Without minimizing in ally way the profound conceptual problems to be
solved, the primary deterrent is cost. To be sure, libraries collectively
in the U.S. probably spend several billion dollars each year; yet, very
little goes into research and development. Precise data are hard to obtain.
judging by the modest impact of new technology on libraries, however,
the amount spent on innovation is clearly inadequate. Until the situation
changes substantially, it is unrealistic to expect significant changes in
the way libraries operate.

Even with ample R&D funds , a single "great leap forward"' to a world
library would be unsound. Each step should be able to demonstrate its
worth in lowered costs or greater effectiveness . Yet, if we are to reach
our goal in this century, substantial advances are necessary.

Better access to library files is a demonstrable need. The computer is
an important tool to provide the enhanced access. Major improvements
are attainable without further technological breakthroughs and can be
independent of advances in other areas . Furthermore, through proper de-
sign, the system can be kept general-purpose and open-ended. No options
need be closed. On the contrary, many new opportunities will be opened
through the widespread availability of computing in many libraries.

For greater practicability, the initial system (although designed for a
large number of libraries) should be implemented for a reasonably com-
pact group of relatively advanced users. U.S. college and university
libraries are a particularly attractive possibility.

College and University Libraries

The library is an essential -- and expensive -- component of campus life.
Its importance is too evident to require defense. In our increasingly com-
plex world, the library's role as the agent for sharing the worYd's store of
published information must continue to grow. To fill the need, U.S. col-
lege and university libraries are spending about a half billion dollars this
year (Figure 1) and the amount is doubling every five years. The number
of volumes held has already passed 300 million (Figure 2) and is doubling
every seven years .10/ Yet, according to the same U.S. Office of Education

10/ Theodore Samore. Library Statistics of Colleges and Universities,
1963-64: Analytic Report. U.S. Dept. of H.E .W. , Washington,
D.C. 1968.
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Source: Theodore Samore. Library Statistics of Colleges and Universities, 1963-64:
Analytic Report. U.S. Office of Education, Washington, D.C. 1968.
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Report, "academic libraries are being hard put to maintain even present
levels of librait resources and services." Clearly, they need help.

-7

Can computers help? In a report to the Librarian of Congress, Gilbert W.
King, et al, concluded:5/

The immediate objective of automation will be to solve
the pressing problems that face research libraries,
among which are problems of bibliogra.phic organization
and control. In the long run, however, the most signifi-
cant effect of automation will be the focusing of the
services of the library on the individual user for the
optimal satisfaction of his research needs. Ideally an
automated system should place the full resources of the
library at the immediate disposal of the user. These re-
sources should be more varied in nature and contain a
much richer set of statistical and bibliographical data
than it is practical to provide in conventional libraries.
The services of reference librarians can be greatly ex-
tended in those areas where the fallibility and limit of
human memory are a barrier to providing information
that the user needs. At the same time our relatively
scarce resources in terms of expert reference librarians
will be better utilized in those areas where human judg-
ment and intellect can provide services beyond the
capabilities that can be supplied by a mechanized system.

This paper is an investigation of how some of these benefits might be brought
to many college and university libraries in the near future.

Information Flow in the Library

Libraries are proven information transfer systems; they have evolved over
an extended period to meets with largely manual procedures, the needs of
users. Automation may change how things are done but it should begin
with an understanding of why they are done. To this end, we present a
simplified model of the principal paths of information flow within a typical
academic library (Figure 3).

5/ See footnote, page 3.
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Users -- the library's principal reason for being -- occupy a central role

in the information transfer process. Normally, needs are filled by routine

reference to card catalogs, various review journals and other finding aids

(such as the Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature), followed by acquisi-

tion of desired documents through circulation control from either local

stacks or through inter-library loan. Occasionally, additional assistance

is obtained from professional librarians, who use their knowledge of

library procedures and special catalogs to solve particularly difficult

problems. Some users help keep the collection responsive to changing

needs by recommending new acquisitions.

To serve the users -- both present and future -- libraries need a number

of other files. Circulation, for example, must be able to locate all borrowed

material. Acquisition needs price lists and records of transactions with

booksellers. Reference librarians use (and often create) specialized cata-

logs to help them operate effectively.

The limitations of manual methods tend to keep the various files separate.

,Yet, much of the material they maintain is duplicated. With a computer

to help process the desired information in ways responsive to each person's

needs, consolidation becomes possible. This not only saves storage

costs, it also makes feasible the dedication of a portion of the machine's

power to improving the effectiveness of other library functions. We shall

call this concept of a common file, accessed through specialized capa-

bilities for each class of user, unified library automation.

Unified Library Automation

A basic question posed by everyone in the library is "where can I locate..."
The skill and motive behind the question vary. A borrower wants to know

if an answer to his question exists in print and how he can obtain a copy.

Circulation wants to account for each volume. Acquisition and Inter-Library

Loan want to extend the collection, permanently or temporarily. Unified

library automation is a single system to meet many of these needs. The

base is a complete, on-line, inventory control system with access capa-

bilities tailored to each individual use. In brief, it is an extension of

proven technology (e.g. , airline reservation systems) to meet library needs.
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Needless to say, there is nothing new in the concept. 8 11 12
#
13 14 15

#
16/

One feasibility study, however, discovered that the price of an on-line
computer and files is too high for five Washington, D.C., university

17/collections totaling 2.6 million volumes. Since the pro rata shared
costs will decrease with increasing collections (Appendix 2), we shall
examine costs for a system that is an order of magnitude larger -- one
that contains approximately one-tenth of the nation's college and univer-
sity library resources. In so doing, we shall discover that such a system
can be both practicable and economic.

Our objective is access to the nation's library resources for everyone in
higher education on an economically self-sustaining basis with the next
decade. The approach is the development of a "Regional, Unified Library
Automation System" , called RULAS, which can be replicated to fill impor-
tant national needs. A principal requirement is that the system be within
the means of virtually the smallest library and that it provide improved
service even to the largest. Development is assumed by a dedicated

8/ See footnote, page 3.
11/ N.5 .M. Cox, J.D Dews and J.L. Dolby. The Computer and the

Library. Archon Books, Hamden, Connecticut. 1967.
12/ Barbara Evans Markuson. "Automation in Libraries and Information

Centers." Annual Review of Information Science and Technology,
Volume 2. Wiley, New York. 1967.

13/ Donald V. Black and Earl A. Farley. "Library Automation." Annual
Review of Information Science and Technology, Volume 1. Wiley,
New York. 1966.

14/ Frederick G. Kilgour. Initial System Design for the Ohio College
Library Center: A Case History. Presented at the Sixth Annual Clinic
on Library Applications of Data Processing, University of Illinois .
7 May 1968.

15/ William R. Nugent. "NELINET - The New England Library Information
Network." Proceedings of IFIP Congress 68. North Holland Publish-
ing Co. , Amsterdam. 1968.

16/ Carl F . J. Overhage and J. Francis Reintjes. "Information Transfer
Experiments at M.I.T ." Proceedings of IFIP Congress 68. North
Holland Publishing Co., Amsterdam. 1968.

17/ Ralph Parker. A Feasibility Study for a joint Computer Center for
Five Washington, D.C. University Libraries: Final Report. Con-
sortium of Universities of Metropolitan Washington, D.C. May 1968.
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group which is-adequately funded to perform all tasks of universal
applicability, augmented by decentralized, locally funded effort to meet
the needs of the individual libraries. Participation in RULAS is intended
to be completely voluntary; the system is designed to succeed by being
better than a library can afford to develop for itself. Finally, at the com-
pletion of the development period, the entire cost of using and extending
RULAS will be funded by service charges for its use. These annual charges
can be significantly less than the cost of one book per library user.

Using RULPS

Imagine a user entering a library after RULAS has been installed. Mr. Jones
goes into the catalog room; the card files are gone but a number of consoles
are in their place. His search is to be brief, so he chooses a console
that can be operated comfortably while standing. Before him is a telephone
handset, cathode ray tube screen, typewriter keyboard and an array of
buttons with titles such as "start" , "author" , "title" , "subject" and "help" .
He hits the "start" button; the console lights up and asks him to identify
himself. Since Mr. Jones is at his local library, he taps in a short code
which distinguishes him from other users of this particular library. (A
longer code can identify him uniquely wherever he might be.) The machine
ascertains that he is a valid user of the system and asks how it can be of
service.

Mr. Jones is seeking a specific volume today. He remembers the author's
name as "Licklighter" and that the book is about libraries, so he hits the
button labeled "author" and types in the name, then the button labeled
"subject" and types in "library" . Finally, he taps the "search" button
and the machine begins to examine its files . For about 30 seconds the
screen is blank; then it flashes: "Your query can not be found. However,
authors with the same Soundex code who have written about libraries in-
clude:" Names of authors and titles follow. Among them is "Licklider,
J.C.R. Libraries of the Future. 65-13831." This is the book Mr. Jones
is seeking, so he types in 65-13831 and hits the "locate" button.

This time, the blink of the screen is barely perceptible. It reads: "The
copy held in our library has been charged out and is due back on March 3.
The nearest available copy can be obtained through Inter-Library Loan in
four days ." (If he presses the "Inter-Library Loan" button, a request is
sent immediately to the lending library and appropriate entries are made
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in the loan files of each.) Mr. Jones wants the book today. He has
forgotten how to query the borrower file, so he picks up the telephone
handset. A RTTLAS aide asks: "How may I assist you?" Mr. j6nes ex-
plains the problem. The aide (who was automatically linked to the user's
console when he picked up the handset) explains the procedure as she
strikes the buttons to reveal (on both their screens) that Professor Smith

on extension 576 has the book. Mr. Jones' office is next door to Professor
Smith, so he thanks the aide, hits a button marked "local telephone system"
and the keys 576. Professor Smith answers and aarees to turn the book
over to Mr. Jones if he will pick it up. They hang up; Mr. Jones hits the
button marked "change" and the change is recorded in circulation's records.
He hurries away to pick up the book. The system flashes: "Do you have
further queries?" on its screen. Since no one responds by hitting the "yes"
button within 15 seconds, the console shuts Lself off and awaits the next
user.

To illustrate a few of RULAS' features, this example has been a little more
complex than a typical interaction. Yet, it by no means exhausts the
system's capabilities. The sit-down consoles are there, for example, for
those who may spend days using the machine to organize an exhaustive
bibliography in a particular field; upon completion, this bibliography could
be made a RULAS file available to all its users. Other consoles can be
used by librarians to acquire new volumes, control circulation or alter the
files to make them more responsive to changing needs. In fact, RULAS is
designed to perform any of the actions depicted in Figure 3 (page 8).

Furthermore, anything that can be programmed on a computer can be done

on RULAS. For RULAS is a general purpose computer which has the capa-
bility to change as needs and understanding change. Its justification is
to do existing tasks better but its long-range significance is to make
possible things which cannot be done at all with existing capabilities .

Description of a Region

To ascertain the needs of a typical region to establish design parameters,
we have constructed a detailed statistical picture of New England's Col-
lege and University Libraries (Appendix 3). The choice does not imply any
preference for that area; it was selected as a convenient, well-defined
region with a variety of libraries.
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The New England area spends $22 million annually in 152 college and

university libraries which serve a quarter million students. The 27 million

volumes in these collections grow by 1.2 million additions per year.
Taken as a whole, the magnitude of the region's library resources makes

the area an obvious candidate for automation. Yet, only a few of the

largest libraries have even an experimental mechanization program. To

understand why, look at the extremes. Northeastern University has
22,000 students; Oblate College, Maine, has -22. Harvard has more than

seven million volumes; Bliss College, Maine, has 2,000. Harvard

spends $5,250,000 annually to operate its library; Bliss spends $2,300.

Project ISE seeks to help "most" of the nation's colleges and universities;

suppose we eliminate the extreme cases by defining "most" to mean 90%.

The range between the 5th and 95th percentile then becomes:

Percentile
5th 95th

Students served 73 7,900
Volumes in collection 4,000 520,000
Volumes added per year 300 25,000

Annual expenditures $7,300 $668,000

In other words, the range of each of these key parameters spans approximately

two orders of magnitude! (It happens, incidentally, that the median values,

which are used as the design center, are near the geometric mean of the

5th and 95th percentiles.) Our study provides a system which will meet

the needs of libraries within this range.

Scope

Although RULAS will replace the functions of a card catalog, the long-range

goal is more than simply automating known uses. The plan also brings to

everyone in the library a new kind of resource, one embodying programmable

processing capability along with storage. The system's uses will be as

diverse as its users; as their interests change, RULAS must also change.

Thus, it is a general-purpose bibliographic tool that, although quickly

operational, will never be complete.

This paper is not a system design; that task will be accomplished in

conjunction with RULAS' potential users during the first year of actual

development. It is a preliminary study of economic feasibility. The

emphasis, therefore, is on costs rather than services. Although the gen-

eral scope of these services is implied, details are left to the imagination

of the reader.
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Cost estimates are all intended to err on the generous side. No new
equipment development or price reductions are assumed. The actual cost
of RULAS, therefore, could be significantly less than our estimates.

Project MARC

The Library of Congress is currently supplying, on an operational basis,
machine readable versions of the LC catalog cards for English language
monographs (about 50% o the output of the Card Division) on magnetic-
tape at $600 per year.18/ This MARC II service is a well-designed, tested
and practical system which is intended to encompass all of the titles cata-
loged by the Library of Congress. It is a sound cornerstone for an auto-
mated catalog system. RULAS, therefore, will exploit this basic capability
to provide the continuing input to the system.

Converting the Backlog

The full benefits of a unified library automation system will be available
only when all titles are available through the computer. Yet, when con-
sidering the costs of converting the accumulation of centuries to machine
readable form, too many people instinctively recoil. Let us, therefore,
face the problem squarely. In so doing, we shall be extremely conservative.
We shall assume no technological breakthroughs, although optical character
readers adequate to handle a significant fraction of the printed Library of
Congress cards should be available in time to reduce costs substantially.
We shall further assume that the sole justification for conversion is its
value to users i rf higher education, although the value to others will be at
least as great. We shall even assume that the entire cost must be de-
preciated in ten years, although the benefits clearly will continue for many
decades . Yet, despite this obvious over-conservatism, we shall discover
that the conversion cost per user is only a few cents!

The cost of converting a title to machine readable form has been variously
estimated. The highest is the experience of $1.574 during the Pilot Phase
of Project MARC.18/ Naturally, with experience and economics of scale,
costs should be reduced substantially. An IBM study for the Council of

18/ Paul R. Reimers, Coordinator of Information Systems, Library of Con-
gress. Personal Communication. 15 October 1968.
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Library Resources19- / for example, used sampling techniques to estimate
$0.3531 per title, with equipment used on a two-shift basis. Ralph
Shoffner, of the University of California at 3erkeley, estimated that it
will "cost no more than 20 cents a title to get clean and edited machine-
readable information. "20/ Shoffner's estijnate is buttressed by actual ex-
perience at Johns Hopkins University, 21/ where the conversion of call
number, author and title (about one-third of the total information) has been
carried out for six cents. The geometric mean of $0.56 per title is less
than a factor of three from the two extremes of $1.57 and $0.20 and is
about twice the IBM estimates; it should be adequately conservative.

Parenthetically, serious consideration should be given to the practicability
of using counterpart fi=nds to do the bulk of the conversion overseas.

The National Union Catalog at the Library of Congress is the largest In the

world. At present, "the total number of unique titles in the NUC is 12.2

million.22" 18/ (This is almost twice the size of the largest university col-/lection. At $0.56 per card, 12.2 million cards can be converted into
machine-readable form for $6,850,000. Depreciation over a ten year period

gives an annual cost of $685,000. With 6.9 million students -.,nd faculty

in higher education23/ the annual pro rata share is 10 cents. In other wcrds,
the yearly cost per person is about the price of an airmail stamp. Potential
benefits are obviously many times greater. Furthermore, this is an ex-
tremely conservative estimate; we expect conversion to cost much less, to

18/ See footnote, page 14.
19/ Council on Library Resources, Inc. Report of a Pilot Project for Con-

verting the Pre-1952 National Union Catalog to a Machine Readable
Record. Federal Systems Division, IBM Corp., Rockville, Md.
1 July 1965.

20/ Henriette D. Avram and Barbara Evas Markuson (editors). Proceedings
of the Third Conference on Machine-Readable Catalog Copy. Library

of Congress, Washington, D.C. 1966.
21/ Johns Hopkins University, Milton S. Eisenhower Library. Progress

Re cpit on Operations Research ancLSysteLgy____En ineerin Stud of a
University Library. Baltimore, Md. June 1965.

22/ T. Samore and D.C. Holladay (editors). Library Statistics of Colleges

and Universities, 1963-64. U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. , Washington, D.C.
1965.

23/ Kenneth A. Simon and W. Vance Grant. Digest of Educational Statistics L
1967 Edition. U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. , Washington, D.C. 1967.
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benefit many who are outside of the nation's colleges and universities and
to retain its value for longer than a decade.

Finally, it is equally evident that the task of conversion must be done once
on a national basis and made available to all. The cost is too high for any
single library or even for existing or anticipated consortia. In the absence
of a national effort, however, a number of groups can be expected to under-
take portions of the task which are of a particular local interest. These
uncoordinated efforts, which will still fail to meet national needs, can
easily aggregate to a far higher cost than that of doing the job properly in
the first place.

Inventory

The existence of a NUC title entry does not, of course, tell where the
volume may be found. RULAS is designed to locate the most readily avail-
able copy of any requested work; to do the job, the system needs an in-
ventory of each member library.

An individual library is best qualified to conduct its own inventory; no
funds, therefore, are programmed for this task. We can, however, esti-
mate the approximate cost, assuming that full advantage is taken of the
assistance RULAS can provide. Some of the cost of a complete inventory
will, obviously, depend upon existing records. Since the status of such
information in each library is unknown, we shall limit our attention to the
inescapable minimum of recording the inventory. Although the necessary
files probably exist in most cases, some allowance for obtaining the basic
data should be added.

The LC card number is the shortest unique identifier of a particular title;
for most libraries, it will be the most efficient way to record the inventory.
A card number is about one percent of the total number of characters on an
LC card. Allowing two percent of the already ample $0.56 estimated for
converting an entire entry gives about one cent per volume. A median
library, with 31,000 volumes, would spend a minimum of $310 to record
the one-time inventory. Needless to say, the cost would be many times
higher except for the existence of the NUC entries in machine-readable
form.
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The National Union Catalog currently contains 12.2 million titles and
increased 0.2 million in the past year; an average title entry is 457 char-
acters. 18/ Allowin for some growth and rounding, about 6.5 billion
characters (5.2x101u bits) would contain this information in uncompressed
form. At $10-4 per bit, the storage capacity can be provided for $5.2
million, or about $1.04 million per year. Prorating the cost over a region
containing about 10% of the college and university population gives an
average share of about $4,500 per institution or $1.51 per user. Consid-
ering the substantial benefits of having a catalog of the nation's library
resources immediately available and the potential savings at the individual
libraries, the cost is not unreasonable. It is, however, large enough to
warrant serious consideration of practicable means for reduction.

These data in the catalog are highly redundant. In principle, datfi could
be stored in about one bit per character with the proper coding24/ instead
of the eight bits per character we have allowed. In practice, however,
such efficient codes are too clumsy to use. But, relatively simple tech-
niques such as brevity codes (Appendix 4) for au 25o, publisher and place
of publication, plus a monographic Huffman code 25/ for title could reduce
total storage requirements by as much as 25%. Since 25% of $5.2 million
is $1.3 million, such techniques are well worth considering; they could
reduce the annual per user cost of storage to $1.14 ($3,400 per institu-
tion).

Naturally, users would seldom be aware cf the existence of any coding
techniques. Since all requests must come through the computer, it will
make all the necessary transformations automatically. While these con-
versions require additional computing capability, the added cost is trivial
relative to the saving in storage.

18/ See footnote, page 14.
24/ Claude E. Shannon and Warren

Communication. University of
25/ D. Huffman. Proceedings of I.

pages 1098-1101.

Weaver. The Mathematical Theory of
Illinois Press, Urbana, Illinois. 1949.
R.E. , Vol. 40, No. ( 1952).
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Merely storing 12.2 million titles does not, of course, assure quick and
economical access to them. When RULAS is being designed, substantial
effort will be required to select a storage structure that is tailored to needs
of this unique system. Since, however, the details of the structure are
highly dependent upon the characteristics of the equipment actually being
used, it is premature to define such details in this paper. For the present,
it is adequate to recognize that the problem is solvable within the approxi-
mate levels of performance and resources that are being assumed.

Backup Storage

Failure of the main file hardware must not destroy the catalog. A duplicate
copy (or copies) should be kept for recovery from catastrophic faults. Ob-
viously, this backup can be slow and sequentially accessed but it must be
cheap; magnetic tape is the clear choice. Tape cost for 6.5 billion char-
acters is approximately $10,000. A pair of tape drives with controllers
will cost about $70,000. With the customary five year depreciation, the
annual cost is $16,000.

Microfilm Edition

Although RULAS is designed to provide full-time availability, some librarians
might want a completely independent, manual system for emergency or other
uses. The cheapest way to provide the capability is on microfilm. Mag-
netic tape to microfilm converters are commercially available; most libraries
already have a microfilm reader. In effect, the center could periodically
produce a "book catalog" in microfilm form; prints of this catalog could
then be supplied to anyone who needs them.

Microfilm can accommodate about 2,000 frames (20, 000 entries) per 100
foot reel. If each title averages four entries, the catalog will contain
about 50 million items on 2,500 reels (50 cubic feet). Generating a master
reel on a magnetic tape to microfilm converter requires about 30 minutes;
the entire catalog can be produced in a year of single shift operation, at a
cost of $80,000. Copies made on movie printers would cost about $15,000
each. If ten libraries share expenses, the per copy cost becomes $21,500.
Although this price is substantial, it is considerably cheaper than any
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alternative scheme for duplicating a current version of the National Union

Catalog. The economy depends, of course, on the availability of the data
in machine readable form and the opportunity to use RULAS equipment at

very low cost on an "as time is available" basis.

User Interface

High output bandwidth and quiet operation requirements dictate the use of
CRT terminal for the individual libraries. Several commercially available
devices offer all the necessary features at a median price of $4,800.26/

Because of the number needed (1000 per region, 10,000 nationwide), how-
ever, it would be possible to design and repackage a terminal which is
optimized for library use at about the same price. We allot $5,000 per
device ($1, 000 per year with five year depreciation), which averages
$4,350 per institution or $1.45 per user annually.

It should be recognized that this estimate is based on an elaborate,
powerful, and relatively expensive terminal. In fact, its cost represents
almost half of the prorated annual costs of the entire system. In some
applications, such versatility is necessary; however, a substantially less
powerful (and expensive) device can undoubtedly fill many needs. The de-
velopment of cheaper user interfaces is, therefore, a prime candidate for
further reduction in user costs.

Communications

Incoming Wide Area Telephone Service (WATS) would permit any of the
approximately 1,000 terminals in the region to access the center con-
veniently. At $6,000 per line,27/ 50 incoming lines with unlimited s er-
vice cost $300,000 annually. This expenditure averages $1,300 per
institution or $0.44 per user. Naturally, an optimized system would be

cheaper; this estimate, however, does provide an adequate first approxi-
mation to communications costs.

26/ D.J. Theis and L. C . Hobbs. "Low-Cost Remote CRT Terminals."
Datamation Volume 14, Number 6 (Tune 1968). pages 22-29.

27/ David Laycock, Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company Business

Representative. Personal Communication. 15 November 1968.
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The central prodessor requirements for RULAS are surprisingly small.
Although about 1,000 user stations are expected to have access to the
system, the density of queries should be quite low and the average com-
puting time per query extremely small. Reasonable assumptions are 5% ofthe stations in use at any one time, with each active user generating one
query per minute, giving an average of only 50 queries per minute. By
programming to take advantage of overlapping ijo times, even the smallest
computer (costing about $104) can handle this load. An extra processor for
reliability will add another $104. Adding a generous $8 x 104 for ancillary
storage (excluding the main file) brings the total to $105 ($20,000 per year
with five year depreciation).

Building and Replicating the System

An initial, operational version of RULAS can be constructed and validated
in five years with an expenditure of 100 man-years of professional effort.
Concurrently, the NUC backlog conversion could be completed and inte-
grated into the system. The total development cost is estimated to be
less than $12 million or about 25 per college and university user in the
United States.

While the first system is undergoing initial operational use and refinement,
the bulk of the development staff would turn its attention to installing sub-
sequent systems at six month intervals. By the end of the decade, every
college and university library in the country could have access to RULAS.
In fact, the capability could probably be made available to every library
for about the same total cost. Appendix 5 outlines a practical schedule
and budget to meet these objectives.

Pricing the Services

Once RULAS becomes operational, its cost should be borne by the individual
libraries. Since prorating by institution would be inequitable and charging
for individual queries will require too much accounting overhead, an annual
charge per terminal is an attractive arrangement. With approximately 1,000
ijo devices in a region, charges could be made quite equitable . Assuming
that the one-time, nationwide costs of development and backlog conversion
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SUMMARY OF COSTS

Average Annual
Cost (in dollars) per

Institution Terminal User
Nationally Shared Items*

Total
(in millions)

System development $ 5.0 $ 435 $ 100 $0.15

NUC backlog conversion 6.85 300 69 0.10

TOTALS $11.85 $ 735 $ 169 $0.25

Regionally Shared Items**

User terminals $ 5.0 $4350 $1000 $1.45

Mass storage 3.9 3400 780 1.14

Communications 1.5 1300 300 0.44

Central processors 0.1 87 20 0.03

Backup storage 0.07 70 16 0.02

MARC tapes 0.0006 3 1 0.001

TOTALS $10.6 $9210 $2117 $3.08

* Prorated over 2,300 institutions, 10,000 terminals and 6,885,000
students and faculty in higher education.

** Each region is assumed to have one-tenth of the national totals.
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are paid for by -the federal government, the annual equipment, operations
and maintenance costs per terminal would total about $2,200. A single
terminal, therefore, would be within the financiaj means of virtually the
smallest library; yet, even the largest can be given a quality of service
it cannot afford to provide through unilateral action. Everyone benefits;
every library should be eager to participate.

Conclusion

A feasibility study for supplying access to the nation's library resources
to everyone in higher education suggests that a national, unified library
automation system can be constructed within the next decade. The service
provided will exploit cost sharing to be substantially better than any
system that individual libraries might provide for themselves and will be
within the economic reach of virtually the smallest libraries. Upon com-
pletion, the system can be completely sell-sustaining with per library
service charges as small as $2,200 annually.
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APPENDIX 1

SELECTED LIBRARIES WITH
INTERESTING COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

Institution: University of California (Berkeley)
Application: Planning; Center for Information Services; File Effec-

civeness; Handbook on DP for Libraries; Facsimile
Transmissions (LDX between Berkeley and Davis);
Library Goals (to 1980); Processing Center System;
Analysis of Book-form Catalog; University Union Catalog;
Mechanization of Clerical Processes; Intercampus
Circulation; Education for Librarians .

Contact: Ralph M. Shoffner, Head Operations Task Force, Insti-
tute of Library Research

Institution: University of California (Irvine)
Application: CALM-Computer Assisted Library Mechanization;

Acquisition Procedures
Contact: Herbert K. Alm, Head Library Systems Analysis Office

Institution: University of California (San Diego)
Application: Development of a system for computer control of

serial records (2,000-10,000)
Contact:

Institution: University of California (Los Angeles)
Application: Technical Processing of In-process Files; Off-line Con-

trol System for Books in Process; Automatic Production of
Catalog Cards and Book Catalogs; Development of an
Automated Circulation Control System in the University
Research Library; UCLA Biomedical Library Automated
Serials; Automation of the Central Serial Department
Fiscal Files; Development of a Computer Produced Union
List of Serials (titles and locations) for the UCLA Library
System; Center for Information Services; MEDLARS Search
Station; Brain Information Service-an automated documen-
tation center specifically concerned with the basic
neurological sciences; Clearinghouse for Junior College
Information Documentation and Retrieval at center for
Junior College information; Information Retrieval System
for Maps; Automation of Administrative Files

Contact: Anthony F . Hall, Director of Library Systems Development
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Institution: Stanford University
Application: On-line Book Purchasing System; Book Cataloging;

Hoover Library-testing computer searched information
retrieval to provide complete indexing of all docu-
ments in Archives by coordination of any number of
search terms; The library will take the "total systems"
approach in preference to interim sub-systems.

Contact: David C. Weber, Assistant Director, Stanford Uni-
versity Library

A1.2

Institution: Yale University
Application: Computerized catalog card production; Acquisition

Procedures
Contact:

Institution: Georgia Institute of Technology
Application: Preparing a system for the production of a computer-

printed serials holdings list. The file will also contain
additional data which will make it possible to print a
number of special purpose listings. Planning and pro-
gramming is in progress for a system which will auto-
matically produce on a 2201 programatic Flexowriter
complete sets of catalog cards from a single typing of
the unit-card data. The same keying information will
provide for computer in put to provide book catalogs.

Contact:

Institution: Argonne National Laboratory (University of Chicago)
Application: Most of applications are in area of technical processing.

journal renewal on tape on the 1401 handles renewals,
bid lists, current status reports of all subscriptions,
renewal notices, accounting reports, and lists of library
and individual subscribers . Union list published annu-
ally now on tape. Report-operation is almost completely
computerized. Circulation for one branch is handled on
computers. Book catalog system designed outside the
library. Will discontinue production of catalog card. Work
on SDI system on 360. Going to computerize acquisitions
on 360.

Contact: Hillis L. Griffin, Information Systems Libraries, Library
Services Department, 9700 South Class Avenue, Argonne,
Illinois 60439
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Institution: University of Chicago
Application: Development of a computer based bibliographica data

system. The system will combine into a computer
accessible permanent record all elements of information
about each book or other bibliographical items added to
the library. Initially this stored bibliographic infor-
mation will be used to generate card catalogs, circu-
lation cards, current acquisition lists and assist in other
operations. Implementation of on-line circulation
system.

Contact:

Institution: Harvard University
Application: Semi-automated ordering system for the Harvard College

Library; Harvard participates in MARC project. Wants

to use system designed by LOC for cataloging; Widner
has a punched card circulation system which was in-
stalled in '63, no changes planned; Baker library at Busi-

ness School has been working on a computerized serial
check in system. Functioning systems are production and
publication of lists of current journals by title and sub-
ject (Washington University Medical School and Loyola
have similar systems); Widner is converting its manu-
script sheet shelf lists to machine readable form for
official use; Widner is revising and updating its classi-
fication schedules and converting them to machine readable
form; Countway Medical Library is one of MEDLARS
regional centers.

Contact: Richard Gennaro, Assistant University Librarian

Institution: Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Application: Project INTREX; Assembling an experimental augmented
catalog and text access system. Available in 1968 to

selected users. Intends to catalog 10,000 documents
(engineering and science). Storage and retrieval program-
ming; Study of attendance and use of the Science Library
at M.I.T. Serial holdings converted to IBM punched cards;
Technical Information Project-TIP; Evaluation of search
strategies . Project MAC; Proposal for development of
machine language compatible method for international
scientific and technical communications.

Contact: Carl Overhage, Director, Lincoln Laboratory
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Institution: State University of New York
Application: Developing plans for centralized acquisition and

processing services for its 58 libraries. It is
planning to develop a central computer with terminals
in the 5 8 libraries and 3 regional centers.

Contact: M. Vasiliou, Project Director of Regional Computing
Center; Carl Cox, Library Systems Coordinator

A1.4

Institution:
Application:

Columbia University
Cataloging-experimenting with MARC tapes; Are imple-
menting a computer supported interim circulation system
f....----.r nenfr=1 circulation system whieh la function oriented;-
Are creating a union list of serials for science, engineering
and medical titles; Acquisition-cataloging project to
develop general systems which may have applicability
to other institutions and to coordinate development and
design work with other large research libraries engaged
in similar work; A computer based reserve system has
been designed-systems focus on records creation and
records management aspects of reserve processing

Contact: Richard Logsdon, Director of Libraries

Institution: Ohio College, Columbus, Ohio
Application: Ohio College Library Center - purpose of Center, is "to

establish, maintain and operate a computerized, regional
library center to serve the academic libraries of Ohio
(both state and private) and designed so as to become
a part of any national electronic network for bibliographical
communication" .

Contact: Frederick G. Kilgour, Director, Ohio College Library Center

Institution: Texas A&M
Application: Use IBM 357 chargeout system for books; Serials acquisi-

tion processed on IBM 1401; Have IBM 7094; Working on
automated serials system which perfoms three major
tasks (1) records arrivals and flagging delinquent arrivals,
keeps track of all serial holdings to date in collection,
(2) orders and renews subscriptions and records payments
for each, (3) provides the information requested for more
efficient control and analysis of operation, will also pro-
duce listings; Automated circulation system

Contact: Bruce Stewart

Institution: Rice University
Application: Circulation Control
Contact: Mr. Ruecking, Head of Circulation Department, Fondren

Library
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ACTIVITY

Ac.-.1iisition and Ordering

Administrative Files

A1.5

Bibliographic Processing

Book-form Catalog

Card Cataloging

INSTITUTIONS

University of California at Irvine
Claremont College
Yale University
Stanford University
Argonne National Laboratory
Harvard University
State University of New York
Columbia University
Texas A &M (serials)
University of Michigan

University of California (Los Angeles)

University of Chicago

University of California (Berke!ey)
University of California (Los Angeles)
Stanford University
Georgia Institute of Technology
Argonne National Laboratory (outside

design - headache)
Southern Illinois Univers ity

Claremont College
University of California (Berkeley)
University of California (Los Angeles)
Yale University
Georgia Institute of Technology
Argonne National Laboratory (with acquisitions)
University of Chicago
Columbia University
University of Toronto (with acquisitions)

Circulation Control University of California (Los Angeles)
Argonne National Laboratory (one branch)
Chicago University
Harvard University
Columbia Univers ity
Texas A&M
Rice University
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ACTIVITY INSTITUTIONS

Classification Los Angeles State College
Harvard University (Widner)

Clerical Processes University of California (Berkeley)
Argonne National Laboratory

Al .6

Documentatio n Center University of California (Los Angeles)
(for brain information service
and Junior Colleges)

File Effectiveness University of California (Berkeley)
University of California (Los Angeles)

Fiscal Procedures University of California (Los Angeles)
(of Serials Department)

Argonne National Laboratory

Information Retrieval University of California (Los Angeles) (for maps)
Stanford University (Hoover Library)
M.I.T. (INTREX)

Information Services University of California (Berkeley)
(Center for) University of California (Los Angeles)

(collect data from retrieval
systems and make readily
accessible)

Integrated Systems Penn State University
University of Illinois
University of Missouri
Stanford University
Columbia University

Intercampus Circulation University of California (Berkeley)

joint Efforts State University of New York (Binghamton
and Buffalo),

Cornell liniversity, Syracuse, and
University of Rochester have formed Five
Associated University Libraries
Regional Computing Center at
University of Buffalo

a
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ACTIVITY INSTITUTIONS

Librarian Education University of California (Berkeley)

MARC (Loc) cataloging Harvard University
Columbia University
University of California (Los Angeles)
University of Chicago
University of Florida
Georgia Institute of Technology
Indiana University
University of Missouri
Rice University
University of Toronto
Yale University

MEDLARS University of California (Los Angeles)
Harvard University
Colorado University
Alabama University
Michigan University

Processing Center System University of California (Berkeley)
University of California (Los Angeles)
Florida Atlantic University

Serials University of California (San Diego)
University of California (Los Angeles)

(Biomedical Library)
Georgia Institute of Technology
Harvard University (business school)
M.I.T.
Columbia University
Texas A&M
Purdue University

SDI (Selective Dissemination .. . Argonne National Laboratory
of Information) Florida Atlantic University

Transmission University of California (Berkeley)
Davis University (LDX)
M.I.T. (INTREX)

Al . 7

Unio ;i Catalog University of California (Berkeley) .
University of California (Los Angeles) (of serials)
Argonne National Laboratory
State University of New York
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APPEDDIX 2

Expected Number of Distinct Tides in a Union Catalog

To derive the expected number of distinct titles in a union catalog
as a function of the total number of titles in all of the participating
libraries,

let:
i =

j =

k =

m =

ni =

N =

p =

qik ==

qk =

1,2, ... , j , designate particular libraries,

the number of libraries in the union catalog,

1 , 2, ... ,m, designate particular titles,

the total number of titles available to libraries,

the number of distinct titles in the i th library,

the number of titles in the combined collectionL
(i.e., N = ) ni )

i=1

the number of distinct titles in the union catalog,

_ 0 when the k th title does not occur in the i th library,
1 when it does occur,

0 when the k th title does not occur in the union catalog
= 1 when it does occur.

assume:
1. each library formed its collection independently of every

other library, and

2. the number of titles in any single library is much smaller
than the total number of titles available to all libraries.
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Derivation:
m

E(0 = E (Y-- qk)
k=1

m

> E (clk)
k=1

m Pr (qk=1)

i
Pr (clic = 1) = 1 - IT (i Pr(ciik = 1))

1=1

Pr (qik = 1)

- (m 1)

/

ni no
(ni 1) (m - ni) m

= ni / m

j
E (p) = m (1

1=1
(1 -(ni / m)))

When ni << m (i.e., assumption 2), n1 / m
- ni / m

1 ni / m -;-' e , therefore,

j m-n. /
E (ID) _ - m (1 1 / e 1

)
1=1

".,". m (1 - e i=

N/m
-_-_ m ( 1 e )

n.
1

)

0,

A2,2
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Observatims:

1. Wht-n the size of the unified collection is small relative to

the number of titles available, 1-e
m so

E(p) N. Heuristically, the number of distinct titles in a

A2.3

small union catalog is approximately equal to the total number

of titles in the participating libraries.

2. When the size of the unified collection is large relative to
Nim

the number of titles available: e = 0 so

E (p) = m. Heuristically, the number of titles in a large

union catalog is approximately equal to the number of titles

available.

The expression E(p) is continuous with positive slope

< 1. An accompanying figure shows its approxijnate shape.

Acknowledgement:

The derivation in this Appendix was provided by Dr. Morton Kupperman,
Professorial Lecturer in Statistics at The George Washington University.
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A Sketch of the

Expected Number of Distinct Titles in a Union Catalog

as a Function of the

Total Number of Titles in All of the Participating Libraries

Total Titles

A2.4
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APPENDIX 3

A Statistical Description of

New England College and University Libraries

Source: T. Samore and D.C. Holladay (editors). Library Statistics
of Colleges and Universities, 1963-64. U.S. Dept. of H.E.W. ,
Washington, D.C. 1965.
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Percentage of Institutional Expenditures
Allotted to the Library

New England College and University Libraries

-A3.1

Percentage
of Total

Expenditures
Number

0 20
of Libraries

40 60

0.5-1 2

1-2 3

2-5 70

5-10 45

10-20 7

20-50 1
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Total Annual Operating Expenditures

New England College and University Libraries

Thousands
of Dollars

2-5 4

5-10 14

10-20 31

20-50 44

50-100 27

100-200 13

200-500 12

500-1000 6

1000-2000 0

2000-5000 1

5000-10,000 1

0
Number of Libraries

20 40
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Number of Volumes in the Collection

New England College and University Libraries

Thousands Number of Libraries
of Volumes 0 20 40 60

2-5 10

5-10 12

10-20 29

20-50 44

50-100 21

100-200 9

200-500 19

500-1000 5

1000-2000 1

2000-5000 1

5000-10,000 1

J

1

-A3.3
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Number of Volumes Added During Year

New England College and University Libraries

Thousands
of Volumes

to-0.5 13

0.5-1 15

1-2 29

2-5 52

5-10 21

10-20 10

20-50 10

50-100 0

100 - up 2

0

-A:1,4

Number of Libraries
20 40 60
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Number of Students Served

New England College and University Libraries

Hundreds Number of Libraries
of Students 0 20 40

0.2-0.5 4

0.5-1 9

1-2 8

2-5 24

5-10 41

10-20 33

20-50 23

50-100 8

100-200 3

200-500 1

1
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Total Personnel in Full -Time Equivalents
New England College and University Libraries

Personnel Number of Libraries

less than 1

1-2

2-5

5-10

10-20

20-50

50-100

103 -200

200-500

1

5

27

50

34

15

6

2

2

0 20 40
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Professional Personnel in Full-Time Equivalents
New England College and University Libraries

Professionals

less than 1 6

1-2 59

2-5 48

5-10 7

10-20 13

20-50 6

50-100 0

100-200 2

0
Number of Libraries
20 40

-A3,7

60
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Non-Professional Personnel in Full Time E uivalents
New England College and University Libraries

Personnel

less than 1 6

1-2 34

2-5 41

5-10 19

10-20 9

20-50 8

50-100 3

100-200 0

200-500 2

C

0
Number of Libraries
20 40

1

] I
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Annual Expenditures per Volume

New England College and University Libraries

Cents per
Volume

0-50 10

50-100 55

100-150 41

150-200 21

200-250 11

250-300 3

300-350 3

350-400 3

400-up 4

0

-A3.9

Number of Libraries
20 40 60
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Annual Expenditures per Full-Time Equivalent Student

New England College and University Libraries

Dollars. per
Student

5-10 2

10-20 8

30-50 62

50-100 45

100-200 22

200-500 10

500-1000 1

I

Number of Libraries
20 40

-A3.10

60

Li
1
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Annual Expenditures per
Full-Time Equivalent Faculty Member

New England College and University Libraries

Dollars per
Faculty Member 0

50-100 1

100-200 0

200-500 23

500-1000 64

1000-2000 50

2000-5000 3

5000-10,000 1

Number of Libraries
20 40

I
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Annual Expenditures per Volume as a Function of Number of Volumes

New England College and University Libraries

Thousands
of Volumes

0
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50
100
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Thousands
of Volumes

2-5

5-10

10-20

20-50

50-100

100-200

200-500

500-1000

1000-2000

2000-5000

5000-10,000

Libraries

-A3.13

Number of Volumes Added During Year
as a Function of Number of Volumes

New England College and University Libraries

Thousands of Volumes
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Number of Students Served as a Function of Number of Volumes

New England College and University Libraries

Thousands Hundreds of Students
of Volumes 0.2 0.5 1 2 5 10 20

0.5 1 2 5 10 20 50
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Percentage of Library Expenditures Allotted to Salaries and Wages

New England College and University Libraries

-A3.15

Percent
-*.

Number
0 20

of Libraries
40 60

0-10 1

10-20 0

20-30 1

30-40 12

40-50 23

50-60 38

60-70 47

70-80 10

90-100 1
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Percentage of Library Expenditures Allotted to Books and Materia

New England College and University Libraries

Percent 0

0-10 3

10-20 16

20-30 44

30-40 39

40-50 27

50-60 15

60-70 5

70-80 1

8090 1

90-100 0

-A3.16

Number of Libraries
20 40 60
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Allocation of Total Operating Expenditures

New England College and University Libraries

50

40

0 100

20 \ 80
1

Libraries: 0

1-2

-A3.17
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Brief Characterization of
Small Medium and Large Libraries

New England College and University Libraries

Percentile
5

(small)

50

(medium)

95

(large)

Students served 73 818 7,896

Volumes in collection 4,000 31,064 517,279

Volumes added per year 305 2,500 24,938

Annual expenditures $7,285 $40,578 $668,004
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Total anti Arithmetic Means

New England College and University Libraries

Arithmetic
Total Mean

Students served 287,209 1,890

Volumes in collection 26,882,597 L1 -1 aivc ,..rm

Volumes added per year 1,217,212 8,000

Annual expenditures $22,287,431 $146,500
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Selected Management Data
On New England College and University Libraries

BY State and Institution
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CONNECTICUT

ALSERTUS MAGNUS COLLEGE 2- LA 494 100 46.200 2.200 569 370 1.0 :.0

ANNHURST COLLEGE 2- LA 259 Si 14 21.500 SOO 125 2.267 233 2.0 1.3

sitrowoor ENGR INSTITUTE 2-TEC 690 15 415 5.200 300 100 175 .2 .2

CENTRAL CONN STATE COL 1-TEA 4.946 54 32 14 89.410 9.387 173 3.600 450 7.0 2.0

CONNECTICUT COLLEGE 2- LA 2,409 SO S 2 202.741 6.867 272 30.816 880 5.0 11.0
DANBURY STATE COLLEGE 1 -TEA 1.610 59 24 17 60,000 3.742 28 10.079 932 4.5
FAIAFIELD UNIVERSITY 2- LA 2,094 61 1 38 63.930 6.057 134 2.196 553 3.0 5.0
HARTFORD SEM FOUNDATION 2-THE 207 42 51 178.772 3.660 1 325 /Si 6.0 5.0
HARTFORD ST TECH !MST 1- TI 884 36 66 3.300 935 20 62 1.3
HOLY APOSTLES SEMINARY 2-THE 113 100 16.135 2.381 217 108 1.0 3.0
MITCHELL COLLEGE 2- JC 1.216 41 59 11.060 2.500 250 20 74 2.0 1.0
M7 SACRED HEART COLLEGE 2- JC 45 98 2 7.000 500 60 1.0 2.0
NEW HAVEN COLLEGE 2-0TH 2.193 36 44 14.710 3.507 690 180 2.3 1.0
NORWALK COMMUNITY COL 1- JC 551 47 53 8.000 2.500 125 .3 1.0
OVINNIPIAt COLLEGE 2- LA 1.632 56 44 22.647 3.699 652 2$6 2.0 2.5
ST BASILS COLLEGE 2- LA 35 100 10.270 236 45 118 1.3
ST JOSEPH COLLEGE 2- LA 014 61 13 26 41.103 2.269 193 2.071 450 3.0 1.0
ST THOMAS SEMINARY 2- .,C 145 91 2 30.696 1.348 35 52 130 1.2

SEAT OF WISDOM COLLEGE 2- LA 81 &O 60 8.739 1.233 5 106 1.0 .2
SOUTHERN CONN STATE COL 1-TEA 4.853 51 23 26 102.599 24.435 70 4.133 478 9.0 2.0

78INITY COLLEGE 2- LA 1.486 69 31 435.000 6.182 1.414 4.100 99C 1.0 5.0

UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT 2- LA 7.039 50 35 15 102.556 7.005 113 5.125 1.2611 5.5 1.3

UNIVERSITY o. CONNECTICUT 1- U 23.633 49 23 II 497.215 46.659 742 213.313 6.086 16.5 34.0
WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY 2- LA 1,203 92 1 7 517,279 17.296 3.431 40.937 2.627 12.7 14.0
WILLIMANTIC STATE COLLEGE i-TEA 1.114 46 56 34.295 2.359 279 2.314 351 2.0 3.0
YALE UNIVERSITY 2- U 0;297 68 32 40703.876 146.978 138.321 3.807 139:0 210.0

MAtyr

AROO57001c ST TEACHERS COL 17E* 30: 100 250177 1.795 293 266 1.0
SANG' . TmEoLowcmi sEm 2 -THE 112 98 2 53.411 1.702 1.321 if 225 1.0 1.0
BATES COLLEGE 2- LA 891 99 1 121.154 3.759 2,143 1.160 593 4.0 3.2
BLISS COLLEGE 2- SP 98 100 20000 900 16 .1
BOWDOIN COLLEGE 2- LA 806 99 1 295.859 13.426 129 4.404 1.072 10.0 8.2
COLBY COLLEGE 2- LA 1.264 98 2 209,447 6.440 990 123 711 5.0 5.5
cAqvINSTON ST TEACHRS COL 1 -TEA 531 99 1 30.622 1.802 250 35 222 2.0 2.0
F: ;;17 STATE TEACHRS COL 1 -TEA 195 81 19 11.1,9 576 122 1.0
GORHAM STATE TEACHERS COL 1-TEA 1.215 64 36 30.800 3.525 278 3.0 1.8
MUSSON COLLEGE 2-0TH 837 97 3 3.500 600 170 2.0 1.0
!WASSON COLLEGE 2- LA 537 97 3 27.008 3.730 5 244 411 1.0 4.0
OSLATE COLLEGE & SEMINARY 2- JC 22 100 8.300 300 100 SO 1.0
S7 FRANCIS COLLEGE 2- LA 343 99 1 21.650 3.314 305 190 1.0 5.0
ST JOSEPHS COLLEGE 2- LA 229 75 25 16.520 1.341 202 1.0
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE . 1- U 7.894 63 34 3 347.642 12.864 3.694 4.565 2.000 13.0 12.0
WASHINGTON ST TEACHRS COL 1 -TEA 289 100 18.850 3.875 100 114 1.0 1.0
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AMERICAN 1NTENNATL COL
AMHERST COLLEGE
ANDOVER NEWTON meat SCM
ANNA MARIA COL FON VONFM
ASSUMPTION COLLEGE
A-Imam mum COLLEGE
8411SON INST OF SUS AOMIN
8Y1.7AJER JR COLLEGE

raTLET COLLEGE ACC 6 FIX
VERKSHIRE CHRISTIAN COL
40STON COLLEGE
sOSTON UNIVERSITY
4RADFORD JR COLLEGE
MANDEIS UN1VERS/TY
CAPE COO COMMUNITY COL
CARDINAL CUSHING COLLEGE
CLANK UNIVERSITY
COL Of TINE HOLY CROSS
cot Of OUR LADY OF ELMS
DAM JR COLLEGE
spsTcuu miumfue COLLEGE
!ELIOT -PEARSON SCHOOL
EMERSON COLLEGE
MM44101EL COLLEGE

EPISCOPAL THEOL SCHOOL
Fume* JUNIOR COLLEGE
FRANKLIN /MST Of !BOSTON
GARLAND JR COLLEGE
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
LASELL JR COLLEGE
LESLEY COLLEGE
LOWELL TECHNOLOGICAL INST
MAR1ST COLLEGE 6 SEMINARY
MASS 44Y COMMUNITY CO..
MASSACHUSETTS COL Of ART
MASS COL Of OPTOMETRY
MASS COL Of PHARMACY
MASS INST Of TECHNOLOGY
MERRIMACK COLLEGE
MOUNT ALVERMIA COLLEGE
MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE
NEW IDEDFORD INST TECH
MEW ENG CONS OF MUSIC
NEWTON cot SACRED HEART
NEWTON JR COLLEGE
NICHOLS COL OF SUS ACM
NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
NORTHERN ESSEX CNTY COL
PINE MANOR JR COLLEGE
QUEEN APOSTLES COL 6 SEM
RADCLIFFE COL:X.0C
REGIONL CHIT COL GREENFLD
REGIS COLLEGE
ST HYACINTH COL 6 SEM
ST STEPHENS COLLEGE
SIMMONS COLLEGE
SMITH COLLEGE
SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE
STATE CO.- AT BOSTON
STATE C04.. AT BRICKEAMER
STATE COL AT FITCHOURG
4TATE -COL AT FRAMINGHAM
STATE COL AT LOWELL
STATE cot AT NORTH ADAMS
STATE COL AT SALEM
STATE COL AT VESTF1ELD
STATE COL AT WORCESTER
STONEHILL COLLEGE
SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY
TUFTS UNIVERSITY
UNIV OF MASSACHUSETTS
WELLESLEY COLLEGE
WEATWOPITH INSTITUTE
WESTERN NEW ENGLAND COL
WHEATON COLLEGE
WILLIAMS COLLEGE
WORCESTER A COLLEGE
WORCESTER POLY INSTITUTE
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1402
303
544
805
573
884
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4.11101

10.421
347

2.904
512
241

2,144
1426

1158

*1*
742
179
771

1.107
132

535
31S

11, 957
669
541

30511
59
705
502
124
587

6.923
2.108

63
1,647

9111

345
665
515
603

21.731
393
321
23

1.1A?
264
7S
73
61

1082
2.434
1,714
3,714
2.854
1.577
1.484
734
979

2.404
1,311
1.132
1,032
2483

*-4.715
8449
1.734
2.317
/013

372
1.233
2,403
1,433

38 62
118 1
86
84 16
47 27
90 10
12 1

III 45
91 9
72 10
44 12
100
73 5
75 25
98 2
43 44
19
70 24
100
*1 12
73 11
47 8
4111 2

100

89 11
100
6 4

100
*3 6
95 2

100
100
100
100
95
52
47 33
74 24
07
88 12
74
100
$2 18
100
39 43
97 3
100
100
100
94 4
911 1

100
49
90 1
91 6
79 13
51 4
53 11
43 37
55 45

100
52 15

59 3
52 4!
42 38
99 1

74 22
79 22
$3 2
99
SS 12
30 63
99 1

93 3
3$ 62
$4

57475
1 345021

14 88.193
2045.0

26
:::gl

17 179950
4.000

27611
12.%$2

18 421.101
22 407004

211032
22 274.433

6.085
16.701

11 243.870
1 213.554
4 25.463

12068

11
38443
3,000

5 22048
55.455
464111

/::::
5087

3 4 7,245,3 21

11 ;:911:71

3 81.760

12.481

5
3094

35.423
4$ 42:4:9,9:,;;;

3 292.291
24.704

26 28.830
55.500
10.949
13008

1$ 130.000
5,013
17.053

Ise.t.00
6.182
41.500

31
27.100

Ti 110.791
3 477,355
$ 65.695

45
36

31,000
38.483
25,045
32.148

33

29493
190741

3$ 36.000
41.000
46.049
39.535

4 60.046
9 338.001

15 294.672
1 375415

7
11,458
15.671
112014

4 271.630
11.613

16 55,704

-A3.21

tasesael 6.11-
twomplimgems

kelarmAjfimsisoll

108 6.021 370 3.0 3.5

2085 12.110
3.179
100611

10 111

1070 10.3 14.5

135 2.0 4.7
2460

31 250 2.0 1.0
1448

785 500 2.0 4.0WWI
50 500 1.5 2.0

;:iii
347 346 343 2.3 3.6

4673 93
61

302
75

309
1.0
4.3

2.0
1.0

413 30 2 158 4
24.934 8211 43037

4.474 8609,
3.284 20.8 39.2
4.305 41.5 49.0

36.280
9811 347 408

6101*
173 2.0 1.5

21::;: 21 33
2443 19.0 25.0

160 1.0

1.724 15 154 1.0 1.0

3002 32 12,132 4.0 8.5

5044 221 5.176 6.0 9.0

278 191 Iii 1.0 4.0

!sill'

2.0 3.5

14? 47 1.0 1.4

86 36 1.0

120 2? 253 2.6 2.0

3.585 305 350 50
10 203 20 ..0

2018
41 :.0 .5

1.054
500 750 100 20 2.0

1032 27 134 1.0 .1
143.0 264.0

243.22 3 66 , Si!5011 25,10 4 27.474

13 54 284 5:0

;:75/: 150 234 3.0 2.0

6.280 275 543 2.0 7.0

15 73 2.Z
1.200
2,500 150 100 :0

779 9 112 2.0 :.0

92 34 2.2

465 27 17 540 2.0 1.0

48.506
4,123

4.127 7.3.0 74.5
1.225 66.952

SO 252 !..10 3.0 2.5

2.000 173 39 :.2 .5

7.845 441 1 1.'S5 0.0 12.5

1004 $ 5 325

:::::
363 15 co-, 1.0 4.0

300 25 4,25 4.0 4.0

126 119 2.0 1.0
2.290
1022 64 90 170 :.0 2.0

9.620 1.430 14.411

350
1428

4
1.420 1:.0 11.0

126 :0 1.0

650 17 147 2.0

436 117 :.0 1.0

4 :110 98 431 .0 6.0

830

1,067

*6 :.01.949

197 150 407 3.0 2.0
2,41:

149 ,0 2.0

20 50 -.3 .5
2.000

374 142 7.0 5.0
6.040

11::

1.414
1::::: 142

1.890 1..O 20.0

439 3.0 6.3

2476 57 :::i117 330 4.0 2.0

3,204 231 220 441 5.0 2.0

3.99$ 322 2.0 3.5

$4 120 350 4.0

300 335 175 2.0

1,750 4 1.225 241 :.0

320 4.0 1.0

:::::
0.223

450 114 .1.0 1.0

273 1,672 522 2.0 2.0

5.563
2.626

200 705 6.0

13135
125 75 205 6.0

24.415
3,09, 10,153 1.092 12.0 1::77.

1.309 29.91* 2,254 10.7 42.5

147 10.087

3008
403 1.521:

1:1.0 /1.0
3.0

8022
SL6 125 2.0 3.0

7.950
538 *43 551 6.5 7.0

141 2,324 1000 1.5 7.5

732 65 115 1.0

250 100 435 4.0 4.0
4,204
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Yew HAMPSHIRE

cots,. JR COL FOC SOREN 2 -0TH 349 91 1 31.917 1.702 47G 1102 175 3.0 I0

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE 2- LA 3.454 95 5 079.39$ 24.$48 3.692 3.043 32.5 62.3

ICEENF STATE COLLEGE 1-TEA 1.361 6$ 31 1 40.430 2.947 2$6 4511 322 3.0 2.0

H0091 ST HART COLLEGE 2- LA 2$9 100 22.666 1.151 47 15$ 1.0 7.0

MEW ENGLAND COLLE0E 2- LA 557 99 1 25.000 3.433 304- 120 1.0 3.4

NOIRE DAME COLLEGE 2- LA 279 61 3, 14.660 SO, 10 90 1.0

PLYMOUTH STAIC COLLEGE 3-TEA 1.197 74 25 1 29.191 2.53: 411 300 3.0 1.0

*VEEN OF vEACE HISSN SEM 2 -bC 73 100 11.000 300 2.000 92 1.0 4.0

RIVIER COLLEGE 2- LA 669 55 36 9 45.000 3.175 50 20 250 2.0 2.0

ST ANS;tvi COLLEGE 2- LA 1.345 90 10 SO.947 7.760 150 50 725 3.0 3.0

UMW OF NEN HLHPSITIME 1- U 6.394 61 31 $ 346.304 26.124 3.423 325 2.446 16.1 20.7

!MODE ISLA9D

8ARRINGION COLLEGE 2-THE 451 92 S 31.064 1.784 39 125 244 1.0 2.0

SROvx 081vERSITT 2- LA 4.453 79 21 1.077.422 33.391 1.377 106.059 84641 '4.4 62.6

CATHOLIC TEACHERS COLLEGE 2-TEA 234 100 3.415 201 20 30 1.0

PRovIDENCE COLLEGE 2- LA 2.932 13 17 60.699 2.224 291 280 1.0 6.0

RHOOE ISLAND COLLEGE 1-TEA 3.370 51 49 54.243 10.421 200 1.639 430 4.0 6.0

R I SCmOOL OF DESIGN 2- FA 922 98 2 33.767 1.195 332 161 ..0 4.0

ROGER w!LLIAMS JR COL 2- JC 540 77 23 2.875 574 36 .7

SAYE REGINA COLLEGE 2- LA 566 95 5 31.600 2.156 156 239 224 1.0 3.0

SEM OF Cu t LADY OF PlOY 2- LA 68 100 10.0.1 1.348 47 75 1.0 2.0

0/Iv OF RHODE SLAND 1.,- U $492 44 47 9 241.478 17,742 327 6.522 1.996 14.0 10.0

VERMONT

amulkoloN COLLEGE 2- LA B86 94 4 45.375 2.52$ 302 1.001 313 2.6 4.5

CASTLETOIN STATE COLLEGE 1-TEA 576 93 7 16.000 1,654 2.730 61 95 2.0 2.0

JORBSCM STATE COLLEGE 1-TEA 312 98 2 13.500 1.029 56 203 135 1.0 1.0

LYNDON STATE COLLEGE 1-TEA 252 97 3 12.359 1.415 60 82 1.0 1.0

MARLBORO COLLEGE 2- LA 106 99 1 11.000 600 2.000 120 2.0

MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE 2- LA 1.343 100 149.174 4.176 537 4.030 700 7.0 8.6

NORwILd UNIVERSITY 2- LA 4.261 72 2$ 72.70$ 2.312 156 429 3.0 2.5

ST HICHEELS COLLEGE 2- LA 1.181 86 14 55.265 2.982 1.144 466 270 2.0 2.0

UNIV OF VY 0 ST AGRIC COL 1- U 4.02$ 92 3 5 294.25$ 12.911 494 15.000 3.316 25.0 26.0

vERHONT COLLEGE 2-001 511 100 12.732 339 319 124 1.0 2.0

VERHONT TECH COLLEGE 1- TI 251 100 4.000 1.000 50 80 1.0
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CONNECTICUT

Operaiag .,.shoes ia 4911sts

ALSERTUS NAGNUS COLLEGE 25.192 12.425

A3MH1. RST COLLEGE 22.494 18.307

ORIDGEPORT ENG* INSTITUTE 3.150 1.350

CENTRAL. CONN STATE COL 246.1AS 42.400

CONNECTICUT COLLEGE 139.278 72.017

DANBURY STATE COLLEGE 72.954 24.100

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY 42,344 34.85
HARTFORD SEM FOUNDATION 55.434 34.534

HARTFORD ST TECH IAST 13,560 6.200

MOLY APOSTLES SEMINARY 11.950 13.020

M2ICHELL COLLEGE 29.250 14-100

MT SACRED nEA017 COLLEGE 21.230 4.000

MEW HAVEN COLLEGE 34.264 17.609

NORWALL COMMUNITY COL 13.750 5.750

OUZANIPIAC COLLEGE 39.344 20.0:3

ST 8ASILS COLLEGE 14541 8.000

ST JOSEPH COLLEGE 42.921 24.400

ST THOMAS SEMINARY 11.349 4.790

SEAT GF VIS0001 COLLEGE 7.400 3.900

SOUTHERN CLAN STATE COL 277.121 66.475

TRINITY COLLEGE 149.599 5.143
UNIVERSITY OF SRIOGEPORT 132.112 65.634

UNIVERSITY OF CONAECTICUT 781.1044 243.919

WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY 261.372 132.935

WILLIMANTIC STATE COLLEGE 66.233 29.320

YALE UNIVERSITY 2.555,731 1.558.115

10M.NE

AROOSTOOC ST TEACHERS COL 19.196 7.592

SAN51,X THLOLOuICAL SEM 19.581 9.430

3AIES C.I'LLEIii 65.153 34.738

BL:SS ceLLti;E: 2.320 500

Bew30:li COLLEGE 177,340 96.005

CO, u --` ' Z' IV' 87,150 47,300

ctl'!IN4-01 S"EACHtS COL 25.734 17.228

%EN: $7,47E TEACtiS CaL 1,531 3.816

GORHAM STATE TEACHERS COL
47.133 24.709

HuSSON COLLEGE
13.800 9.000

MASSON COLLEGE
48,320 16.781

OBLATE COLLEGE 6 SEMINARY
4.350 3.250

ST FRANCIS COLLEGE
30.800 18.300

ST JOSEPHS COLLEGE
9,706 5.000

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE 250.505 126.090

WASHINGTON ST TEACHRS COL
23,220 8.620

MASSACHUSETTS

AMERICAN INTERNATL COL 44.744 33.913

AMHERST COLLEGE 203.740 111.262

ANDOVER NEWTON THEOL SCH 46.361 27.554

ANNA MARIA COL FOR WOMEN 19.313 11.120

ASSUMPTION COLLEGE 20.294

ATLANTIC UNION COLLEGE 39.243 1.783
BABSON INST OF BUS ADMIN 44,412 22.755

DECKER JR COLLEGE 12.320 6.100

BENTLEY COLLEGE ACC 4 FLO 63.467 31.211

900 9.949 2.007 891

336 2.935 350 584

2.200 200

9.473 111.200 3.090 2.725

12.914 44.470 4.045 6.718

3.533 39.822 1.403 1.496

4.370 36.270 2.043 4.105

3.900 12.500 3.000 1.500

444 0s$62 320

1.630 3.440 930

2.600 10.250 500 2.040
4.2$0 250 7:4

964 14.260 429 100

6.100 1.200
1.480 16.214 773 671

1.421 27 115

1.442 14.283 1.494 1.306

200 1.650 2.9 2.490

3.100 300 100

3.375 94.449 3.600 0.732

22,272 33.573 6.050 12.641

4.159 50.979 3.974 2.365

29.964 474.677 22.954 15.094

14.154 94.376 24.030 6.875

2.650 33.963 516 764

997.416

2.12 6.844 2.640
2.794 5.411 $49 1.033
4.187 21.586 2.550 2.092

550 1.196 74

10.344 51.041 7.992 11.05
5.400 23.322 5.174 6.150
1.277 5.612 464 3.15?
565 3.664 493

1.110 219293 114 452
1.600 2.500 500 200
3.233 23.374 599 4.333

900 100 100
10.000 800 1.700

322 4.384
44.000 43.285 6.000 11.220

400 20,000

4.258 23.502 1.590 1.501
9.442 69.390 4.289 9.357
2.088 12.242 1.011 3.376
700 4.994 436 1.363

16.127 1.311 2.856
10.379 12.377 462 5.242

2.247 16.22$ 349 2.813

720 5.000 500
4.600 25.162 489 1.805
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COOT MASSACHUSETTS

BERKSHIRE CHRISTIAN COL 0,731 1.333 2.177 1.523 236 4.462

BOSTON COLLEGE 498.436 267.389 42.942 140.000 17,340 31,005

00STON UNIVER$1TY 664.064 373.008 93.445 161.448 15.258 24.565

'RADFORD JR COLLEGE 28.433 -10.012 3.032 6.124 311 407

314A3EI5 UNIVERSITY 475.104 209.042 51.428 lt!-409 21.330 31.095

CA?E COD CONN:MITT COL 13,160 4.135 425 7.450 350

CARDINAL CUSISNG COLLEGE 11.145 0.00C 400 5.11111 575 102

CLARK UR1VE45117 100.199 53.884 002 29.09/ 4.470 4.434
COL OF INC HeLy CROSS 118.473 58.744 10.264 31.757 3.250 6.449

COS_ OF Ouk tADY OF ELMS 29.246 18.624 550 8.298 644 1.130

DEAN JR COLLEGE 42.744 24.015 1.130 14.480 404 2.107

EASTERN sAZARiftE COLLEGE 31.217 12.600 5.493 15.532 1.227 965

COOT-PE' RSON soloot. 5.627 3.200 777 1.150 500

mERS014 COLLt&L 33.237 12.405 4.871 22.187 148 3.424

EM." ANuEL COLLt4E 50.244 27.579 2.336 17.414 1.165 1.746
EPISCOPAL THEOL SCHOOL 18.243 7.800 1,814 7.581 628 420

FISHER JUNIOR COLLEGE 12.238 6.750 1.901 3.308 279

FRANKLIN INST OF BOSTON 10.750 5.500 1.750 3.250 250

GARLAND JR COLLEGE 17.742 7.750 1.000 7,591 31 1,370

HARVARD UNIVERSITY 3,237,150 20011,701 314.111 1,011,724 210,033 0016
LASELL JR COLLEGE 26.45$ 16.500 1.877 7.502 133 466

LESLEY COLLEGE 35,726 16.800 6.785 10.000 991 1.150

LOWELL TECHNOLOGICAL INST 78.966 40.528 37.638 800

MARIST COLLEGE 6 SEMINARY 9.073 6.000 2.301 45 707

MASS BAY COMMUNITY COL 23.700 7.400 SOO 15.000 SOO

MASSACHUSETTS COL OF ART 47.050 20.000 SO 27.000

MASS COL OF OPTOMETRY 4.400 3.650 650 100

MASS COL Of PHARMACY 23.748 11.000 750 5.514 951 533

MASS INST OF TECHNOLOGY 834,511 552.168 37.338 185.671 28.272 31,062

MERRIMACK COLLEGE 50.632 26.968 3.896 16.192 14002 2.444

MOUNT ALVERNIA COLLEGE 9.900 7.000 900 1.611 181 208

MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE 140.950 95.050 6.000 32.300 4.300 10.400

MEW DEOFORD INST TECH 29.200 7,604 2.535 9.700 1,221 8,047

NEW ENG CONS Of MUSIC 26.917 20.600 2.000 3.545 323 649

NEWTON COL SACRED HEART 60.383 38.667 2.515 13.204 2.269 3.720

NEWTON JR COLLEGE 15.220 10.620 600 3.950 50

NICHOLS COL OF SUS ADM 15.331 8.839 309 5.894 39 250

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY 260.700 105.565 16.000 127.500 6.000 5.635

MORTHERM ESSEX CMTY COL 14.429 12.120 2.327 20 353

PINE MANOR JR COLLEGE 16.617 11.150 1.491 3.155 211 610

QUEEN APOSTLES COL 6 SEM 10.056 8.200 1.163 293

RADCLIFFE COLLEGE 111.920 54.652 12.112 27.500 2.500 13.150

REGIOML CNTY COL GREENFO 9.878 4.935 400 4.500 43

REGIS COLLEGE 44.706 27.615 2.756 11.044 1.573 1.718

ST HYACINTH COL 4 SEM 16.790 12.000 640 2,743 644 763

ST STEPHENS COLLEGE
SIMMONS COLLEGE 89.030 48.732 10.541 22.800 3.470 3.487

SMITH COLLEGE 322.164 174.321 22.241 98.430 12.682 14.490

sPRINGFIELO COLLEGE 87.081 41.143 4.013 30.755 1.290 1.880

STATE COL AT ROSTON 44.532 35.352 3.035 6.145

STATE COL AT BRIDGEWATER 69.058 36.099 7.185 22.834 1.446 1.494

STATE COL AT FITCHBURG 68.747 25.625 7,122 35.000 1.000

STATE COL AT FRAMINGHAM 38.073 18.162 308 20.024 479

STATE COL AT LOWELL 59.461 17.932 5.450 34.530 1.540

STATE COL AT NORTH ADAM 47.091 6.781 5.121 34.359 830

STATE COL AT SALEM 82.756 16.170 4.541 -40,000 1,083 962

swig COL AT WESTFIELD 60.051 10,701 900 40,000 ASO

STATE COL AT WORCESTER 74.430 20.430 5.030 39,500 500

STONEH1LL COLLEGE 66.411 30,696 4.053 27,276 1.428 2,958

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY 52.636 30.235 2.593 14.514 1.750 1.544

TUFTS UNIVERSITY 265.281 136.428 24.112 82.890 12.830 9.021

UNIV OF MASSACHUSETTS 912.753 354.800 61.720 468.094 15.975 12.155

WELLESLEY COLLEGE 275.933 153.170 12,332 58.426 7.430 44.567

WENTWORTH INSTITUTE 56.830 17.108 2.730 35.000 2.000

WESTERN NEW ENGLAND COL 33.299 15.764 1.939 12.327 295 2.974

WHEATON COLLEGE 131.826 74,201 12.593 36.584 4.020 4.339

WILLIAMS COLLEGE 176.000 88,583 4.610 66.028 0.127 7.661

WORCESTER JR COLLEGE 15.066 10.100 560 4.406

WORCESTER POLY INSTITUTE 08.250 45.100 4.500 40.050 2.500 6.100
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NEW HAMP!MIKE

COLBY JR COL FOR WOMEN 35091 22.432 1.592 9.720 1.400 055

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE
690.203 395.439 31.617 299.103 23.212 40.032

KEENE STATE COLLEGE
40.004 24.619 2.206 14.740 441 2.062

MOUNT ST MARY COLLEGE 16.430 7.100 4.200 3.702 163 1,113

MEW ENGLAND COLLEGE
13.399 12.000 1.399

NOTRE DAME COLLEGE
4.775 4.500 175 2.000 100

PLYMOUTH STATE COLLEGE
40.574 17.100 1,030 20.351

1,217

QUEEN OF PEACE MISSN SEN 72.000 24.000
30.000

16.000

RIVIER COLLEGE
25.263 15.000 2.517 7.012 440 264

ST ANSEUIS COLLEGE
56.247 17.100 3.100 30.750 3.170 1.339

UNIW OF MEW HAMPSHIRE
370662* 104.125 20.137 124.310 24.544 27.510

ItHOPE ISLAND

BARRINGTON COLLEGE
15.309 7.700 1.435 5.570 Z69

*MOWN UNIVERSITY
17.166 473.191 59.217 206.106 21N157

CATHOLIC TEACHERS COLLEGE 6.606 5.400
1006

PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
37.394 24.030 2.513 9.165 579

RMOOE ISLAND COLLEGE 123.627 50.417 4.500 55.410 3.000

R I SCHOOL OF DESIGN
45,409 39.405 1.415 11.313 671

ROGER WILLIAMS JR COL 7.205 5.500
1.600 35

SALVE REGINA COLLEGE 20.553 17.665 264 0.640 305

SEN OF OUR LADY OF PROW 15,303 13.153
1.434 294

UAW OF RHODE ISLAND 207.912 100.046 13,141 142.104 13.500

VERMONT

ENNINGTON COLLEGE 44.913 24.025 3.572 10.432 19970

CASTLETON STATE COLLEGE 21.452 10.144 2.366 0.042

JOHNSON STATE COLLEGE 10.379 11.142 1.644 694

LYNDON STATE COLLEGE 14.416 7.021 1.400 4.765

MARLBORO COLLEGE 11.000 5.500 2.000 3.000 200

MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE 99.667 57.500 5.515 30.111 1499

NORWICH UNIVERSITY
41.101 26.530 1.565 14.493 1.000

ST MICHAELS COLLEGE 41.171 21.000 2.711 14.433 900

UNIV OF VT i ST AGRIC COL 147.723 201.104 29.295 129.260 14.000

VERMONT COLLEGE 12.117 0,100 1.520 2.456 540

VERMONT TECH COLLEGE
0.100 5.500

2.112 23

447
50.695

311
1.100
2.455

150
1.655

414
15.211

1.110

.149
350
300

4.142
4.713
2.135
11.260

271
545
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and

Materials Binding Other

-A3.26

Annual
Expenditures

in cents
per volumeState & Institution Salaries Wages

CONNECTICUT

Albertus Magnus Col. 49 4 40 4 3 55
Annhurst Col. 81 2 13 2 2 105
Bridgeport Engr Inst. 36 0 59 0 5 72
Central Conn. St. Col. 33 5 59 2 1 210
Connecticut College 51 9 32 3 5 69
Danbury St. Col. 37 5 55 1 2 122
Fairfield Univ. 42 5 44 2 7 129
Hartford Sem. Found. 62 7 23 5 3 31
Hartford St. Tech. In'st. 46 4 48 0 2 412
Holy Apostles Sem. 69 8 18 0 5 117
Mitchell Col. 51 9 35 2 3 154
Mt. Sacred Heart Col. 53 0 38 1 6 159
New Haven Col. 52 3 42 1 2 236
Norwalk Comm. Col. 42 0 49 9 0 172
Quinnipiac Col. 51 4 41 2 2 175
St. Basils Col. 84 0 15 0 1 93
St. Joseph Col. 57 3 33 4 3 89
St. Thomas Sem. 60 2 14 2 22 37
Seat of Wisdom Col. 53 0 42 4 1 85
Southern Conn. St. Col. 38 2 53 2 5 172
Trinity Col. 57 8 22 4 9 35
Univ. of Bridgeport 50 7 39 3 1 128
Univ. of Conn. 31 4 61 3 1 159
Wesleyan Univ. 50 5 37 6 2 52
Willimantic St. Col. 44 2 51 1 2 193
Yale Univ. 61 0 39 0 0 55

Averages 53 2 43 1 1 69

MAINE

Aroostook St. Teach. Col. 40 11 35 0 14 76
Bangor The. Sem. 48 14 28 4 6 37
Bates Col. 53 6 33 4 4 54
Bliss Col. 22 24 52 0 2 116
Bowdoin Col. 54 6 29 4 7 60
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State & Institution Salaries Wages

MAINE continued

Colby Col. 54 6 27 6 7 42

Farmington St. Teach Col 67 5 22 2 4 84

Ft. Kent St Teach Col 45 7 43 0 5 76

Gorham St. Teach. Col. 52 2 45 0 1 156

Husson Col. 65 12 18 4 1 394

Nasson Col. 35 7 48 1 9 179

Oblate Col. & Sem. 75 0 21 2 2 52

St. Francis Col. 59 0 32 3 6 142

St. Josephs Col. 51 4 45 0 0 59

Univ. of Maine 50 18 25 2 5 72

Washington St. Teach Col 30 2 68 0 0 155

Averages 52 9 31 3 5 69

MASSACHUSETTS

American Internatl Col 52 7 36 3 2 113

Amherst Col. 55 5 34 2 4 56

Andover Newton The. Sch 59 5 27 2 7 53

Anna Maria Col for W 61 4 26 2 7 94

Assumption Col. 0 0 80 6 14 34

Atlantic Union Col. 28 27 32 1 12 71

Babson Inst of Bus Admin 51 5 36 1 7 117

Becker jr Col. 50 6 41 3 0 308

Bentley Col Acc & Fin 49 7 4u 1 3 232

Berkshire Christian Col 14 22 16 2 46 85

Boston Col. 54 9 28 3 6 80

Boston Univ. 56 14 24 2 4 110

Bradford Jr. Col. 66 10 23 1 2 99

Brandeis Univ. 44 10 34 4 8 173

Cape Cod Comm. Col. 38 3 56 0 3 217

Cardinal Cushing Col. 56 4 36 4 0 97

Clark University 54 9 29 4 4 41

Col of the Holy Cross 50 15 27 3 5 56

Col of Our Lady of Elms 64 2 28 2 4 115

Dean jr Col. 56 4 34 1 5 353
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Percentage of total operating expenditures Annual
Books Expenditures
and in cents

State & Institution Salaries Wages Materials Binding Other per volume

MASSACHUSETTS continued

Eastern Nazarene Col 35 16 43 3 3 95
Eliot-Pearson School 57 14 20 0 9 188
Einerson Col 37 15 37 0 11 139
Emmanuel Col 55 5 35 2 3 91
Episcopal Theol School 43 10 42 3 2 31
Fisher jr Col 55 15 28 0 2 245
Franklin Inst of Boston 51 16 30 0 3 154
Garland jr. Col 44 6 43 0 7 306
Harvard Univ 54 6 20 4 16 73
Lasell jr Col 62 7 28 1 2 152
Lesley Col 47 19 28 3 3 122
Lowell Techological Inst 51 0 48 1 0 97
Marist Col & Sem 65 0 25 2 8 39
Mass Bay Comm Col 31 3 64 0 2 507
Mass Col of Art 42 1 57 0 0 378
Mass Col of Optometry 83 0 15 2 0 138
Mass Col of Pharmacy 68 3 24 4 1 119
Mass Inst of Technology 66 4 23 3 4 93
Merrimack Col 53 8 32 2 5 143
Mount Alvernia Col 71 9 16 2 2 102
Mount Holyoke Col 64 4 22 3 7 51
New Bedford Inst Tech 26 9 33 4 28 118
New Eng Cons of Music 77 7 13 1 2 93
Newton Col Sacred Heart 64 4 22 4 6 109
Newton jr Col 70 4 26 0 0 138
Nichols Col of Bus Admin 58 2 38 0 2 116
Northeastern Univ 41 6 49 2 2 200
Northern Essex City Col 82 0 16 0 2 296
Pine Manor jr Col 67 9 19 1 4 97
Queen Apostles Col & Sem 67 9 19 1 4 97
Radcliffe Col 51 11 24 2 12 81
Regional City Col Grenfld 50 4 46 0 0 146
Regis Col 61 6 25 4 4 73
St Hyacinth Col & Sem 71 4 16 4 5 62
St Stephens Col data not available
Simmons Col 54 12 26 4 4 80
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Percentage of total operating expenditures Annual
Books Expenditures
and in cents

State Sr Institurion Salaries Wages Materials Binding Other per volume

MASSACHUSETTS continued

Smith Col 54 7 31 4 4 68

Springfield Col 48 5 44 1 2 133

St Col at Boston 79 7 14 0 0 144

St Col at Bridgewater 53 10 33 2 2 180

St Col at Fitchburg 37 16 51 0 2 274

St Coi at Framingham 46 1 52 0 1 122

St Col at Lowell 30 9 58 0 3 199

St Col at North Adams 14 11 73 0 2 238

St Col at Salem 44 5 49 1 1 230

St Col at Westfield 31 1 67 0 1 146

St Col at Worcester 40 7 53 0 0 162

Stonehill Col 47 6 41 2 4 168

Suffolk Univ 58 5 31 3 3 88

Tufts Univ 52 9 31 5 3 78

Univ of Mass 39 7 51 2 1 310

Wellesley College 56 4 21 3 16 74

Wentworth Institute 30 5 61 0 4 494

Western New England Col 47 6 37 1 9 212

Wheaton Col 56 10 28 3 3 -) 118

Williams Col 50 3 38 5 4 65

Worcester jr Col 67 4 29 0 0 130

Worcester Poly Inst 46 5 41 2 6 177

Averages 52 7 29 3 9 88

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Colby jr Col for Women 63 4 27 4 2 112

Dartmouth Col 57 5 29 3 6 78

Keene St Col 51 5 38 1 5 121

Mount St Mary Col 43 26 23 1 7 72

New England Col 90 10 0 0 0 54

Notre Dame Col 66 3 30 1 0 53

Plymouth St Col 42 5 50 0 3 136

Queen of Peace Missn Sem 33 0 42 0 25 655
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Percentage of total operating expend lures Annual
Books Expenditures
and in cents

State & Institution Salaries Wa es Materials Bindin Other er volume

NEW HAMPSHIRE continued

Rivier Col 59 10 28 2 1 56
St Anselms Col 31 7 54 6 2 111
Univ of New Hampshire 49 7 33 4 7 110

Averages 53 6 32 3 6 93

RHODE ISLAND

Barrington Col 50 9 36 2 3 49
Brown Univ 58 7 25 4 6 76
Catholic Teach Col 82 0 18 0 0 194
Providence Col 65 7 25 2 1 62

Rhode Island Col 48 3 45 2 2 229
R I School of Design 66 3 25 1 5 134
Roger Williams Jr Col 76 0 22 0 2 253
Salve Regina Col 62 1 30 1 6 91
Sem of Our Lady of Prov 86 0 9 2 3 152
Univ of Rhode Island 36 5 49 5 5 119

Averages 54 6 32 3 5 90

VERMONT

Bennington Col 56 8 30 4 2 99

Castleton St Col 48 11 41 0 0 134
Johnson St Col 61 9 3 0 27 136
Lyndon St Col 55 10 33 0 2 116
Marlboro Col 46 24 25 2 3 107
Middlebury Col 58 6 30 2 4 67
Norwich Univ 54 3 29 4 10 68

St Michaels Col 51 7 35 2 5 74

Univ of Vt & St Agric Col 52 8 33 4 3 132

Vermont Col 63 12 19 4 2 102
Vermont Tech Col 67 0 26 0 7 205

Averages 54 7 32 3 4 103
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CONNECTICUT

ALDEATUS 'AGMS CULLEGE
ANNHURST COLLEGE
BRIDGEPORT ENG* INSTITUTE

22
63
56
12

DC
DC
DC

CENTRAL CONN STATE COL 270 77
CONNECTICUT COLLEGE 302 95 DE.

BANBURY STATE COLLEGE 60 SO K
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY 57 76 LC
HARTFORD SEN FOUNDATION 211 66 OT$
HARTFORD ST TECH INST 32 DC
HOLY APOSTLES SEAMNARY 70 90 LC

MO mITCNELL COLLEGE 75 DC
MT SACRED HEART COLLEGE 32S 160 K
NEW HAVEN COLLEGE 74 DC
NORWALK CONNUNITY COL 52 PC
OUINNIPIAC COLLEGE 25 52 Pr
ST FASILS COLLEGE *it

ST JOSEPH COLLEGE Zt 79 K
ST THOMAS SEMINARY 27 67 DC
SEAT OF wISDON COLLEGE 50 120 DC
SOUTHERN CONN STATE COL 96 74 OTM
TRINITY COLLEGE 650 $4 DC
UNIVERSITY OF SRIDGEPORT 110 72 DC
UNIVERS:TY OF CONNECTICUT 2.344 09 K
WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY 735 SO Cam
wILLINANTIC STATE COLLEGE lb! 61 DC
YALE UNIVERSITY 6.914 97 LC

31 663 4.6
13 970
9

45 1.447 1.3
94 1.201 3.1
51 1.013 6.5
39 946 .146

268 1.60
23 5.3

168 2.717 10.5
34 1.045 5.1

252 2.713
23 5091 3.9
34 12250 7.2
31 6711 5.2

273 86,
56 076 4.5
79 1.139

232 1.233 11.5
41 1.024

101 2.27! 5.7
23 533 3.3
65 697 4.1

224 1.540 S.4
62 2.365 7.2

308 1,760 5.6

MAINE

AROOSTOOK ST TEACHERS COL 63 DC AL 62
BANGOR THEOLOGICAL SEN 6 72 DC CH 176

BATES COLLEGE 176 72 DC Cu 73

BLISS COLLEGE 25 10 LC Cm 24

BOw00IN COLLEGE 427 94 COM SE 221

coLaY COLLEGE 173 64 LC SE 70

FARMINGTON ST TEACHRS COL 275 63 OTH AL 49
FT KENT STATE TEACHRS COL 49 LC NO 48

GORNAM STATE TEACHERS COL 3 63 DC SE 47

HuSSON COLLEGE 50 60 DC NO 17

MASSON COLLEGE 28 SI DC AL 92

OBLATE COLLEGE 6 SEMINARY 56 DC CH 1911

ST FRANCIS COLLEGE 11 59 DC CH 90
ST JOSEPHS COLLEGE DC CH 49
UNIVERSITY OF NAINF21 $S7 96 DC AL 38
WASHINGTON ST TEACHRS COL 200 80 DC CH 39

FF

MASSACHUSETTS

AMERICAN INTERMAIL COL
AMHERST COLLEGE

27
3.602

76
65

LC
DC

AL
SE

29
1S9

11.

44DOVER :NEWTON THEN. SCH S 73 0TH CH 153
ANNA MARIA COL FOR WOMEN 2 iS DC Cm 33
ASSUmftION COLLEGE 95 93 DC NO
ATLANTIC UNION COLLEGE 15 63 DC NO 72
140504 INST OF BUS ADMIX 9 S3 CCM Cu CH

Of OF BECKER JR COLLEGE 51 DC CM
;:

BENTLEY COLLEGE ACC 6 FIN 9 74 DC SE 24
BERKSHIRE CHRISTIAN COL 4 61 DC AL 126
rosToft COLLEGE 762 61 LC AL 59
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 6.129 94 LC NO 36

yr BRADFORD JR COLLEGE A7 DC AL 63
BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY 673 100 LC SE 256
CAPE COD COMMUNITY COL 30 52 DC SE 20

st

1.371
19399 8.6
19163 5.0

4.6
1,847 6.0
661 4.3
651 3.3
545 3.6

1,063
383

1.306 7.1
1.0141
$11 6.6
539 5.5
568 2.2

1,020 3.6

3.61.156
5.01.466

211 6.6
604 6.6

1,006 7.0
.31.346

1,175 4.6
665 1,0
744 4.6
423 3.1
603 3.

1,194 4.5
546 6.6
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MASSACHUSETTS CONY
CARDINAL CUSHING COLLEGE 43 LC AL 66 703 5.S
CLARK UNIVERSITY 22523 SS CON Cm 40 697 2.7
COL Of THE HOLY CROSS 305 42 LC Cm 45 714 3.0
COL Of OUR LADY OF ELMS 2 70 CON Cm 3, $12 7.0
DEAN JR COLLEGE 1 04 OC AL 52 $73
EASTERN NAZARENE COLLEGE 71 OTM No 52 023 5.4
ELIOT -PEARSom SCPJOOL 3 44 gC Of 33 625 2.5
ENiRSON COLLEGE 2! 6S DC Cm AS 4743
EmmANUEL COLLEGE 4 05 CON AL 43 .1';1 5.0
EPISCOPAL TNEOL SCHWL 17 42 OTM No 130 1,014 4.1
FISHER JUNIOR COLLEGE 71 DC Cm 31 444 3.5
FRANKLIR INST OF OOSTON 55 DC Cm 20
GARLAND JO, COLLEGE 2 53 DC Cm 57 402 4.0
HARVARD UNIVERSITY 17,506 75 0211 Y. 460 1,362
LASELL JR COLLEGE 40 DC M. 40 500 2.3
LESLEY COLLEGE 5 70 CON AL 66 1.0,, 4.7
LOVELL TECHNOLOGICAL INST 157 $2 DC Cm 25 407 3.7
NARIST COLLEGE 4 SEMINARY 13 OS SC Cm 154 '07 9.1
MASS SAY COMMUNITY COL 40 40 DC CM 34 477 4.3
MASSACHUSETTS COL OF ART 39 DC AL 04 1,470 11.5
MASS COL OF OPTOMETRY 35 OTM No 35 210 4.0
MASS COL OF PmARPAcY 270 43 07M CM 40 514 4.9
MASS INST OF TECHNOLOGY 3.908 90 LC SE 121 203 .4
mENRINACK COLLEGE 24 $1 LC AL 24 470 2.7
MOUNT ALVERNIA COLLEGE 07 OTM SE 16S 1.106 24.$
MOUNT mOLYOKE COLLEGE 1.964 79 OTM AL V. 1.013 4.1
NEW OEDFONO INST TECH 30 40 LC Cm 31 436 4.0
oft ENG CONS OF MUSIC 41 SO CON NO 70 245 3.0
NEWTON COL SACRED HEART 175 62 CON AL 91 1,232 5.5
NEWTON JR COLLEGE 40 DC AL 32 544 3.0
NICHOLS CGL OF SUS ACM 74 DC Cm 25 424 2.4
NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY 220 DC AL 15 302 2.4
NORTHERN ESSEX CRT's' COL 17 45 DC Cm 1 474 0.0
PINE nano, JR gottcpr 24 41 OK Ok 52 .573 3.0
OUEEN APOSTLES COL 4 SEM 1.747 04 DC Cm 437 1.004 19.3
RADCLIFFE COLLEGE 41 93 SC NO OS 3.2
REGIONL CnTy COL GREENFLD 50 DC Cm 3S 540 4.4
REGIS COLLEGE 31 AO DC AL 57 604 4.5
ST HYACINTH COL 6 SEM __34 DC No 230 1.524 4.7
ST STEPHENS COLLEGE 150 /44 DC CH
SIMONS COLLEGE 94 103 CON No 50 454 2.4
SM;Tm COLLEGE 4.04$ 92 DC Cm 137 1.225 5.2
SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE 253 $7 CON AL 52 429 3.4
STATE COL AT SOSTON 40 DC NO 12 374.
STATE COL AT DRIDGENATER 23 72 DC NO 23 5.0
STATE COL AT FITCHOURG 17 69 DC Cm 53 1,054 5.7
STATE COL AT FiANINGNAM SO 44 LC AL 30 430 5.0
STATE COL AT LOWELL 41 DC CM 79 1.321 10.4
STATE COL AT NORTH ADAMS 4 52 DC CM 52 1,345 10.6
STATE COL AT SALEM 42 DC SE 32 920 0.1
STATE COL AT WESTFIELD 107 41 DC No 50 1,105
STATE COL AT WORCESTER 144 55 DC AL 50 1.124 0.0
STOMEMILL COLLEGE 475 74 LC SE 45 1.230 7.0
SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY 30 LC Cm 24 721 4.5
TUFTS UNIVERSITY 2.424 96 LC SE 40 514 2.1
UNIV OF MASSACHUSETTS 4,050 $7 LC AL 104 1,204 3.1
VELLESLEY COLLEGE SOO 77 DC SE 150 1,700 4.0
wENTwORTM INSTITUTE 2 41 DC SE 24 41$ 1.$
WESTERN KO E.W.LAIPO COL ap 4S Of MD 25 694 4.1
WHEATON COLLEGE 175 01 DC CM 152 1.690 4.0
WILLIAMS COLLEGE 720 $3 LC SE 145 1.124 4.3
WORCESTER JR COLLEGE 43 DC NO 0 301 2.0
WONCESTEO POLY INSTITUTE 392 70 DC SE 69 444 2.4
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REV HANPSHIRE

COLSY JR COL FOR HONER 279 DC
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE 3.740 17 CON
KEENE STATE COLLEGE 217 64 DC
AWRY ST RA*T COLLEGE 66 DC

NEN ERSLAND COLLEGE 157 61 0141

NOTRE DANE COLLEGE 40 46 DC
PLYNOUTm STATE COLLEGE 162 SO DC

QUEER Of PEACE /USSR SEN 112 DC

RIVIER COLLEGE 122 70 DC

ST ANSELAS COLLEGE 275 $2 DC
may of REV mAMPSHIRE 1.!77 9$ DC

*NODE ISLAND

SARRINGTON COLLEGE 7 76
BROWN UNIVERSITY 30391 101
CATHOLIC TEACHERS COLLEGE 40
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE 17 10
RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE $7 05
R I SCHOOL OF DESIGN 14 64
ROGER VILLIANS JR COL 42
SALVE REGINA COLLEGE 57
SEN OF OUR LADY OF PROW 70
IOW/ OF RHODE ISLAND 1.165 112

VERMONT

8ENAINGTON COLLEGE 173 04
CASTLETON STATE COLLEGE 75 70
JOHNSON STATE COLLEGE 60 09
LYNDON STATE COLLEGE 214 73
maROORO COLLEGE 110 104
sIDOtEtURY COLLEGE 245 09
NORWICH UNIVERSITY 301 04
ST HICHAELS COLLEGE 155 06
UNIV OF VT G ST AGRIC COL 1.830 94
VERMONT COLLEGE 4 34
VERMONT TECH COLLEGE 50

Nrr

66 10 5.0
200 1.907 5.3
42 1.031 4.2
57 403 3.3
24 313
30 $47
31 1.040 2.1

966 7.200
46 042 7.5
44 014 3.7
70 $111 4.0

DC CM 35 315 2.6
LC SE 184 955 5.6
DC Cm 20 601
DC Cm 14 224 1.0

DC AL 41 883 4.5
DC CM 50 450 2.5
0TH AL 15 270 6.1
DC CH 50 501 6.2
CON CM 174 1.177 15.5

DC CH 42 650 2.0

AL 119 1147 4.3
Cm 39 596 3.0
CM 59 967 6.6
CM 50 101 3.6
CM 112 590 4.6
CM 74 074 3.6

CM 13 622 4.7
SE 37 664 3.3
NO 97 158
CM 25 330 1.6
AL 33 2.3
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Summary of College and University Library Statistics:
Aggregate United States, 1959-64

(Figures are rounded at levels appropriate to the precision of the data)

-A3.34

1:ern

Ntunher of libraries. ..
Numberofstudentsserved (enrollment)_

COLLECTIONS

Number of volumes at end of year
Number of voitunes per student
Numiter of Vii.latit'S added during year..
Number of Vatiti ;WS added per student_
Number of periodic:11.4 received_ .....
Number of periodicals per student_

PERSONNEL

AU personnel tin full -time equivalents,
exClusiing maintenance staff)

1'rofessi.uuti iersonnei
Professional personnel as a percentage

of to;nI staff .
Nonprofessional personnel.
Nonprofessional personnel as a per-

centage of staff
Ratio of professional staff to students_ _
N---"-cr of hours of student assistance__

OPERATING EXPENDITURES

Total operating expenditures (excludes
capital outlay)

Operating expenditures per student_ _ _ _
Operating expenditures as a percentage

of educational and general expendi-
tures.

Salaries (all personnel not "on hourly
rates)

Salaries as a percentage of operating
expenditures

Wages ;at hourly rates of pay)
Wages as a percentage of operating

expenditures
Expenditures for books and library

materials
Such expenditures as a percentage of

Operating expenditures
Expenditures for binding
Such expenditures as a percentage of

operating expenditures
Other operating expenditures
Other operating expenditures as a per-

centage of operating expenditures____

ist4-66

1,051
3,400,000

176,700,000
51.9

8,400,0000.5
1,300,000

0.4

18,000
9,000

50
9,000

50
1:378

12,100,000

$137,200,000
$40.34

3.0

$72,500,000

52.8
$11,700,000

8.5

$40,800,000

29.7
$4,900,000

3.6
$7,500,000

5.4,------

1%0.41

1,075
3,600,000

189,100,000
52.4

9,400,000
2.6

1,400,000
0.4

19,500
9,700

50
9,800

50
1:372

13,200,000

$158,900,000
$44.02

3.1

$83,800,000

52.7
$13,900,000

8.7

$48,300,000

30.4
$5,000,000

3.2
$7,900,000

5.0

1%1.62

1,985
3,900,000

201,400,000
51.6

10,900,000
2.8

1,500,000
0.4

21,100
10,300

49
10,800

51
1:378

14,200,000

$183,900,000
$47.10

3.1

$95,900,000

52.2
$15,500,000

8.4

$56,400,000

30.7
$6,200,000

3.4
$9,700,000

5.3

12e 62

2,075
4,300,000

215,000,000
49.4

12,300,000
2.8

1,600,000
0.4

23,300
11,200

48
12,100

52
1:388

14,500,000

$213,000,000
$50.95

3.2

$113,000,000

53.1
$17,000,000

8.0

$65,000,000

30.5
$7,000,000

3.3
$11,000,000

4.2

1%364

2,140
4,800,000

227,100,C90
47.3

13,600,000
2.3

1,800,000
0.4

25,209
11,900

47
13,300

53
1:401

16,400,000

$246,700,000
$51.25

3.3

$126,200,000

51.2
$19,000,000

7.7

$80,500,000

32.1
$7,900,000

3.7
$13,100,000

5.3
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APPENDIX 4

Brevity Codes

A brevity code is a table relating highly redundant representa-
tions to minimally redundant ones. Given either representation,
reference to the table produces the other.

A4.1

Five characters are more than adequate to provide a non-re-
dundant, unique identifier to every individual in. the world. The cus-
tomary coding of author names, however, averages five times the
minimal number. Thus, if an author has written N works, customary
coding requires about 25 x N characters; a brevity code uses 30 charac-
ters for the table and only 5 for each work (a0+5xN). Brevity coding,
therefore, is more efficient for every value of N greater than one.
For N=2, for example, the saving is 20%; it's 50% for N=4 and approaches
80% as N becomes very large. Since, in searching for a name, the com-
puter can examine the code first and, upon failing to find the name,
search for it in the uncoded portion of the file, brevity coding need
only be used when it actually provides a storage saving. In the absence
of data on the average number of works per author, it is impossible to
compute the saving due to coding. A reasonable estimate, however,
would be about 25% .

The savings will be even greater in using brevity codes for
publisher and place of publication. The length of these names is about
the same as the length of author names , while the minimal coding is
about half that required for authors and the values of N are much larger.
The probable storage saving is near 50%.
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APPENDIX 5

Schedule for Constructing a National System

Year

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

NUC Backlog Conversio
I I I

De-
sign

Construction

Tes

Improvements

Replication

RULAS 1 Operational

RULAS 2 Operational

RULAS 3 Operational

IRULAS 4

I I

RULAS 5
I I

!RULAS 6

RULAS 7

I IRULAS 8

RULAS 9

RULAS 10

-A5.1
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2-

Estimated Ex enditures for a National S stem

NUC Backlog Conversion

4
Ye

5
at

7

1-

RULAS Development, Validation and Replication
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APPENDIX 6

Estimated Costs Per Item

Conversion into and Storage in Machine Readable Form

Item Pages Characters
Cost per item*

Conversion Storm

Catalog card

Table of contents

Index

Full Text

2x10-1

02x10

12x10

2x102

5x102

5x103

5x104

5x105

$5x10-1

5x100

5x101

5x102

$5x10-4

5x10-3

5x10-2

5x10-1

* Conversion cost estimated at $10-3 per character.
Storage cost estimated at $10-6 per character.

-A6.1
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